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Abstract
Liquid or gas-liquid stirred tank reactors with vapour generation are ubiquitous in 
many important industrial processes. The presence of the large volume of vapour may 
have considerable effects on liquid mixing and mass transfer performance. The aim of 
the present work has been the investigation of the liquid macro- and micro-mixing 
characteristics in these reactors. This objective is achieved through the examination of 
the differences in power draw characteristics, liquid mixing times and undesired by­
product distributions of mixing-sensitive reactions between hot sparged and boiling 
reactors, and ambient temperature systems.
Experimental work was performed in a standard vessel and a tall tank reactor 
( H = 2T ) under ungassed, gassed and boiling conditions. The power draw of up- 
pumping Lightnin A340 and Chemineer Maxflo (MFu) impellers and the liquid 
mixing times and micromixing achieved by a Chemineer CD-6 radial flow impeller 
were investigated in the standard vessel. The power draw characteristics and liquid 
macromixing rates obtained by three composite impellers (BT6+BT6+CD6, 
BT6+MFu+MFu and triple A340 impellers) were studied in the tall tank reactor.
Experimental results show that the wide blade up-pumping impellers (A340 and MFu) 
can maintain a relatively high RPD even at high gas loadings and high impeller 
speeds. When multiple A340 impellers are used as a composite agitator, however, this 
combination has a greater power decrease upon gas sparging than the radial flow 
composite agitator (BT6+BT6+CD6) and the mixed flow impeller system 
(BT6+MFu+MFu) whether under cool gassed or hot sparged conditions. The effect of 
boiling on RPD is significant only when multiple agitators are operated at the 
extremes of low and high impeller speeds.
Liquid mixing times in boiling and high gas loading systems were investigated 
through a conductivity technique. In single-impeller (CD-6) systems, gas sparging 
accelerates the liquid mixing. This can be attributed to the contribution of aeration to 
the potential energy. With the same shaft power input, boiling systems have the 
fastest liquid macromixing. This benefits from the work done by the expansion of 
vapour bubbles.
Unlike in single impeller systems, the impeller geometry of composite impeller 
agitators has a significant effect on liquid mixing rates. Gas sparging has little 
influence on the liquid mixing times achieved by the radial flow agitator but reduces 
the rate of liquid mixing in both cool gassed or hot sparged systems agitated by the 
axial and mixed flow agitators. A compartment model has been used to explain this 
phenomenon. The effect of boiling on the liquid mixing time depends on the 
combination of impellers used in the agitator.
A new test reaction system, suitable for the investigation of micromixing in boiling 
and hot sparged systems, is proposed. Experimental results have demonstrated that 
this reaction pair is easy to use and its product distribution is sensitive to liquid 
micromixing. Micromixing is apparently improved in boiling reactors. This could in 
part be attributed to the decrease of liquid viscosity and the contribution of rapid 
expansion and violent collapse of vapour bubbles, but much work still need to be 
done before a general conclusion could be drawn. Sparging gases into a hot liquid has 
little effect on the rate of micromixing, the reasons for which have been discussed. 
Feed location has a significant effect on the product distribution both in hot ungassed 
and boiling systems. This is consistent with the results in ambient temperature 
systems found in the literature.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Liquid mixing research in STRs
Mechanically agitated vessels are widely used in process industries because of their 
effectiveness and flexibility. Over 50% of chemicals, food and pharmaceuticals 
production is carried out in batch stirred tank reactors (STRs). STRs are very versatile 
for conducting a variety of operations such as liquid mixing, gas dispersion, solid 
suspension, mass and heat transfer, chemical reaction, etc.
Of these operations, liquid mixing may play a critical role in reactor performance. For 
biological processes, insufficient liquid mixing can cause local environmental 
gradients (pH value, nutrition concentration, oxygen transfer, etc) throughout the tank. 
This inhomogeneity can have a significant impact on the quality of products and in 
some circumstances may lead to failure of the processes. For fine chemicals and 
pharmaceutical processes where many parallel and consecutive competitive reactions 
are usually involved, improper micromixing can result in the production of unwanted 
by-products. It has been reported that an inadequate understanding of mixing can 
incur considerable costs to process industries (Smith, 1990).
Most liquid mixing processes in STRs are operated under turbulent conditions. The 
turbulent mixing processes are very complicated. In the process of mixing a reactant 
into a bulk phase, many different mixing scales are involved. This complex process 
can be described by several simple mixing stages — macromixing, mesomixing and 
micromixing. It starts from the spatial distribution of feed lumps through the bulk 
phase (macromixing), then the scale of the unmixed lumps is further reduced by the 
inertial-convective disintegration (mesomixing). Finally, the smaller fluid elements 
are subjected to viscous-convective deformation, followed by molecular diffusion 
(micromixing). The characteristics of the three mixing scales are highlighted as 
below.
• Macromixing— blending on the scale of the whole vessel, which determines the 
environment concentrations for mesomixing and micromixing, and conveys fluid 
elements undergoing meso- and micro-mixing through regions of varying
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turbulence properties. Macromixing governs the batch blending time in batch 
systems or the residence time distribution in continuous systems.
• Mesomixing-—mixing at intermediate level, which describes the mixing on an 
intermediate scale and, particularly, characterises the inertial-convective mixing of 
a fresh feed stream.
• Micromixing-—mixing on the molecular scale, which is important for fast 
competitive reactions.
Liquid macromixing (blending) in single-phase systems has been extensively and 
intensively investigated. The effect of gas sparging on liquid mixing times is covered 
in several papers (Joshi et al., 1982; Hari-prajitno et al., 1998 and Nienow, 1998) and 
textbooks (Nagata, 1975 and Tatterson, 1991), but unfortunately no consistent 
conclusions can be drawn. The situation in multiple impeller systems becomes more 
complicated because here liquid mixing rate is not only influenced by shaft power 
input and gas sparging rate; at the same time, it also strongly depends on liquid 
exchange rate between adjacent impellers. Very limited publications on this subject 
are available in open literature.
Micromixing plays a key role in fast reactions. Chemical reactions cannot take place 
unless species are mixed at the molecular level. If the reactions are fast relative to 
mixing rates of reagents, then this will result in reagent concentration gradients or 
segregation at molecular scales. The local segregation directly influences the reaction 
selectivity and product distribution. The earliest description of this situation can be 
traced to the 1920’s (Francis, 1926). The formal definitions of the scale and intensity 
of segregation or unmixedness were introduced by Danckwerts (1953). The 
importance of mixing on the molecular scale or ‘micromixing’ termed today for 
chemical reactions was identified by Danckwerts (1958), Kramers (1958) and van 
Krevelen (1958). Substantial experimental and modelling work on the influence of 
micromixing on fast reactions in single-phase systems has now been done (Baldyga 
and Bourne, 1999). The importance of micromixing on crystallisation and 
polymerisation processes has been reported in the open literature. However, little 
information is available for gas-liquid systems.
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Throughout the literature almost all the research work on macro- and micromixing has 
been carried out at room temperature. However, many important industrial processes 
are operated under boiling or nearly boiling conditions. The importance of research on 
these systems has largely been ignored.
1.2 Importance of research on the performance of hot sparged and 
boiling reactors
Gas-liquid contacting operations can be found everywhere in chemical, 
petrochemical, biochemical, food, and pharmaceutical industries. The operating 
conditions in these processes are radically different. According to the different 
fraction of liquid phase vapour in gas phase, the following three regimes have been 
broadly distinguished and described by Smith and Ruh (1998) and Smith and Gao 
(1999):
• Cool Gassed Systems
In cool gassed conditions the liquid temperature is far below its boiling point, so 
the liquid phase vapour pressure is very low and usually can be neglected. Many 
biological processes such as fermentation and wastewater aeration are operated 
under these conditions.
• Agitated Boiling Systems
In these systems the liquid vapour pressure equals the system operating 
pressure. The amount of vapour generated is controlled by the heat supply. 
Typical examples include: batch organic synthesis carried out under reflux of a 
solvent, highly exothermic reactions in which temperature rise is controlled by 
the vaporisation of one of the reagents, and polymerisations, where water may 
be produced and boiled off or steam injection is used to strip out residual 
monomer.
• Hot Sparged Systems
Many processes, for example oxidation, hydrogenation and chlorination, often 
require gas to be sparge into liquid at or nearly its boiling point. A large amount 
of vapour will be quickly evaporated into gas bubbles. The fraction of vapour in 
the gas phase depends on the liquid temperature, which is determined by the gas 
sparged rate and the available heat supply. Since the hydrodynamics in these
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systems are affected by liquid temperature, the broad classification ‘hot sparged 
system’ may mask the temperature effects.
The radical differences between these systems have been recognised by Smith and his 
co-workers. These differences are mainly reflected in the following aspects:
1) Gas void fraction distribution and hold-up
The dramatically different vertical gas void fraction distributions in cool gassed, hot 
sparged and agitated boiling systems are shown in Fig. 1-1 (Gao et al. 2000).
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Fig. 1-1 Void distributions in boiling and sparged conditions with dual CD-6 impellers 
Boiling systems have quite different void fraction distributions from sparged systems, 
both in terms of value and distribution. The void fraction in boiling systems is nearly 
zero below the level of the upper impeller. It is controlled by nucléation in the liquid 
phase and the response of vapour bubbles to flow and pressure fields. In cool gassed 
systems, however, there is a fairly uniform distribution of void fraction over the 
reactor height with maxima just above the plane of impellers. The gas fraction 
distributions in these systems are mainly controlled by the liquid flow fields in the 
vessels. The hydrostatic and static pressure effects are generally of minor significance. 
Hot sparged systems have a similar void fraction distribution as cool gassed systems. 
However, with the same total gas flow rate (i.e. including the contribution of the 
evaporation from the liquid phase), the local void fraction is only about half of that for 
cool conditions. Therefore, all the conventional correlations for void fraction retained 
in gas-liquid reactors, which have been derived at ambient temperature, are likely to 
be in error in typical hot operating conditions.
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2) Power draw
For agitated boiling systems, Smith and Katsanevakis (1993) have shown that the 
power demand is solely determined by impeller speed and impeller submergence, and 
is independent of the vapour generation rate. This is totally different from aerated 
systems, where the power demand usually decreases upon sparging because of the 
formation of gas-filled cavities behind the impeller blades.
In hot sparged systems, the large amount of evaporated vapour will bring impeller 
operation closer to flooding. The power levels are close enough to those at flooded 
cool gassed conditions (Smith and Millington, 1996). The Relative Power Demand 
(RPD, defined as the power draw of the impeller in the presence of a gas phase 
relative to that when driven at the same speed in liquid alone) at the cool flooding 
speed may provide a reasonable estimate for that with combined gas phase flow. The 
RPD in hot sparged systems is rather insensitive to impeller speed.
3) Bubble dynamics
Air bubbles are essentially insoluble in water at ambient temperature and pressure and 
are of relatively constant sizes with modest changes in volume following pressure 
fluctuations or mass transfer. In contrast, few vapour bubbles can keep their sizes and 
small changes in local pressure and temperature will lead to instantaneous expansion 
and condensation (Smith and Katsanevakis, 1993). This violent development of 
vapour bubbles may have considerable influence on liquid mixing.
All these differences may lead to distinct macro- and micromixing behaviour in hot 
sparged and boiling reactors. The design of these reactors is usually based on 
knowledge obtained from ambient temperature systems and hence open to question. 
Improper design can cause failure of the process, yield reduction and production of 
unwanted by-products.
1.3 Objective
The objective of this work is to investigate the differences in liquid mixing between 
hot sparged and boiling reactors, and ambient systems. The effects of gas sparging 
rate and agitator type on liquid macromixing and power characteristics in a standard
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vessel (H=T) and a tall tank (H=2T) under different conditions will be emphasised. 
The liquid micromixing characteristics in hot sparged and boiling systems will be 
examined only in the standard vessel. The final aim is to provide a basis for process 
engineers to improve the design and operation of these reactors.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
This introductory chapter is followed by a critical review of liquid macromixing 
(Chapter 2). In this review, firstly, the history of impeller technology development is 
outlined. Then the power draw and liquid macromixing characteristics are reviewed. 
Finally the limitations of previous work on liquid mixing times in gas-liquid STRs are 
pointed out and the need for further research is identified. General hydrodynamics in 
boiling and gas sparged systems are considered in Chapter 3 where vapour bubble 
growth kinetics are discussed and the work done by vapour bubble expansion in 
boiling liquid and the potential power input due to gas sparging in aerated systems are 
estimated. This provides a theoretical basis for the analysis of liquid mixing in 
Chapter 5. The experimental rig, approach and conditions are illustrated in Chapter 4. 
Power draw and liquid mixing time experimental results are presented in Chapter 5 
where experimental results are discussed and conclusions are drawn. Micromixing 
sensitive test reactions used in the literature are reviewed in Chapter 6. A new 
micromixing sensitive reaction pair, which can be used in hot sparged and boiling 
reactors, is proposed and experimental results and theoretical analysis are given in 
Chapter 7. Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions are summarised and future work is 
identified.
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Part A: Liquid macromixing in STRs 
Chapter 2: Liquid macromixing in STRs — a review
2.1 Introduction
In process industries, many different operations such as liquid blending, gas 
dispersion, and solid suspension are performed in stirred tank reactors. Sometimes in 
complex processes, two or more different operations are involved simultaneously. 
Each operation makes different requirements on the agitator. Liquid blending and 
solid suspension systems require the impeller to give a quick and sufficient liquid 
axial circulation in order to achieve rapid liquid macromixing and to maintain solid 
particle suspension. For gas-dispersion applications, an impeller system must develop 
high shear rates to break-up gas bubbles. In biological processes, these high shear 
rates may be harmful to microorganisms. For mixing sensitive complex reaction 
processes, the product distribution depends on reagent local segregation which is 
determined by the micromixing rate. Every different requirement can be fulfilled by 
different impeller geometry. Therefore, it is impossible to design a ‘perfect’ impeller 
which is efficient in carrying out every task. The understanding of the effect of 
impeller geometry on the agitator performance becomes very important.
Impeller performance can be characterised by two important parameters — power 
draw and liquid macromixing rates. The power dissipated by the agitation system is 
fundamental to any mixing process from liquid homogenisation, immiscible phase 
dispersion, solid suspension to mass transfer and etc. In batch systems, liquid 
macromixing rates can be quantified by liquid mixing times.
In this chapter, modern impeller development is briefly reviewed. Because turbulent 
mixing is the subject of this thesis, only impellers applicable to turbulent flow are 
considered. The goal is to gain insight into the impeller modification through linking 
the improved impeller performance to the change of agitator geometry. This can give 
guidance to the optimisation of agitator design. Following the review, the literature on
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power characteristics and liquid macromixing with and without gas phase is 
summarised. Finally, based on the critical assessment of the literature, the limitations 
of previous work on liquid mixing times in gas-liquid STRs are pointed out and the 
area for further research is identified.
2.2 Impeller technology development
2.2.1 Disc turbines
Disc turbines, developed from the early multi-blade paddles, have a number of 
vertical blades mounted on a disc. The disc forces gas into high shear regions around 
the blades where bubbles are broken-up and this gives much better gas dispersion as 
compared with a simple paddle. In 1950’s, J H Rushton did a substantial amount of 
work on disc turbines (Rushton et al., 1950; Rushton, 1953) and standardised the 
agitators; the impeller diameter (D) is about one 
third of tank diameter, the disc is 2/3D and the 
blade is D/5 wide and D/4 long. The standard 6- 
blade disc turbine (Fig.2-1) has been named 
Rushton turbine (RT) in recognition of his great 
contribution to mixing and agitators. Since then, the
T)  ^ . , . , . „ . . Fig.2-1 Rushton turbineRushton turbine has been the choice of agitation
systems, especially for gas dispersion. Even now it is still commonly used in the 
fermentation industry.
Some weaknesses of the Rushton turbine, however, have been recognised. First, it has
p
a high power number (5 ~ 6) (Pq = — ) and runs at a relatively low speed to
develop a given power; it thus has a higher torque compared with low power number 
impellers. Secondly, the Rushton turbine is a radial flow impeller developing upper 
and lower flow loops in vessels. This can lead to strong compartmentalisation in 
multiple impeller systems and hence result in poor top to bottom mixing (Cronin et 
al, 1994). Another disadvantage is that a RT has a significant reduction in power 
draw (usually more than 50%) upon gas sparging compared with ungassed conditions
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at the same impeller speed. This decrease implies a reduced heat and mass transfer 
potential.
The pioneering and creative work by Smith and his coworkers throws light on the 
gassed power reduction mechanism and paves the way to understanding how to 
improve impeller design (van’t Riet and Smith, 1973; Bruijin, et al., 1974; van’t Riet, 
et al., 1976). When a blade moves forward, fluid in front of it is accelerated as it 
moves over and around it. The combination of pressure and centrifugal forces causes 
the fluid to turn inward toward the back of the blade. High-speed, low-pressure 
trailing vortices at the rear of the blade are formed, which are spread outward or away 
from the blade. In the presence of a gas dispersion, the low-pressure core of the 
trailing vortices attracts gas bubbles, which coalesce to form ventilated cavities 
behind the blades. These stable cavities reduce the form drag and hence the power 
consumption. For a Rushton turbine with an increase of gas flow rates the cavities 
develop from vortex, large smooth-sided cavities to large ragged cavities (van’t Riet 
and Smith, 1973; Nienow et al., 1985; Smith and Gao, 2000).
Oc)
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a. Vortex cavities b. A large smooth-sided cavity c. A ragged (flooding) cavity
Fig.2-2 Different cavities behind a Rushton blade
The size and the stability of the cavity were found to depend on blade geometry. 
Therefore, suitable blade shape and curvature may retard the formation of the 
ventilated cavities and reduce their size in such a way that, even under gas sparging, 
the aerated power draw can remain high.
Under the direction of this principle. Smith and his coworkers first designed a 
concave hollow blade to replace the vertical flat blade (van’t Riet et al, 1976; 
Warmoeskerken and Smith, 1989). Its blade shape is a section of a pipe cross-section. 
Reduced ungassed power number, flatter gassed power curve and improved gas
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handling capacity were obtained. Later its derivatives such as deeper semi-circular 
(Bakker et al., 1994) and parabolic (Nienow 1990 and 1996; Saito et al. 1992) shaped 
hollow blades were proposed. Now such blades are commercially available as 
Chemineer CD-6 (Fig.2-3 a) and SCAB A 6SGDT impellers respectively.
All of the disk turbines mentioned above have blades that are symmetrical with 
respect to the plane of the disk. Recently a vertically asymmetric disc turbine named 
Chemineer BT-6 (Fig.2-3b) has been developed. The shape of the BT-6 blade is a 
semi- elliptical cross-section with an extended upper part. Myers et al. (1999) reported 
that this impeller has a flatter gassed power curve and higher gas handling capacity 
than any of the other impellers.
Xw»>XOX<w:
Fis.2-3a Chemineer CD-6 Fig.2-3b Chemineer BT-6
Although these new radial flow impellers give good gas dispersion, they have the 
same drawback as the traditional Rushton tyrbines — poor top to bottom mixing. This 
can be resolved by using an axial flow impeller such as a pitched blade turbine or a 
hydrofoil impeller.
2.2.2 Pitched blade turbines
Pitched blade turbines (PBTs) were introduced in 
the 1950’s. They usually have 4 flat blades 
pitched at different angles. A 45° PBT is shown in 
Fig.2-4. PBTs can be operated either pumping 
down or pumping up, the former being the more 
traditional mode of operation. PBTs usually have 
smaller power numbers (about one quarter of
those of the Rushton turbines) and are more efficient for solid suspension applications
Fig.2-4 Pitched blade turbine
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than the standard Rushton turbines. However, when downward pumping pitched blade 
turbines are used in gas dispersion, two gas loading regimes exist (Warmoeskerken, et 
al., 1984). At low impeller speeds and/or high gas flow rates, some or all of the gas 
directly loads into the impeller (direct loading), while at high impeller speeds and/or 
low gas flow rates, gas reaches the impeller only through liquid recirculation (indirect 
loading). The transition between the two loading regimes often leads to severe 
hydrodynamic and torque instabilities (McFarlane, et al., 1995). Furthermore, 
extensive research has shown that downpumping PBTs are easily flooded and 
therefore have a limited gas handling ability (Chapman et al, 1983; Nienow et al., 
19& r^
Pitched blade turbines are not truly axial flow impellers because they produce a flow 
having a relatively strong radial component of velocity, with a discharge angle of 45- 
60° to the horizontal (Ranade and Joshi, 1989). Thus pitched blade turbines are 
sometimes referred to as mixed flow impellers. In comparison, hydrofoil impellers 
develop a stronger axial flow (Jaworski and Nienow, 1994).
2.2.3 Hydrofoil impellers
Hydrofoil impellers were developed after the benefits from impellers giving higher 
flow per unit power consumption were realised. Hydrofoil impellers have profiled and 
angled blades shaped with a low angle of fluid attack. This blade geometry reduces 
the drag on the blades and thus decreases impeller power consumption, and at the 
same time produce a strong bulk recirculation. The low power number hydrofoil 
impellers can be exploited in retrofiting operations (Nienow, 1990b). Compared with 
the Rushton turbine, a larger diameter hydrofoil impeller can be driven with the same 
power at the same speed and torque and should produce a better bulk mixing 
(Ruszkowski, 1994).
Probably the first successful hydrofoil impeller was Lightnin’s A310 (Fig.2-5) with a
power number 0.3 and flow number 0.56 (FI = - ^ , ). It has three narrow, cambered
ND'
and twisted blades. The leading edge is rounded to reduce turbulence. The A310 is
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very efficient for solid suspension. For example, with the same impeller diameter, its 
Pjs is only 25% and 66% of that of a Rushton turbine and a PBT45, respectively.
Fig.2-6 shows another frequently used hydrofoil impeller known as Chemineer HE-3 
(Fasano et al., 1994; Bakker and Gates, 1995; Dickey, 1991). The HE-3 is basically a 
PBT with the front corner of the blade bent down at an angle. It is reported the HE-3 
impeller produces more fluid motion per unit of power at constant torque and gives a 
more uniform flow throughout a vessel than an otherwise similar PBT (Fasano et al., 
1994). The HE-3 has very often been used by Chemineer (Myers et al., 1994) in 
combination with a CD-6 in dual-impeller systems.
Fig.2-5 Lightnin A310 Fig.2-6 Chemineer HE-3
Both A310 and HE-3 belong to the class of narrow blade hydrofoil impellers with a 
low solidity ratio defined by comparing the projected blade area to the impeller swept 
area. Oldshue (1989) has shown that the solidity ratio has substantial influence on 
impeller performance. When a low solidity hydrofoil impeller, for example A310 (a 
value of 0.1 is quoted), is operated at low Reynolds number (say less than 200), its 
discharge flow pattern becomes more radial and its effectiveness reduces markedly 
(Oldshue, 1989). Furthermore, with gas dispersion, this impeller tends to flood at 
relatively low gas flow rate compared with the disc turbines. This has led to the 
development of the high solidity-ratio hydrofoil impellers like the early Prochem 
Maxflo T (Gbewonyo et al., 1986), Lightnin A315 (Oldshue, 1989) and more recently 
APV-B2 (Nienow, 1996), Chemineer Maxflo W and Lightnin A340 (Kaufman et al. 
1998).
The Prochem Maxflo T impellers have 3, 4, 5, or 6 trapezoidal cambered blades 
attached to a large drum type hub about 0.4D diameter. The blades are of roughly 
equal width and length. A four-blade Prochem Maxflo T impeller is shown in Fig 2-
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7a. An extensive literature suggests that the Prochem Maxflo T agitators have better 
performance in both solids suspension and gas dispersion (Gbewonyo et al., 1986; 
Buckland et al., 1988; Nienow, 1990b; McFarlane et al., 1995) than the traditional 
disc turbines, although these Maxflo T impellers were not well defined in geometry. 
They have now been superseded by Prochem Maxflo W impellers shown in Fig.2-7b.
Fig.2-7a Prochem Maxflo T Fig.2-7b Prochem Maxflo W Fig.2-8 Lightnin A315 
The A315 impellers (Fig.2-8) have a solidity ratio of about 0.9 and a power number of 
0.75. They have very similar aeration characteristics as the Prochem Maxflo T 
impellers (Nienow, 1998). They both may exhibit large torque fluctuations when 
operated in down-pumping mode in gas dispersions.
Recently, Lightnin developed a wide blade up- 
pumping A340 impeller (Fig.2-9). The three 
blades reduce mass and shaft loading which is a 
problem with up-pumping arrangements. It is 
said that multiple A340 impeller agitators are 
ideal for multi-phase applications, such as 
fermentation, polymerisation and hydrogenation.
This agitator is effective in inducing gas 
drawdown from the surface and in controlling foaming. Improved bulk blending, 
mass transfer and heat transfer performance is also claimed (Kaufman et al. 1998) but 
the investigation is far from complete.
Fig.2-9 Lightnin A340
Another available high solidity ratio impeller is the APV B-2 (Ozcan-Taskin et al., 
1995; Hari-Prajitno et al., 1998), which is mainly used in the up-pumping mode. Flat 
gassed power curves and quick liquid mixing can be achieved by single or multiple
APV B-2 agitators.
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2.2.4 Multiple impeller technology
Multiple impellers on the same shaft should be installed when the ratio of tank height 
to diameter is more than unity. Many advantages for this configuration include a 
higher area to volume ratio which may be important for heat transfer and a better gas 
utilization rate due to longer bubble retention time.
Traditional multi-impeller systems, for example fermenters, have used combinations 
of Rushton-type radial flow impellers because they were considered to be good for 
gas dispersion. However, the substantial decrease of gassed power draw reduces mass 
transfer potential and their strong compartmentalised flow patterns lead to poor top to 
bottom liquid mixing which limit their use as well.
In the early 1980s, it was recognised that the purpose of the upper impellers is 
primarily to provide uniform blending and to maintain gas dispersion. The upper 
Rushton impellers that produce poor circulation can be replaced with down-pumping 
axial flow impellers, for example A310 or HE3 hydrofoil impellers. Kaufman, et al.
(1997) has shown that through using this combination the zoning formed by radial 
flow impellers can be greatly reduced and the liquid phase mixing is improved.
Further improvements were made in the late 1980s with the introduction of wide 
blade hydrofoil impellers (Lightnin A315 and Maxflo T). These impellers produce 
strong axial flow patterns (Mishra et al., 1998) while providing superior gas 
dispersion. When narrow blade hydrofoil impellers cannot effectively handle gas, 
wide blade impellers offer an effective alternative. These wide blade impellers were 
usually operated in down-pumping mode.
Recently, increasing attention has been paid to up-pumping multiple-impeller 
technology (Kaufman et al. 1998; Hari-Prajitno, et al., 1998). The typical impellers 
for these applications are Lightnin A340 and APV B-2. The benefits from using this 
technology such as the improved liquid blending and gas dispersion together with 
increased mass transfer and heat transfer are reported. This will be discussed in §2.4.
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2.2.5 Summary
The performance of traditional radial flow disc turbines can be improved by changing 
their blade geometry. A suitable blade geometry can decrease the size of the cavities 
formed behind the blades. The Chemineer CD-6 and BT-6 are two successful 
examples of this modification. Down-pumping axial flow impellers (PBT and narrow 
blade hydrofoils) give good top to bottom bulk mixing but tend to flood at low gas 
flow rates. This can be improved by using them in an up-pumping mode or increasing 
their solidity ratios. The wide blade APV B-2 and Lightnin A340 are efficient in gas 
dispersion and liquid blending. The gassed power and liquid mixing characteristics of 
important modern impellers will be reviewed in the following sections.
2.3 Gassed power characteristics
Knowledge of power dissipation is required for the estimation of liquid blending 
rates, gas hold-up, and mass transfer rates. The ungassed power draw of a single
impeller in a stirred tank reactor with a Newtonian fluid can be readily obtained from
its power number. An exhaustive review is given in Tatterson (1991). The information 
on ungassed total power consumption in multiple impeller systems is also available 
although its prediction is not so straightforward. The total power is affected by 
impeller spacings.
The estimation of aerated power demand is more complicated. The power transferred 
from most agitators in gassed systems decreases because of the formation of gas-filled 
cavities behind impeller blades. This reduction can be characterised by a Froude
N^D Q
Number (Fr = -------) and a gas flow number (Fig = — ^ )  (Warmoeskerken and
g ND
Smith, 1982). Much work has been done on the measurements of gassed power
characteristics since 1950’s. But most of the work has been focussed on a single
Rushton turbine and was reviewed in Tatterson (1991). Limited and scattered
information is available for multiple impeller systems. Recently published results on
gassed power consumption by single and multiple modern impellers are presented
here.
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2.3.1 Single impeller
The most popular modern impellers used for gas dispersion are the modified disc 
impellers such as the Chemineer CD-6, BT-6 and Scab a 6SRGT. Recently some high 
solidity ratio up-pumping hydrofoil impellers (Lightnin A340 and APV B-2) have 
been used for gas-liquid processes, particularly in fermentation operations.
The gassed power curves for a Rushton turbine (D-6), a CD-6 and a BT-6 impeller 
operating in standard vessels with different diameters from 0.44m, 0.60m to 1.52m 
were compared by Myers et al. (1999). It is clearly shown in Fig.2-10 that the RPD 
of the BT-6 at a variety of Froude Numbers (from 0.1 to 0.9) is significantly higher 
than that of the D-6 and CD-6 with a Froude Number of 0.9. Moreover, it has also 
been found that the BT-6 impeller is able to handle much more gas before flooding 
than other disc impellers.
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Fig.2-10 Relative gassed power draw for modem disc impellers (after Myers et al. 1999)
Besides radial flow disc turbines, wide blade hydrofoil axial flow impellers are an 
alternative for gas dispersion. McFarlane and Nienow (1996) studied the gassed 
power characteristics of different impellers. The impellers they investigated were a 
standard Rushton turbine RT (D/T=l/3), a six-blade down-pumping pitched blade 
turbine PBT (D/T=0.5), a five-blade down-pumping Prochem Maxflo impeller PMD
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(D/T=0.45), and a Lightnin A315 impeller (D/T=0.4). The power curves with two 
typical ungassed power dissipations are shown in Figs.2-1 la  and b respectively. The 
gas flow rate unit w m  in the figures is defined as the volume of gas per minute 
divided by the volume of liquid.
It can be seen from these figures that with low and high ungassed power dissipation 
P
( Sq = — —  ), hydrofoil impellers maintain a much higher RPD than Rushton and
Pl^ l
pitched blade turbines over the full rage of operating conditions. The gassed power 
performance of the two hydrofoils was quite similar except that in certain conditions 
(gassing rates 3.5-4.0 w m  and ungassed power 1.2 W/kg), PMD had a much lower 
power draw. The big torque fluctuations caused by unstable indirect and direct gas 
loading were observed with both the pitched blade turbine and the two hydrofoil 
impellers.
These problems can be resolved by using up-pumping technology. Ozcan-Taskin et 
al. (1995) reported work with a new up-pumping high solidity ratio hydrofoil impeller 
named APV B-2 and showed that this impeller had a very flat power curve when 
aerated. The gassed power performances of APV B-2-30 and APV B-2-45 were 
compared with those of the Rushton turbine and Lightnin A315 by Hari-Prajitno et al.
(1998), shown in Figs.2-12a and b. Under low ungassed power input conditions, the 
gassed power reduction of APV B-2 impellers was not observed. With high energy 
input, their RPD dropped by about 10 and 20% respectively.
2.3.2 Multiple impellers
Gassed power performance in multiple impeller systems is more complicated than in 
standard vessels in that it not only depends on impeller speeds and gas sparging rates 
but is also sensitive to impeller spacings, which can result in different flow patterns in 
vessels. Better understanding of the aerated power characteristics of multiple-impeller 
agitators was gained by linking the flow patterns and cavity structures to agitator 
speeds and aeration rates (Smith et al., 1987; Hudcova et al., 1989).
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Very little information on the gassed performance of multiple-modern-impeller 
agitators is available in the literature. Nienow et al. (1994) reported that higher 
relative gassed power draw was obtained when four Rushton turbine impellers 
(D/T=0.35) were replaced by four large diameter Prochem Maxflo impellers 
(D/T=0.46, the top 3 having 4 blades and the bottom one with 6 blades). Even higher 
values were reached by three large diameter Lightnin A315 (D/T=0.47 for the top 2 
and 0.53 for the bottom). The advantages, however, decrease with the increase of 
unaerated power inputs.
The RPD of a dual-A315 agitator was compared with that of APV-B2 impellers 
(Hari-Prajitno et al. (1998). Their data are shown in Fig.2-13a and b. The dual APV- 
B2 impeller systems draw much more power than the two-A315-impeller agitator, 
especially at high gas flow rates. The gassed power reduction of the up-pumping dual 
APV-B-2 agitator is negligible even at high gas flow rates (up to 1 wm) and high 
ungassed power dissipation (up to 1 W/kg). The RPD of triple up-pumping APV B-2 
impeller systems can also keep a relatively high level.
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Fig.2-13a RPD comparison with same So=0.5 W/kg
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2.3.3 Power demand in boiling and hot sparged systems
Cavitation has a profound influence on the operation of impellers working in liquids 
with high vapour pressure. Cavitation in an agitated boiling liquid can be 
characterised by a Smith number Sm which is defined as:
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Sm = Sg (2-la)
(l/2)v:
Each impeller has a characteristic Smith number below which cavitation may occur. It 
has been found by Smith and Katsanevakis (1993) that RPD is a function of Sm when 
Sm is less than the relevant characteristic Smith numbers, shown in Fig.2-14.
RPD = A Sm ^ (2-lb)
where, constant A depends on the impeller geometry and seems to be virtually 
independent of scale or the D/T ratio of the reactor. Constant B is around 0.4 (Smith 
et al., 2001).
The power demand performance in boiling systems is fundamentally different from 
that in gassed conditions (Smith and Katsanevakis, 1993). During boiling, the RPD is 
found to depend almost exclusively on the impeller submergence and the impeller tip 
speed and it is essentially independent of boil-up rates (Fig.2-15). This is in contrast 
to the dependence on the gas flow number in cool sparging systems.
Boiling
+ IkW
Vapor deflectors
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(near flooding)0.2
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Stirrer speed N (rps)
Fig.2-15 RPD at different boil-up rates
Boiling systems have much higher RPD compared to near flooded, cool sparged 
conditions at the same shaft speed (Fig.2-15). These boiling cavitation and gas 
flooding lines represent limits between which a sparged boiling reactor might be 
expected to operate.
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In hot sparged systems, the 
addition of a large amount of 
evolved vapour to the sparged 
gas will bring impeller 
operation closer to flooding.
The power levels are close to 
those at flooded cool gassed 
conditions (Smith and 
Millington, 1996). The RPD at 
the cool flooding speed is seen 
to provide a reasonable estimate 
for that with the combined gas 
phase flow (Fig.2-16). The 
relative power demand in hot 
sparged systems is rather insensitive to impeller speed.
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Fig.2-16 RPD in hot sparged systems
2.3.4 Summary
Gassed power performance has been much improved by modern disc impellers 
(Chemineer CD-6 and BT-6) and wide blade hydrofoil impellers (Lightnin A315 and 
A340, Prochem Maxflo impellers and APV B-2). Up-pumping multiple-impeller 
agitators seem very promising in gas dispersion in that they not only have a negligible 
reduction in gassed power but also can nearly eliminate the big torque instabilities 
encountered in down-pumping systems. But very little literature covers the aerated 
power characteristics of multiple modern impellers.
It has been reported that the power demand in boiling and hot sparged systems 
agitated by a single impeller is dramatically different from that in cool gassed 
conditions. A similar difference in multiple-impeller systems has not yet been 
reported. The difference in power draw may result in different liquid mixing rates. 
This subject is covered in next section.
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2.4 Liquid macromixing
Liquid macro mixing, also known as “bulk scale blending”, homogenises the content 
of a vessel at a large scale. The liquid macromixing rate is always one of the most 
important parameters in the scale-up of chemical and biochemical processes. The 
rapid distribution of reagents is often decisive for the success of processes. In batch 
stirred vessels, the liquid macromixing rate is often characterised by a parameter 
termed the liquid mixing time (0m). 8m is usually defined as the time needed to 
achieve a given degree of homogeneity throughout the whole vessel. In most 
experimental studies, 95% uniformity is used.
In this section, following a brief introduction about the techniques used to measure 
liquid mixing times, recent results of liquid mixing in single-phase systems are 
presented. The emphasis is placed on those factors that determine liquid mixing 
efficiencies. Based on this knowledge, work in the literature on liquid mixing times in 
gas-liquid systems is reviewed. Attention is placed on the effect of gas sparging and 
impeller type on liquid mixing rates. The objective is to understand how liquid mixing 
rates are affected by impeller selection and operating conditions in ungassed and 
aerated systems.
2.4.1 Liquid mixing time measurements
Numerous techniques are available to measure mixing times, e.g. tracer techniques 
(based on the changes of conductivity, pH, temperature, etc.) and colour change 
observations (dye addition, pH indicators and decolorization). In general, conductivity 
and decolorization (Moo-Young et al., 1972; Brennan and Lehrer, 1976) are the two 
preferred methods.
In conductivity techniques, liquid mixing times can be obtained by tracking the 
change of local conductivity at a particular point in vessels after the electrolyte liquid 
is suddenly and rapidly added into the liquid. The tracer liquid can be added on liquid 
surface or near impeller discharge. Feed location has a considerable effect on the 
liquid macro mixing rate. A typical though idealised mixing curve is illustrated in 
Fig.2-17. The final concentration of the experiment is difficult to detect with precision
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because of the nature nosiness of the signal (see fig.2-17). Usually an arbitrary degree 
of homogeneity, say 95%, is used as the end point. At point A on the Fig.2-17, the 
fluctuation of the tracer concentration reaches and stays within 5% of the change to its 
ultimate uniform value, therefore the corresponding time at A, 0m, is said to be the 
measured mixing time.
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Fig.2-17 Mixing curves
It should be noted that the mixing time measured by this technique is influenced by 
such factors as the manner and the location of tracer addition, the position and number 
of sampling points, the size and the sensitivity of the detector, and the degree of 
approach to complete homogeneity. In addition, because the tracer concentration is 
often measured at only a few, or sometimes only one, place, the measured mixing 
time will be unrepresentative of the whole tank. Any poor mixing regions in the tank 
cannot be identified.
Contrasting with tracer technique, the decolorization method can show the whole 
mixing progress, dead zones and poorly mixed regions. The ultimate mixing time can 
also be obtained, but the determination of the end point of mixing is still highly 
subjective.
Therefore none of these measurement technique is perfect. Great care has to be taken 
in comparing results from different studies.
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2.4.2 Liquid mixing in single-phase systems
Knowledge of single-phase mixing provides a basis for understanding the mechanism 
of mixing in multiple phase systems. Extensive and intensive studies on single-phase 
mixing have been carried out since the 1950s (Kramers et al., 1953). Several reviews 
of early studies are available in the literature (Nagata, 1975; Joshi et al., 1982; 
Tatterson, 1991). Only some recently published important results in this field are 
presented here.
Single-impeller systems
Ruszkowski (1994) and Grenville et al. (1995) proposed the following correlation for 
turbulent liquid mixing times achieved by a single impeller in single-phase STRs with 
a liquid height equal to the vessel diameter;
N8^ = 5.3 Po"^
vTy
(2-2)
This can be reformulated as
8^ = 5.9T"'% ^'XD/T)-''" (2-3)
The above equations imply that turbulent mixing times are directly determined by the 
average power dissipation and D/T (the ratio of impeller diameter to tank diameter) 
and are independent of the impeller type. This conclusion is consistent with that of 
Shaw (1994). It has been successfully explained by a theory based on the decay of 
concentration gradients under the influence of large scales of turbulence (Nienow,
1997). For turbulent blending the low power number and large diameter impellers are 
the most cost and energy efficient.
Quite surprising results published by Distelhoff et al. (1997), however, disproved this 
theory. They measured liquid mixing times in a standard vessel using a LIF (Laser 
Induced Fluorescence) technique. The working fluid containing passive scalar was 
added on liquid surface in the vessel. The impellers examined included a Rushton 
turbine, a hollow blade concave turbine named ‘bucket’ impeller, a PBT45, a PBT60 
and a Hyperboloid stirrer. All the impellers have the same diameter (D/T=l/3). They 
found that with the same power input the mixing times achieved by radial flow
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impellers (the Rushton turbine and the ‘bucket’ impeller) are considerably longer 
(from 25 to 65% with the increase of power input) than those by axial flow pitched 
blade turbines. In their paper, this substantial difference in mixing rates was attributed 
to the different overall flow pattern developed by impellers in the tank.
Multiple-impeller systems
It is not surprising that the impeller types used in multi-impeller agitators have 
substantial influence on liquid mixing rates. A multiple-impeller system can be 
considered as a number of stages with mass exchanges between adjacent 
compartments. Each stage is modelled as an independent tank. The liquid mixing time 
in this system is determined by the inter-stage exchange flow caused by liquid 
turbulent fluctuations. The exchange flow rate depends on the type and geometry of 
impeller along with the stirrer speeds. Hence, impeller type may have a considerable 
influence on mixing times in multiple impeller systems.
It has been found that the liquid mixing times are approximately halved when dual 
Rushton turbines are replaced by two down-pumping hydrofoil impellers (Cooke et 
al., 1988; Otomo et al., 1955). Similar conclusions have been drawn by Hari-Prajitno 
et al. (1998) in comparing liquid mixing rates with dual Rushton turbines with those 
by two up-pumping wide blade APV B-2 impellers. The improvement in liquid 
mixing with hydrofoil impellers can be ascribed to the reduction of zoning that is 
often encountered in multiple radial flow impeller systems.
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Fig.2-18 Stable flow patterns obtained in a dual RT stirred vessel (H/T=l)
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Besides impeller geometry, impeller spacing (axial position) and bottom clearance are 
important factors that can affect liquid mixing rates. Cronin et al. (1994) obtained 
very different mixing times (with differences up to 40%) by changing the spacing of 
dual Rushton turbines from 0.2D to 2D in a tall vessel (H7T=2). Even in a standard 
vessel (H/T=l), Rutherford et al. (1996) observed three stable and four unstable flow 
patterns with different axial positions of two Rushton turbine impellers. The stable 
flow patterns shown in Fig.2-18 were termed as parallel flow, merging flow and 
diverging flow. The merging flow led to a mixing time lower by around 20% 
compared with the parallel and diverging flow patters.
2.4.3 Liquid mixing in gassed systems
Research on the liquid mixing rate in gassed liquids is rather less extensive than that 
in single-phase systems despite the large number of industrial processes that involve 
gas-liquid contacting. Liquid phase blending rates may have a significant impact on 
the yield and productivity of these processes.
Liquid mixing behaviour is highly complicated by gas sparging. Gassed liquid mixing 
times not only depend on power draw, impeller type and liquid flow patterns, but also 
are affected by gas sparging rates.
Single-impeller systems
The effect of the introduction of gas on liquid mixing times is very complicated. No 
consistent conclusions can be drawn. Paca et al., (1976) stated that the mixing time 
depends on aeration rate, the fluid rheology, mixing intensity and system geometry, 
with increased aeration decreasing the mixing time under certain conditions. Bryant 
and Sadeghzadeh (1979) and Saito et al. (1992) reported that mixing in the liquid 
phase was more or less independent of the gas flow rate. Einsele and Finn (1980) 
found that liquid mixing times in turbulent STRs increased with increasing gas hold­
up.
Nienow (1997) suggested that ungassed mixing time correlations Eqs.2-2 and 2-3 may 
be used to predict aerated mixing times if ungassed power number, Po, and shaft
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power dissipation, Ss, are substituted by the corresponding gassed values, provided 
the impeller is not flooded.
Multiple-impeller systems
In gassed multiple-impeller systems, the inter-stage exchange flow is the combination 
of agitation flow caused by impeller pumping and bubble induced flow from gas 
sparging (Vasconcelos et al., 1995). The bubble-induced flow has two components: 
buoyancy driven circulation and wake entrainment by individual bubbles. The 
exchange flows created by mechanical means are weakened when gassed because of 
the loss of impeller pumping capacity. On the other hand, the bubble-induced flow 
leads to an axial exchange flow that contributes to liquid mixing. The total inter-stage 
exchange flow rate is the sum of these two components and depends on impeller type 
and geometry, power dissipation, gas flow rates and so on. The resultant effect of gas 
sparging on liquid mixing rates can be positive, neutral and negative. This has been 
confirmed in a number of papers.
Vrabel et al. (1999) has shown that the influence of aeration on mixing is minor, at 
first negative and then positive with an increase of gas sparged rates. Abrardi et al. 
(1990) obtained similar results using combinations of Rushton turbine with Prochem 
MF (pumping down) impellers. Hari-Prajitno et al. (1998) found that gas sparging in 
dual impeller systems has little effect on liquid mixing and that the gassed mixing 
times achieved by different combinations are slightly longer than those under 
unaerated systems with the same power dissipation. Machon and Jahoda (2000) 
investigated the aerated mixing times in a tall vessel (H/T=4) agitated by four 
Rushton turbines or pitched blade turbines (pumping-up or pumping-down). At low 
impeller speeds, the flow regimes are controlled by the macro-flow induced from gas 
bubbles and the liquid mixing times are much shorter than ungassed ones. The 
difference decreases with increase of impeller speed.
Impeller type and geometry, however, have a substantial effect on liquid mixing rates. 
Myers et al. (1994) found that the gassed mixing times obtained by mixed flow 
agitators (one bottom impeller Rushton turbine with three high efficiency down-
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pumping hydrofoil impellers HE3) would be less than half of those by radial flow 
impeller systems (4 Rushton turbines) under the same aeration rates and power inputs. 
Similar results were obtained by Abrardi et al. (1990) using Rushton turbine and 
Prochem MF (pumping down) impeller combinations. This was also proved by Hari- 
Prajitno et al. (1998) that the gassed mixing times achieved by dual APV B2-30 
impellers (up-pumping + down-pumping) were about 40% of those predicted for 
Rushton turbines under equivalent conditions of power input and aeration rate.
Up-pumping multi-impeller technology seems very promising in improving liquid 
mixing in gas-liquid systems. The typical impellers for this technology are high 
solidity ratio wide blade hydrofoil impellers such as Lightnin A340 (Kaufman et al.
1998) and APV B-2 (Hari-Prajitno, et al., 1998).
It has been reported (Kaufman et al. 1998) that up- 
pumping impeller technology can improve blending, 
decrease blend time, increase mass transfer and heat 
transfer. All these improvements can benefit system 
yield, productivity and profitability. In the retrofit of 
actual systems, yield increases of 30% have been 
achieved (Kaufman et al. 1998).
Hari-Prajitno et al. (1998) found, however, that the 
gassed flow patterns in a triple APV B-2 up-pumping 
system are very sensitive to impeller spacing and 
operating conditions. The bottom impeller is easily 
flooded. Gas directly passes through the bottom 
impeller and it fails to disperse gas. There are no gas 
bubbles in the shaded areas (Fig.2-19). Although some 
evidence has shown that the liquid phase mixing in this region is fast, apparently it is 
not beneficial for gas-liquid reaction systems.
Fig.2-19 Flow patterns in 
aerated tank agitated by triple 
APV-B-2 impellers
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2.4.4 Liquid mixing in hot-sparged and boiling systems
As stated in the previous sections, the radical difference in the void fraction 
distribution and power draw between cool gassed, hot sparged, and boiling systems 
may be expected to have considerable effects on liquid phase mixing times. There is 
no information on the liquid phase mixing times available in existing literature except 
that Smith and Ruh (1998) commented that there was some evidence that mixing in 
boiling systems appears to be faster than in otherwise similar sparged conditions.
2.4.5 Summary
Liquid phase mixing time is often a critical parameter for batch stirred tank reactors 
and it is sometimes a standard for scale-up. A number of measurement techniques for 
liquid mixing rates are available, but each of them has its own advantages and 
drawbacks. Liquid mixing times in single-phase systems have been thoroughly 
explored. Much less research has concentrated on gas-liquid conditions, even less on 
gassed multi-impeller systems.
It is widely accepted that impeller type has little effect on liquid mixing times in 
single-impeller systems while in multiple impeller systems it can have considerable 
influence. Axial flow impellers are efficient in improving liquid mixing due to the 
reduction of compartmentalisation throughout the vessels.
Gas sparging has a complicated effect on liquid mixing behaviour. Much work is 
needed to draw a conclusion on the effect of gas flow rates on liquid mixing times 
whether in single or in multiple impeller systems. Right choice of impellers is a key to 
the success of gas dispersion processes. Appropriate agitators provide a great potential 
for the improvement of liquid mixing and mass transfer.
2.5 Concluding remarks
Several varieties of impeller are available to perform liquid blending, gas dispersion 
and solid suspension operations. Modern disc impellers (Chemineer CD-6 and BT-6) 
have good aerated power performance and large gas handling capacities, hence they
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are ideal for gas dispersion processes. However, attention should be paid to their poor 
top to bottom mixing. High solidity wide blade hydrofoil impellers give good axial 
mixing and can keep high RPD upon aeration. Therefore they are recommended for 
gas-liquid systems.
Although many benefits can be gained from up-pumping technique, liquid flow 
pattern is sensitive to impeller spacings and the bottom impeller is easily flooded with 
improper clearance. Replacement of the bottom hydrofoil impeller with Chemineer 
CD-6 or BT-6 impellers will probably reduce flooding in this region and at the same 
time keep good liquid phase mixing in the whole vessel. However, this has yet to be 
confirmed.
Most studies of liquid mixing times in gas-liquid systems have been carried out at low 
gas flow rate and room temperature, which contrasts with many important industrial 
processes operated in boiling or hot sparged conditions with high gas loading. The 
fundamentally different hydrodynamics in hot sparged and boiling systems from those 
in cool gassed conditions may lead to different liquid phase mixing rates. The design 
of boiling and hot sparged reactors based on conventional correlations obtained at 
room temperature is therefore open to question.
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Chapter 3:
General hydrodynamic considerations of boiling and hot
sparged systems
The hydrodynamics of boiling and hot sparged systems differs fundamentally from 
that in ambient gas-liquid reactors. In boiling systems, nuclei can rapidly grow to 
become small vapour bubbles. These small bubbles may collapse at any time during 
their expansion due to the fluctuations of temperature and pressure. Those small 
bubbles which do not collapse during expansion may coalescence to be big bubbles at 
or near the liquid surface. In hot sparged systems, the gas bubbles out of the sparger 
can be saturated in milliseconds and hence a large amount of vapour is transferred to 
the gas phase. In cool gassed systems, however, gas bubbles can relatively keep their 
size and shape. Gas bubbles experience an isothermal expansion from the instant they 
were out of the sparger to that of escaping from liquid surface. The work done by 
rapid expansion of vapour bubbles in a boiling liquid, the large volume vapour 
generation in hot sparged systems and the work done by the isothermal expansion of 
gas bubbles in cool and hot sparged systems may have a considerable impact on liquid 
mixing. These are discussed in this chapter.
Followed the discussion of the isothermal expansion work done by gas bubbles in 
cool gassed systems, the hydrodynamics of hot sparged systems are considered, which 
mainly focuses on the air bubble saturation rate and the dramatic augmentation of the 
gas phase volume due to vapour generation. Then, vapour bubbles kinetics based on 
the work by Plesset and Zwick (1952 and 1954) are examined and the work done by 
vapour bubble expansion in boiling systems is estimated. Finally conclusions are 
drawn.
3.1 Isothermal expansion work (potential energy input)
The work done by the isothermal expansion of gas bubbles can usually be neglected. 
However, when the gas flow rate is high, the work can be significant. It is usually 
described as Eq.3-1;
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W e = - j p d V  = - J ’’’ pd
^nRT^
= n R T ln ^  = PjV2 l n ^  
P2 P2
(3 -1 )
V P V
For the systems investigated in this work,
P2 =Po
and
Pi =Po+pLgH, (3-3)
Here, po is the normal pressure (1.013xlO^Pa), pL is liquid density and Hs is the 
height from the level of ring sparger to the liquid surface.
Let Qo represent the gas sparged rate (normal conditions) and substitute Eqs.3-2 and 
3-3 into Eq.3-1, we obtain Eq.3-4.
(3 -4 )We =p„Q„ln fP o+ P tgH ,^ = PoQoln L peSH .]
 ^ Po y I Po J
When BiS l «  i
then
In 1 + PlSH,
'0 . )
PlSH,
(3 -5 )
(3 -6 )We = P lQoSH.
Eq.3-6 can be understood in another way. We is the potential energy gained by gas 
displacing liquid. We call We the potential energy input (Pe) thereafter.
3.2 Hot sparged system hydrodynamics
3 .2 .1  A ir  b u b b le  sa tu r a tio n
When an inert gas is passed into a boiling liquid there is a change in the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Since the bubbles must contain at least some inert gas, 
the partial vapour pressure of the condensable components is less than the total 
pressure at which the liquid was previously boiling. The liquid is therefore initially 
superheated relative to the mixed gas phase. There will be an immediate increase in 
the evaporation rate so that latent heat can remove the excess energy. The liquid 
temperature will fall until the energy supply and removal rates are in balance. When
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there are constant net heat input and gas throughput rates a steady equilibrium 
temperature, which is independent of the impeller speed, will be established (Smith 
and Millington, 1996).
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Fig.3-1 Air saturation in hot sparged systems 
The rate for the freshly introduced gas to approach saturation is fast. Smith and Gao 
(1999) showed that air bubbles of practical interest (with an intial size of up to 3 mm 
in diameter) approach to within 90% of the ultimate level of saturation within a few 
tenths of a second (Fig.3-1). The calculation assumes that the air saturation process is 
similar to the continued diffusion into a stagnant sphere where the increase in surface 
area and mean internal concentration during expansion is allowed but the possible 
effect of the expansion on the continuing similarity of the internal concentration 
gradients is neglected. The results mean that it is reasonable to neglect the time 
required for the saturated bubble volume to be established. This simplifies the 
analysis since a constant vapour pressure can be assumed for a given gas rate and this 
allows good estimates to be made of the combined gas and vapour flow (Q gv) loading 
the impeller.
3 .2 .2  G as p h a se  v o lu m e  (Q gv)
According to the gas partial pressure law, Q gv can be given by Eq.3-7: 
Po
Q g v  -
Po ~  Pv
(3 -7 )
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where Qc is the corrected gas sparged flow rate at liquid temperature t
:73.15 +
293 15
2  t
(Qc = ------------ QoX pv is the partial pressure of the vapour at t, and po the ambient
pressure.
Q gv can also be predicted through the heat balance in the hot sparged systems.
^in “  ^vapor ^airout (^"^)
Here Kin is the total heat input from the electrical heaters; Hvapor is the total latent heat 
required for evaporation; Hairout is the total heat difference carried by the gas phase 
between hot liquid temperature t (°C) and ambient temperature to (say 20°C).
Kin can be expressed as;
^in  ~ ^^heaterPo,heater (3-9)
where, Nheater is the number of heaters; Po,heater is the power input of each heater; r| is 
heat efficiency (say 0.85) with the consideration of heat losses from tank bottom and 
wall.
Hvapor -  ^ v a p o r (3-10)
here, Mw is the molar mass of vapour (= 0.018 kg-moH^); Uvapor is the number of 
vapour molecule (mol)
" ' “I” ' ■ R ÏT T m ïï i )  <’ ■“ >
L is the vaporisation heat of water (kJ/kg) which can be correlated with temperature t 
(°C) by the following formulation:
L = 4.68x10"%' -3 .05t + 2519 (t = 45 — 100°C) (3-13)
The relation between vapour pressure pv (Pa) and temperature t (°C) is correlated by 
p, =0.246t" -26.02t" +1372.2t-2183 (t > 45°C) (3-14)
Hairout -  Pair ^ air QGV ^0 ) (3-15)
Some parameter values are listed in Tab.3-1.
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Tab.3-1 Parameter values
Po =101325Pa P„ = 2.695kW
= 1, 2, 3, 4 t„ = 20°C
P., = 1 .0 x 1 0 -'= kg =1.009kJ-kg-'K-‘
The profile of liquid temperature with the change of gas sparged rate Qg can be 
obtained through Eqs.3-8 to 3-15. The calculated and experimental results are shown 
in Fig.3-2. Very good agreements are achieved.
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Fig. 3-2 Liquid temperature as a function of gas sparged rates
The augmentation of gas volume expressed as an amplification factor (Q gv/Q g)  is 
shown in Fig.3-3. It can be seen from this figure that the contribution of vapour to the 
total gas volume can be significant, especially when the gas sparged rate is low and 
the heat input is high.
In hot sparged systems, the potential energy gained from gas sparging can be 
estimated using Eq.3-6 but Qo need be replaced with Q gv- This is based on an 
assumption that the saturation of the sparged gas is virtually instantaneous.
% = PTQcvgHg (3-16)
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Fig.3-3 The gas volume augmentation due to evaporation
3.3 Boiling hydrodynamics
3.3.1 Vapour bubble growth rate
When the vapour pressure in a liquid exceeds the ambient pressure, a vapour bubble 
may grow from a small “nucleus” in the liquid. The growth rate of a vapour bubble, 
once formed, is determined by the surface tension, the liquid inertia, and the 
difference between the pressure within the bubble and the ambient, or external, 
pressure.
Consider a growing vapour bubble in a pool of liquid at a pressure p^ and initially 
uniform temperature too. Let pv, ty and tb represents the vapour pressure and vapour 
temperature inside a growing bubble and the saturation temperature corresponding to 
the pressure poo, respectively (Fig.3-4a). It is further assumed that the vapour is in 
equilibrium with the liquid, hence pv and ty would represent a local saturation state for 
the considered fluid. In general, p^ < p^ and ty < t^ < t^.
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In the early stage, the vapour bubble expansion rate is controlled by the inertia of the 
liquid, which means that a negligible temperature potential between the liquid and the 
vapour, i.e. too - tv, is required to generate the necessary amount of vapour for the 
particular bubble growth. The growth rate can be approximated by the Rayleigh 
solution (Plesset and Zwick, 1954):
dR
" a
2(Pv - P „ )
3p,
-i l/2
and hence.
R  cc 0
(3-17)
(3-18)
dR
Pv, t.
tb: the saturation temperature corresponding to p,
Fig.3-4a Vapour bubble growth
The inertia-controlled vapour bubble growth mechanism is relevant at short times 
after the bubble is formed. With the increase of R, the growth rate of the bubble is 
limited by the heat diffusion from the superheated liquid to the vapour. The latent heat 
required for the evaporation must be supplied from the hot liquid layer around the 
growing bubble. The temperature at the bubble wall decreases steadily as R increases, 
(but it cannot fall below tb) so that the rate of the vapour bubble growth decreases.
To model the growth rate when controlled by thermal diffusion several assumptions 
were made: the vapour bubble is spherical throughout its growth in moderately
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superheated water. The bubble has uniform temperature and pressure. The 
temperature of the vapour is that of the liquid at the bubble wall, and the pressure is 
the equilibrium vapour pressure for that temperature. The effects of viscosity and 
compressibility are neglected both in the vapour and in the liquid. The vapour bubble 
growth can be described by the following equation;
The initial and boundary conditions forEq.(3-19) are;
— 100 (3-2 0 a)
t(r ,8 ) ------>t^ (3 _2 0 b)
— -  L — f— r = R(0) (3-20c)
dr dü y j  y
where L is the latent heat of evaporation, J kg \  p® (t) is the equilibrium vapour 
density at the liquid temperature t; ki is the liquid thermal conductivity, Wm“^K“  ^; Di
is the liquid thermal diffusivity ( = - ^ 1—), m^s“^ ; ci is the liquid specific heat at
PlCi
constant pressure, J-kg“^K~'. The numerical values for water at atmospheric boiling 
point are listed in Tab.3-2.
Tab.3-2 Parameter values for water at the atmospheric boiling point
L = 2,256 X10" Jkg"' c, = 4.216x10" Jkg“‘K^‘
Pl = 958.4kg k| = 0.6825Wm-'K“'
p, = 0.598kg-m'" D| =1.69xl0-"m "s'’
Plesset and Zwick (1954) obtained various asymptotic extensions for the radius-time 
dependence from Eqs.3-19 and 3-20 (details are given in Appendix A). The leading 
term in the asymptotic solution for large times is given by Eq3-21:
Cl t_ — ti-b
\l/2de U J  L p ;( t j (D ,e ) ‘
Integrating Eq.3-21, we can obtain the following formula:
(3-21)
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^  kj(t^ t)j) gi/2
(3-22)
The general form of vapour bubble growth is schematically depicted in Fig.3-4b.
Inertia-controlled, Equ.3-18
Heat diffusion 
controlled 
Equ.3-22
■5
Experimental results
Time 0
Fig.3-4b Vapour bubble growth
3.3.2 Work done by vapour bubble expansion
As the bubble grows from R=0 to R, the work done to the liquid can be expressed as:
W = |"p.(47rR")dR
Jo
(3-23)
Pi is the pressure on the liquid side of interface and can be related to the vapour 
pressure inside the growing bubble as:
2 a
Pi “ Pv R
(3-24)
The pressure difference pv-poo can be related to the corresponding temperature 
difference with the Clausius-Clayeyron equation,
P v - P .  = C “ 'lb PvL (3-25)
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The pressure drop across the liquid-vapour interface is very small compared with pv. 
Usually it can be neglected. Substituting Eq.3-25 into Eq.3-23 then integrating it, we 
obtain the following equation:
w  = ^
3 P . +Lp,
t„ — t,
(3-26)
'b J
The time required for a vapour bubble developing to R can be obtained from Eq.3-22.
tiD,
12
L p : ( t j R- (3-27)
Therefore, the power input to the liquid due to the vapour bubble expansion can be 
predicted by:
P = ^ = 1 ^ .  
8  D, Lp (L  -  tb )' p .  +Lp
• tv “ tb
V
R (3-28)
b y
Eq.3-28 predicts the power contribution to the liquid for a single vapour bubble 
growing from a nucleus to a bubble with a radius R.
In stirred tank reactors, the average radius (R^ ) of vapour bubbles generated in boil-
off systems is around 2.5-3 mm (Dohi et al., 1999). If the boil-off volume is Vy (m^) 
per second, the number of the vapour bubbles (Nb) may be reasonably well estimated 
by the following equation:
V. 3V.
R:
4tcR:
(3-29)
So the total power can be expressed as:
^vapour ~  ^b^exp (3-30)
3.3.3 Potential energy
In a boiling system at 1 bar, big vapour bubbles are mainly present within the top few 
centimetres of free surface. The contribution of potential energy usually is very small 
and can be neglected. In high-pressure systems, however, the height from free surface 
to the level where vapour bubbles are present increases. As a result, the potential 
energy may no longer be neglected.
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the general hydrodynamics in boiling and sparged systems is 
considered. The vapour bubble growth kinetics in boiling systems and the air bubble 
saturation rate and gas volume increase owing to vapour generation in a hot liquid are 
discussed. The work done by vapour bubbles in boiling systems and the potential 
energy input due to aeration are estimated, which provide a theoretical basis for the 
evaluation of liquid mixing in these systems.
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Chapter 4:
Experimental rig and measurement teehniques
4.1 Stirred tank reactors (STRs)
Experimental work was carried out in a standard STR (Fig.4-la) and in a tall vessel 
(Fig.4-lb). The reactors are insulated and fully baffled (four baffles). The two reactors 
have the same diameter (T=0.45m). The liquid height is 0.50m and 0.87m in the 
standard vessel and the tall vessel respectively. The width of the baffles is T/12 and 
the clearance between baffle and tank wall is T/50. The glass body of each tank has a 
flat stainless steel top, just clear of the free liquid surface, and a semi-ellipsoid base 
(Fig.4-lc) where an outlet and inlets for heaters, sparger and temperature 
measurements are installed. A loosely fitting PTFE bearing at the tank bottom ensures 
a centred position of the shaft without influencing the torque measurements. Stainless 
steel finger heaters are mounted vertically on the base (three heaters for the standard 
tank and four for the tall reactors; the power of each heater is 2.7 kW).
Tracer Probe
Tracer 
0.05m
0.25m
Probe,
0.05m
0.5m
0.41m
7\T
0.4n
0.45m
Injection
Probe
Probi
Injectionf  Baffle
Ring sparger
Heaters
Fi%.4-la Standard stirred vessel Fig.4-lb Tall stirred vessel (H/T=2)
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0.45m
0.108m
Fig.4-1 c Dished bottom geometry
The volume of the dished tanks is calculated according to ASME standard by the 
following equation;
;r 0.05135T 2^
H
where T is the tank diameter and H is the liquid depth.
(4-1)
4.2 Impellers
Two radial flow Chemineer CD-6  and BT- 6  and two axial flow wide blade hydrofoil 
impellers (Fig.4-2) were investigated. The characteristic parameters of the impeller 
are listed in Tab.4-1. The impeller diameter is defined as the diameter of the circle 
swept by impeller blade tip.
A. Chemineer CD-6 B. Chemineer BT-6
C. Chemineer Prochem Maxflo W D. Lightnin A340
Fig.4-2 Experimental Impellers
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Tab.4-1 Impeller characteristics
Impeller D(m) D/T Po
Chemineer CD-6 0.176 0.39 2.75
Chemineer BT-6 0.176 0.39 2.19
Prochem Maxflo up-pumping 0.218 0.48 0.98
Lightnin A340 up-pumping 0 .2 0 2 0.45 0.85
Three composite impeller configurations were studied: triple radial flow impellers 
(BT-6 +BT-6 +CD-6 ), triple A340 up-pumping impellers, and mixed flow agitator 
(bottom impeller BT-6  with two up-pumping Prochem Maxflo W impellers). In all 
these three configurations, the clearance between tank base to lowest impeller is T/3 
and the spacing between two adjacent impellers is one impeller diameter.
4.3 Torque (shaft power) and impeller speed measurements
The torque (M) of the agitator was measured by a Vibrometer TE 106/M4 torque 
measuring system with a combined error of +/- 0.1% f.s.d. ranging from 1 to 20Nm. 
The analogue output of the torque signal with a resolution up to three decimal places 
was recorded digitally on a computer over a period of 2 min at a frequency of 20 Hz. 
The torque is determined by simply averaging these recorded data. The shaft power 
(Ps) was obtained by the following equation:
Ps =  27tN M  (4-2)
where N is impeller speed, which was also indicated by the vibrometer to an accuracy 
of +/- Irpm.
4.4 Liquid mixing time measurements
A conductivity technique has been chosen to measure the conventional 95% liquid 
phase mixing time. As defined before, it is the time required for the conductivity 
signal to reach 95% of its total change following the pulse injection of a standard 
volume of electrolyte solution.
The difficulty in using a conductivity technique in gas-liquid systems is that gas 
bubbles interfere with the probe electrode. This disturbance can cause severe 
fluctuations of the conductivity signal and lead to failure of the technique. Otomo et 
al. (1993) used a mesh cage to protect the electrodes and obtained satisfactory results.
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In a similar way, the probe used in the present study is also surrounded by a mesh to 
reduce the interference of gas bubbles. The probe details are shown in Fig.4-3. Here 
the mesh cage had large openings at the top to allow the occasional trapped bubble to 
escape. This design virtually eliminated any disturbance to the signal.
The conductivity probe was always mounted at the same position near the bottom of 
the tank as shown in Fig.4-1. The liquid conductivity signal is detected by a Jenway 
4010 conductivity meter and the output from the conductivity meter was taken 
through an analogue filter, an amplifier, an analogue to digital converter and then 
stored on a computer for subsequent analysis.
Probe
cp: diameter, mm 
Stainless steel tube (cp6)
Stainless steel wire (cpO.8)
Graphite electrode (cpO.8)
Compressed air
O
Solenoid valve
To computer
Piston
Nylon body (96)
1mm
Fig.4-3 Probe details
Syringe
Reactor
Fig.4-4 Auto-addition schematic
A standard 20ml of dilute phosphoric acid solution was injected automatically onto 
the free surface of the liquid, in less than half a second, by an auto-addition device. At 
the same time, the liquid conductivity signal in the tank was recorded. The design 
principle of the addition device is illustrated in Fig.4-4.
4.5 Temperature measurements
The temperature of the bulk liquid in the mixing vessel is measured by a Pt 100 
thermometer with a precision of +/- 0.025K. Its measuring tip was located 
approximately 0.23m below the free surface and 0.15m from the shaft.
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4.6 Gas flow rate (Qg)
The sparged rate was measured with a rotameter. The readings were corrected 
according to experimental temperature and pressure.
4.7 Experimental conditions
The operational conditions are listed in Tab.4-2. It is worthwhile to note that all 
variables except Q gv (the total gas flow rate including vapour in hot sparged systems) 
are operated over wide ranges. It has been shown in Chapter 3 that Q gv depends on 
liquid temperature determined by heat input and gas sparged rate. A small amount of 
sparged gas (say 10 L/min) can give a large amount of Q gv (3 0 0  L/min) with 
minimum heat input (2.7kW, one heater on), so it is difficult to adjust to small values 
o f  Q gv with the present experimental conditions.
Tab.4-2 Operational conditions
Impeller speed N  (rpm) Temperature (°C) Q g (L/min) Q gv (L/min)
1 5 0 -3 6 0 2 0 -1 0 0 10 -3 6 0 3 0 0 -4 0 0
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Chapter 5:
Macromixing — Experimental Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the experimental results for the power draw and liquid phase 
mixing time characteristics in a standard vessel (H/T=l) and a tall tank (H/T=2). It 
starts with the results of single impeller systems where two axial-flow wide blade 
hydrofoil impellers are compared with the radial flow disc turbine impellers in their 
aerated and boiling power consumption characteristics. The liquid mixing achieved by 
a Chemineer CD-6  impeller is investigated by a conductivity method. The measured 
mixing times in ungassed and cool gassed systems are compared with those under hot 
sparged and boiling conditions. The next part of the chapter is focused on the 
experimental results in multi-impeller systems. Three composite agitators (radial 
flow, axial flow, and mixed flow) are investigated. Conclusions are drawn in the last 
part of the chapter.
5.1 Single impeller systems
5.1.1 Power draw
As reviewed in Chapter 2 , up-pumping wide blade hydrofoil impellers can maintain a 
high RPD when aerated. This conclusion is generalised from those researches where 
gas flow rate is low (gas flow numbers Fig < O.I ). In industrial processes, a large 
volume of gas or vapour has often to be dispersed into liquids. The power draw 
behaviour of modern impellers at high gas loading is investigated here. The impellers 
and the stirred vessels investigated have been described in Chapter 4 .
5.1.1.1 Gassed power draw
The gassed power draw performance of an up-pumping Chemineer Maxflo hydrofoil 
impeller (MFu) is shown in Fig.5-1. Open points and dashed lines represent the hot 
sparged data and solid points and lines are the cool gassed results. Whether under cool 
gassed or hot sparged conditions, RPD decreases with the increase of gas flow 
number at a given Froude number (Fr). At a given gas flow number, the RPD 
decreases with an increase of Fr. These findings are consistent with those in the
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literature. At a given impeller speed, the dependence of RPD on Fr in hot sparged 
systems is nearly the same as in cool gassed systems except that at low Fig, the hot 
sparged data lie slightly above the cool gassed ones. The up-pumping Maxflo impeller 
MFu can maintain a relatively high RPD (above 0.7) even at high gas flow numbers 
(up to 0.6) and high Froude numbers (up to 0.56).
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.0
— 4—  cool gassed Fr=0.20 
—■—  cool gassed Fr=0.36 
—A—  cool gassed Fi=0.56
• -O- - - hot sparged Fr=0.20 
- - - - - -  hot sparged Fr=0.36
• -A- ■ ■ hot sparged Fr=0.56
I - A
o
0.2 0.4
Fig
0.6
Fig.5-1 RPD of a MFu impeller in cool gassed and hot sparged systems
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.0
—4 — cool gassed Fr=0.19 
- a —  cool gassed Fr=0.33 
—k — cool gassed Fr=0.51 
- hot sparged Fr=0.33 
-A- - ■ hot sparged Fr=0.51
A □
0.2 Fig 0.4 0.6
Fig.5-2 RPD of an A340 impeller in cool gassed and hot sparged systems
The RPD behaviour of a Lightnin A340 impeller operated in up-pumping mode is 
shown in Fig.5-2. The trends of RPD on Fig and Fr for the A340 impeller are similar 
to those for the MFu agitator but at the same Fig the hot sparged RPD of the A340
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impeller is lower than that in cool gassed conditions which is contrary to the case for 
the MFu impeller. In general, the MFu impeller has a slightly higher RPD than the 
A340 impeller at the same Fig and Fr: this is probably a result of the larger diameter 
of the Maxflo impeller.
-O' 
..□
•o
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
^  Cool gassed, 
D - Hot sparged, 
Cool gassed, 
D" Hot sparged, 
^  Cool gassed, 
^  Hot sparged, 
^  Cool gassed, 
O - Hot sparged.
0.8 1.0
Fr=0.16
Fr=0.16
Fr=0.22
Fr=0.22
Fr=0.29
Fr=0.29
Fr=G.45
Fr=0.45
1.2
Fig
Fig.5-3 RPD data for a CD-6  impeller (after Smith et al. 2001)
1.4
(DO- 0
Cool gassed, Fr=0.16 
^  ■ Hot sparged, Fr=0.16 
Cool gassed, Fr=0.22 
Hot sparged, Fr=0.22 
^  Cool gassed, Fr=0.29 
^ Hot sparged, Fr=0.29 
^  Cool gassed, Fr=0.45 
O Hot sparged, Fr=0.45
0.0 0.2 0.4 1.0 1.20.6 0.8 
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Fig.5-4 RPD data for a BT-6  impeller (after Smith et al. 2001)
1.4
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No RPD ‘overshoot’ is observed in the power curves of the up-pumping hydrofoil 
impellers. This ‘overshoot’ of RPD value happens immediately after the impeller 
becomes flooded, which has recently been reported by Smith and Gao (2001). In their 
paper, the gassed power characteristics of modern disc impellers have been 
investigated. The power curves of a Chemineer CD- 6  and a BT- 6  impeller are given 
in Figs.5-3 and 5-4.
Under cool gassed conditions, the CD-6  impeller is flooded when Fig is above about 
0.2 with a Froude number 0.16 and Fig above 0.4 when the Froude number is 0.22. 
Flooding does not take place in the experimental ranges of the paper when Fr is more 
than 0.29. It was confirmed that BT- 6  impellers have better gas-handling abilities than 
CD-6  impellers. The BT-6  was not found to flood up to a 0.7 of Fig as long as Fr was 
not less than 0 .2 2 .
The power demand in hot sparged systems is always higher (about 10 to 15%) than in 
cool gassed conditions. As will be seen, this is consistent with a reduced gas retention 
at high temperature. The RPD of the BT6  is less sensitive to Fr in cool and hot 
aerated systems than that of CD6  when Fr is above 0.22.
5.1,1 .2  Power demand in boiling liquids
It is known that the relative power demand in boiling systems can be characterised by 
a Smith number when Sm is less than the relevant characteristic cavitation number:
RPD = A-Sm® (5-1)
where the constant A depends on the impeller geometry and seems to be virtually 
independent of scale or the D/T ratio of the reactor.
Fig. 5-5a shows that the relative power demand of the A340 impeller in boiling 
systems with different heat input. The RPD is not sensitive to boil-off rates and can 
be well correlated by Sm when Sm is less than about 1.
The RPD of the MFu impeller in boiling conditions is shown in Fig.5-5b. A little 
difference in RPD is found between low and high heat input. When heat input is
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2.70kW, RPD is nearly independent of Sm while it varies with Smith number at 
5.39kWand 10.78kW.
2.0
1.5
P
Ph 1 .0
0.5 
0.1
Lightnin A3AQ, up-pumping impeller
0.2
8
V V
o heat input 2.7kW
V heat input 5.39kW
□ heat input 8.09kW
o heat input 10.78kW
0.5 1
Smith number Sm
Fig.5-5a RPD~Sm for the up-pumping A340 impeller
2.0
1.5
Q
P h 1 .0
0.5
Chemineer Maxflow up-pumping impeller
• heat input 2.70kW 
V heat input 5.39kW 
o heat input 10.78kW
0.1 0.2 0.5 1
Smith number Sm 
Fig.5-5b RPD~Sm for the up-pumping MFu impeller
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Compared with the MFu impeller the A340 draws slightly more power at a given 
Smith number and heat input, as shown in Fig.5-6.
2.0
1.5
Q
0.5
0.1
-
• - 0 - a* ° ° “
■ A340 impeller 5.39kW  
•  A340 impeller 10.78kW
□ MF impeller 5.39kW  
o MF impeller 10.78kW
0.2 0.5
Smith number Sm
Fig. 5-6 The comparison of RPD between the A3 40 and the MFu
The power demand characteristics of the CD-6  and BT- 6  radial flow impellers in 
boiling systems were reported by Smith et al. (2001). Their data are shown in Figs.5-7 
and 5-8. The power demand of the BT- 6  impeller is almost constant with the variation 
of Smith number. The RPD of the CD- 6  impeller is similar to that of the two 
hydrofoil impellers.
2.0
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1.0
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1.5
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0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0
Sm
Fig.5-7 RPD for a CD-6 impeller in boiling systems Fig.5-8 RPD for a BT-6 impeller in boiling systems
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5.1.2 Liquid mixing times
95% liquid mixing times in a standard vessel agitated by a Chemineer CD- 6  impeller 
have been measured using the conductivity technique introduced in Chapter 4. The 
technique allowed up to eight successive measurements of mixing time without the 
need to change the liquid in the mixing vessel. Typical actual output signal curves for 
different conditions are shown in Fig.5-9a and b.
a
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3
a .
40()0 5000
Boiling system 
N=4s'\ Q.^=3651/min Cool gassed system 
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T'™' Timet(s)
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Fig.5-9 The output signals of conductivity in different conditions
It can be seen from Fig.5-9 that the fluctuation of the final conductivity signals 
resulting from the presence of bubbles at the tip of electrode is effectively 
circumvented, even at high gas flow rate conditions, by the probe design described in 
Chapter 4, though natural noise remains. All the recorded mixing times were averaged 
from at least 3 sets of measurements. The experimental data were very reliable and 
consistent, with individual values always within 1 0 % of the mean.
5.1.2.1 Ungassed conditions
Liquid mixing times in the single-phase liquid system were measured in order to 
provide a basis for investigation of liquid phase mixing in sparged and boiling 
systems. Experimental results are illustrated in Fig.5-10.
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The measured mixing times are significantly longer than those predicted by 
Ruszkowski (1994) and Grenville et al. (1995), i.e. Eq.2-3, though they reflect the
same exponential dependence on the specific power input ( - ^ ) .  The difference is
probably caused by the different locations at which the tracer was added. Ruszkowski 
(1994) and Grenville et al. (1995) injected their tracer at a point near the impeller 
discharge whereas in our case there was a significant delay time as the tracer has to be 
carried down from the free surface before reaching the corresponding location. Since 
the objective of the present work is essential to compare gassed, boiling and ungassed 
mixing times, it was decided not to attempt to reproduce Ruszkowski and Grenville’s 
conditions exactly.
CD
C
16
12
8
Equ.2-3
4 '-
0.1 0.2 0.5 1
s g(W/kg)
Shaft power dissipation per unit mass 
Fig.5-10 Cool ungassed mixing times
5.1.2 .2  Cool gassed systems
The dependence of aerated liquid mixing times on shaft power dissipation per unit 
mass is shown in Fig.5-11. The mixing times decrease with Ss with an exponent of
-  - .  In this case gas sparging considerably increases liquid mixing rates. As reviewed
in Chapter 2, positive, negative and neutral effects of aeration on liquid mixing rates 
have been reported. These inconsistencies can be resolved by the analysis of the total 
energy input into the gassed vessel.
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Most of the energy input in gassed agitation comes from either the agitator shaft 
power or the potential energy of the liquid displaced by the sparged gas. It has been 
discussed in Chapter 3 that the potential energy gained from gas lifting liquid is nearly
same as the work done by bubble isothermal expansion (—  % 1 ) and they can usually
Pi
be neglected when the gas sparging rate is low. It will be shown, however, that the 
contribution of this term of energy may be significant when the sparged gas rate is 
high (Tab.5-1). Although the kinetic energy associated with the gas phase may be 
considerable at high gas flow rates, it does not contribute significantly to the mixing 
of the liquid phase (Middleton et al, 1994). There may however be a small 
contribution from the motion of liquid near the bubble surfaces as they rise and 
expand.
T he potential en ergy  (P e) ga ined  b y  the liqu id  due to  gas sparging is g iv e n  by;
Pr -  PtQgEHs (5-2)
where px is the liquid density at temperature T, kgW ; Qg is the gas flow rate (NTP), 
m'Vs; g is the acceleration due to gravity, m/s^ and Hs is the submergence of the 
sparger below the liquid free surface, m.
The proper evaluation of Qq is important in any power calculation. In conditions well 
away from boiling, the vapour pressure is low and Qq is typically assumed to be the 
metered volume of gas sparged. In hot sparged conditions, such an assumption cannot 
be made, and the evaporation of liquid into the rising bubbles must be considered, 
usually through a general heat flux vapour evolution calculation, which has been 
discussed in Chapter 3.
The total energy contributing to liquid phase mixing can be expressed as:
Pt =Ps +Pe (5-3)
The mean shaft power dissipation is
and the mean total power input dissipation rate is
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o^-r — —---------------
PfV p /y
The power draw from the agitator will often decrease under gassed conditions, but 
this is compensated to some extent by the potential energy transferred from the gas 
phase. The influence of gas sparging on the liquid mixing performance depends on the 
trade-off between these two power inputs.
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+ Cool ungassed
■ Cool gassed Q^= 50 1/min
□ Cool gassed Qj= 100 1/min
o Cool gassed Q = 356 1/min
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Fig.5-11 Mixing times in cool gassed systems
It can be seen in Fig.5-11 that at a given power dissipation the gassed liquid mixing 
times are less than those in ungassed conditions and that they decrease further with 
increasing gassing rate, providing the impeller is not flooded. The hollow blade 
impeller (Chemineer CD-6 ) has a relatively flat aerated power draw curve so that the 
shaft power drop is much less than the additional potential energy contributed by the 
sparged gas. The total energy input is therefore increased with the increase of gas 
sparging rate. It is not surprising that the increased power associated with gas 
sparging accelerates the liquid mixing.
Table5-1 Power input in typical experimental conditions
Condition Shaft power(W) Potential energy (W) Total(W)
N=180rpm, Q g= 1 5 5  1/min 10.84 10.24 21.08
N=210rpm, Q g= 2 8 0  1/min 15.89 18.43 34.32
N=240rpm, O g= 3 5 6  1/min 22.63 23J2 46.15
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Table 5-1 gives some typical power input data for the present experimental 
conditions. At high gas flow rates the potential energy transfer exceeds that from the 
agitator shaft.
Nienow (1997) suggested that Equations (2-2) and (2-3) may be used to predict 
aerated mixing times if ungassed power number, Po, and shaft power dissipation, Ss, 
are substituted by the corresponding gassed values, provided that the impeller is not 
flooded. More emphatically, this conclusion is only valid at low gas flow rates when 
the contribution of potential energy to liquid mixing is negligible. This is consistent 
with the results of Cronin et al. (1984) who found that at higher gas flow rates the 
inverse proportionality between mixing time and impeller speed no longer holds 
precisely and that mixing time cannot be correlated satisfactorily with shaft power 
alone.
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Fig.5-12 Cool gassed liquid mixing times as a function of
It is shown in Fig.5-12 that the mixing times correlate well against the total specific 
power dissipation. In general the mixing times decrease with energy dissipation rate 
to an exponent of (-V3) in accordance with Equation (2-3). One would expect that a 
consistent mixing time behaviour should depend on maintenance of the overall flow 
pattern in the vessel. In view of this, the deviation from this slope at high gas flow 
rates and specific power input is perhaps surprising.
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5.1.2.3 Hot sparged systems
As discussed in Chapter 3, when an inert gas is passed into a boiling liquid a large 
amount of vapour will be evaporated into the gas phase. The amount of vapour 
depends on the gas sparging rates and the heat input. The total amount of gas volume 
(Q gv) can be predicted by the heat balance which is discussed in Chapter 3. In our 
experiments it is determined by Eq.(5-6) through directly measuring the liquid 
equilibrium temperature.
Q o v = - ^ Q c
Po-Pv
(5-6)
w h ere pv is the partial pressure o f  th e vapour at the m easured liqu id  tem perature T, po 
the am bient pressure, and Qc is the corrected  sparged gas f lo w  rate at th e liquid  
tem perature T.
(5-7)
The contribution of vapour to the total gas volume can be significant, especially at 
low gas sparging rates. Some typical data are given in Table 5-2
T ab.5 -2  Q gv in a hot sparged air/w ater system  at 1 bar
N(RPM) Q g (L/min) T(°C) Q(kW) Q gv (L/min)
2 1 0 10 98.80 8 .1 320
240 50 94.37 8 .1 340
300 1 0 0 89.16 8 .1 375
T herefore the P e from  gas sparging in a h ot sparged air/w ater system  can  be estim ated  
through Eq. (5 -2 ) u sin g  Q gv instead o f  Q g .
“ PtQgVO^ ^S (^-8 )
The hot sparged mixing time data included in Fig.5-13 show immediately that when 
the total gas volumes are similar, the hot and cold sparged mixing times are 
comparable. Fig.5-14 shows that the hot sparged, cool gassed and ungassed mixing 
time data are reasonably correlated by the total specific power dissipation. The hot
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sparged mixing times show a similar dependence on the total power input as the cool 
gassed data.
Cool ungassed 
Cool gassed Q^= 50 1/min 
Cool gassed QJ= 100 1/min 
Cool gassed Q^= 356 1/min 
Hot sparged Q^^=320 1/min 
Hot sparged 340 1/min 
Hot sparged = 375 1/min 
Boiling Q = 3èa 1/min
20
CD
B
fees
i
0.1 0.2 0.5 1
Shaft power dissipation E^(W/kg)
Fig. 5-13 Comparison of mixing times at different conditions
30
20
10
+ Cool ungassed 
E Cool gassed Q^= 50 l/min
□ Cool gassed Q^= 100 1/min
© Cool gassed Q ,^= 356 1/min
V Hot sparged Q^.^=320 l/min
O Hot sparged Q^y= 3 4 0 1/min
A Hot sparged Qpy= 375 1/min
□ +
0.1 0.2 0.5
Total specific power dissipation s.^(W/kg) 
Fig.5-14 Mixing times v.v Total power dissipation
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5.1.2.4 Boiling Conditions
It has been shown in Fig.5-13 that when the liquid phase is boiling, the mixing time 
with a given shaft power input is very much shorter than in the other conditions, 
including sparged systems with similar gas phase loadings.
In seeking reasons for the accelerated mixing in boiling conditions, the 
hydrodynamics of boiling systems must be considered. The vapour bubbles generally 
develop from nuclei formed on a superheated solid surface. In low-pressure regions 
such as behind impeller blades and in the top few centimetres of the boiling liquid, 
large vapour bubbles are generated by expansion and coalescence. It is worthwhile 
noting that the vapour bubbles leaving the impeller easily collapse because of the 
pressure change.
The rapid growth of vapour bubbles may input a great deal of kinetic energy to the 
liquid. The work done by vapour bubbles in a boiling liquid has been discussed in 
Chapter 3. If the average diameter of vapour bubbles is assumed to be 6 mm (Dohi et 
al., 1999) and the liquid superheated 0.3K with the heat input of S.lkW, the work 
done by vapour bubble expansion will be 36W which is comparable to the potential 
energy input of gas sparging given in Tab. 5-1.
Although the potential energy contribution from the vapour bubbles which are mainly 
limited to the top few centimetres of the boiling liquid is negligible, the violent 
expansion and bursting of bubbles near the liquid surface can generate the localised 
turbulence which may effectively promote the initial distribution of the tracer injected 
at the liquid surface. The liquid mixing rate is consequently accelerated and this will 
particularly assist the incorporation of material added at the liquid surface.
The comparison of liquid mixing times in boiling systems as a function of total power 
dissipation with those in ungassed and aerated systems is shown in Fig.5-15, in which 
for boiling systems the work done by vapour bubble expansion is included. The 
boiling data are then consistent with the results obtained for other conditions.
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30
20
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•  Boiling Qy= 3 6 5 1/min
+  Cool ungassed
a  Cool gassed Q^= 50 l/min
□  Cool gassed Q^= 100 1/min
® Cool gassed Q^= 356 1/min
V Hot sparged Q^.^=320 1/min
o  Hot sparged Q^y= 340 1/min
A Hot sparged 375 1/min
□ +
□ +
da
0.1 0.2 0.5 1
Total power dissipation s (W/kg)
Fig. 5-15 The comparison of mixing times in boiling liquids with those in 
aerated systems as a function of total power dissipation
5.2 Multiple-impeller systems
Experimental results on power characteristics and liquid mixing times in a tall vessel 
agitated by multiple impellers are presented here. The vessel configuration was shown 
in Fig.4-lb in Chapter 4. Three composite agitators have been investigated, which are 
detailed in Tab 5-3. The impeller sizes were given in Tab.4-1. The clearance between 
the lowest impeller and the tank bottom is T/3 and the space between two adjacent 
impellers is one impeller diameter.
Tab.5-3 Composite impellers
Agitator I Agitator II Agitator III
Radial flow Axial flow Mixed flow
Top impeller CD-6 A340u MFu
Middle impeller BT-6 A340u MFu
Bottom impeller BT-6 A340u BT- 6
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5.2.1 Power draw
5.2.1 .1  Gassed power draw
Gassed power demands of the three agitators were measured at the same two total 
ungassed power dissipations 0.39W/kg and 0.77W/kg, respectively. The experimental 
data for each agitator were obtained by increasing gas flow rates at specific impeller 
speeds. It should be noted that when operating with the same ungassed power 
dissipation, the three agitators are rotating at different speeds because of the different 
impeller diameters.
♦-3A340
*— BT6+2Maxflo
^2BT6+CD60.9
Q
ë
0.7
0.5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Gas flow number Fig
Fig.5-16a RPD comparison in cool gassed systems with So=0.39W/kg
Q
ë
1.1
^  3A340 
* — BT6+2Maxflo 
^2 B T 6 + C D 60.9
0.7
0.5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Gas flow number Fig
Fig.5-16b RPD comparison in cool gassed systems with So=0.77W/kg
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Figs.5-16a and b compare the relative power demand of the three composite agitators 
upon aeration in ambient temperature. With the increase of gas flow number RPD 
decreases. The axial flow agitator (triple A340 up-pumping impellers) has a greater 
RPD decrease than others. When the ungassed power dissipation is doubled, the lines 
for the radial flow agitator and the combined flow mixer come together at higher gas 
flow numbers. Again the axial flow agitator has the largest decrease.
I
-*-3*A340(up)
*— BT6+2*Maxflo(up) 
^2*BT6+CD6
0.4
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Fig
Fig.5-17a RPD comparison in hot sparged systems with so=0.39W/kg
1.0
0.8
0.6 ^3*A340(up)
BT6+2*Maxflo(up)
^2*BT6+CD6
0.4
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Fig
Fig.5-17b RPD comparison in hot sparged systems with So=0.77W/kg
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As mentioned earlier, when gas is sparged into a hot liquid, the sparged gas bubbles 
will be quickly saturated. The additional vapour generated dramatically increases the 
gas volume. When the total gas flow rate is used in the calculation of gas flow 
number, the change of RPD in hot sparged conditions is given in Fig.5-17a and b.
The hot sparged power curves show similar trends to those in cool gassed systems. 
With low and high ungassed power dissipation the radial flow agitator has the biggest 
RPD and the axial flow agitator has the smallest one at given gas flow numbers.
Heat input 2.7kW 
Heat input 5.4kW 
— Heat input 8 . IkW 
—Heat input lO.SkW0.9
0.7
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Fig
Fig.5-17c The effect of heat input on RPD for the BT6+2*MF 
impeller operated in hot sparged systems
Cool gassed So=0.39W/kg 
Cool gassed 8o=0.77W/kg 
Hot sparged 8o=0.39W/kg 
Hot sparged 8o=0.39W/kg0.9
0.7
0.5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Gas flow number Fig
Fig.5-18a RPD comparison for the triple A340 impeller 
in cool gassed and hot sparged systems
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The dependence of RPD on total gas flow number is not sensitive to the heat input. It 
can be seen in Fig.5-17c that with the different heat inputs from 2.7kW to lO.SkW, all 
the data cluster into one line. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the axial flow and 
radial flow agitator systems.
The cool gassed and hot sparged data are compared for the three agitators in Fig.5- 
18a, b and c, respectively. It can be seen from Fig.5-18a that the dependence of RPD 
on gas flow number for triple A340 up-pumping impellers operated in cool gassed
Qew
1.1
Cool gassed So= 0.39W /kg  
Cool gassed 8o = 0 .77W /k g  
Hot sparged S o= 0.39W /kg  
Hot sparged So= 0.39W /kg0.9
0.7
0 .5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Gas flow number Fig
Fig.5-18b RPD comparison for the BT6+2*MF impeller 
in cool gassed and hot sparged systems
0.9
Q
ë
0.7 Cool gassed So= 0.39W /kg  
Cool gassed S o= 0 .77W /k g  
Hot sparged So= 0.39W /kg  
Hot sparged so = 0 .3 9 W /k g
0.5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Gas flow number Fig
Fig.5-18c RPD comparison for the 2*BT6+CD-6 impeller 
in cool gassed and hot sparged systems
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and hot sparged systems is essentially the same. This is also true for the mixed flow 
agitator (Fig.5-18b). For the radial flow agitator, however, the RPD in hot sparged 
conditions is slightly greater than in cool gassed systems at the same gas flow number 
(Fig.5-18c). It should be pointed out that this was also observed with a single radial 
flow impeller as was reported in previous sections.
5.2.1.2 Power draw in boiling systems
The RPD characteristics of the triple A340 impellers and the BT-6+2*MF impellers 
operating in boiling systems are shown in Fig.5-19. There is little difference in RPD 
between the two agitators in boiling conditions. Only at low Sm (high impeller speed) 
and high Sm (low impeller speed) does boiling have an appreciable influence on 
impeller power demand. This influence is less sensitive than that with a single 
impeller since there is little vapour below the middle impeller, so that boiling has a 
negligible effect on the power draw performance of the bottom impeller.
1.5
1.3
1.1
Q 0.9
s
0.7
0.5
0.1
Heat input: 10.78kW
Impeller operation mode: pumping up
0.2
□ -------□ Triple A340 impellers
■  ■ BT6 + 2*Maxtlo impellers
0.5
Sm
Fig.5-19 RPD in boiling liquids
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5.2.2 Liquid mixing times
5.2.2.1 Cool ungassed systems
The measured liquid mixing times in cool ungassed systems stirred by different 
agitators are presented in Fig.5-20. For all three composite impellers, the mixing 
times decrease with the average shaft power dissipation with the same exponent of
-  - .  This dependence of the mixing times on average shaft power dissipation is the
same as that in single impeller systems. The radial flow impeller system has the 
longest liquid mixing times. The mixed flow and the axial agitators can complete the 
liquid mixing in only about 40% and 25% of the time needed by the radial flow 
agitator, respectively. Similar results have been found when dual Rushton turbines 
were replaced by two hydrofoil impellers (Cook et al., 1988 and Hari-Prajitno et al., 
1998). The improvement in liquid mixing can be attributed to the reduction of the 
intense compartmentalisation which is developed by multiple radial flow impellers. 
The influence of aeration and temperature on the liquid mixing performance of radial 
flow agitators is discussed below.
CDCj
J
bX)c
50
BT6+BT6+CD6
20
BT6+M F+M F
10
Triple A340
0.5 1 2
Shaft power dissipation G (W/kg)
Fig.5-20 Ungassed mixing times obtained by the three agitators at
room temperature
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S.2 .2 . 2  Aerated systems
Liquid mixing by multiple impellers depends strongly on the flow patterns which are 
developed. The flow patterns become more complicated upon aeration. 
Compartmentalised models have been used in the analysis of liquid mixing in gassed 
systems (Vrabel et al., 1999 and 2000). These models are briefly summarised below.
Compartmentalised modelling is based on the knowledge of the global flow pattern. 
Apart from the number and individual volumes of compartments, three flow rates 
should be taken in account in order to model liquid mixing performance in aerated 
multiple impeller systems — circulation flow rate (CF) resulting from impeller 
pumping, axial exchange flow rate (EF) by turbulence and induced flow rate (IF) due 
to aeration.
CF is governed by the impeller discharge capacity and correlated with the relative 
power demand:
CF = p (5-9)
where p is a constant, usually taken as 1/3 and Kc a coefficient depending on impeller 
geometry and T/D.
EF describes the flow rate induced by turbulence through the tank cross sectional 
area. The axial turbulent exchange flows occur within the impeller zone and between 
the zones as long as the flow layers contact each other. The gassed EF is given by 
Eq.5-10:
EFg = 0 .3 4 aT "D ^ ''(l-s^ ) 4 Pr
3t^ 5PqN^D
1/3
71 P^ T % ( l - G j
For the unaerated case, (5-10) changes into (5-11):
+ gv GS
E F^=K ,N D :
with Kg = 0 .367aP i''(H i/D )-''^ (T /D ). 4 / 3
(5-10)
(5-11)
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It can be seen from (5-10) that the effect of aeration on EF contains opposing factors, 
positive to gas hold-up Sg and vos but negative to Pq/Pu. Consequently, the resulting 
difference between EFq and EFu is found to be not very large.
The local density differences during aeration can induce steady liquid streams 
connecting adjacent impeller zones. The rate of the induced flow (IF) can be
expressed as;
QaIF = k-
(P g /P u r 'N D ' 
where k is a coefficient depending on T and D/T.
(5-12)
The compartment models are used in this work in the analysis of liquid mixing 
phenomena in gassed systems agitated by different multiple-impeller agitators.
Radial flow agitators (BT6 +BT6 +CD6 )
The liquid mixing times in ungassed, gassed and boiling conditions measured in the 
present work are shown in Fig.5-21. Gas sparging has little influence on liquid mixing 
rates achieved by the multiple radial flow impellers. Under gassed conditions,
50 
40
CDO)
s
W)c
30
20
•  Boiling, Heat input 10.78kW
X Hot ungassed t=95“C
® Hot sparged Q^^=2351/min 
+ Cool ungassed system
V Cool gassed Q^=100I/min
A Cool gassed Q^=356 1/min
■ Cool gassed Q^=2131/min
10
0.2 0.5
Average shaft power dissipation e (W/kg)
Fig.5-21 liquid mixing times at different conditions by the radial flow agitator
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circulation flow CF is decreased (Eq.5-9) while this reduction is more or less 
compensated by induced flow IF (Eq.5-12). The axial exchange flow EF plays a very 
important role in the determination of liquid mixing rates in reactors with strongly 
zoned flow patterns. The insensitivity of EF to aeration leads to there being no 
substantial difference observed between the gassed and ungassed liquid mixing times 
under the same specific power dissipation (Fig5-21). Boiling systems apparently have 
shorter liquid mixing times than other conditions. The reason for this has been 
discussed in previous sections.
2 ()
15
CD
10
•  Boiling, heat input 10.78kW
A Cool gassed Q^=2131/min
V Cool gassed Q^-lOOl/min
B Hot sparged Qp^=2501/min
o Cool ungassed
0.2 0.5 1
Specific shaft power dissipation e (W /kg)
Fig. 5-22 Liquid mixing times by the axial flow agitator
Fig. 5-23 CFD velocity profiles 
developed by triple A3 40 impellers 
(after Kaufman et al. 1998)
Axial flow agitators (triple A340 up-pumping mode)
Very different liquid mixing behaviour is obtained with the up-pumping triple A340 
impellers when compared to that with the radial flow agitator (Fig.5-22). Liquid 
mixing times become longer with the increase of gas flow rates under the same 
specific power dissipation. With the same gas flow rates and the same power input, 
hot sparged systems have shorter liquid mixing times than in cool gassed conditions. 
The reduction of liquid mixing rates on aeration is mainly due to the decrease of CF. 
It has been shown earlier, that the RPD of the triple A340 impellers operating in
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gassed systems drops considerably more than that of the radial flow agitator. The loss 
of RPD results in the decrease of CF. When the reduction of CF is not be 
compensated by the contribution of IF induced from gassing, liquid mixing rates are 
retarded.
It should be noted that liquid mixing rates achieved by an axial flow agitator are much 
faster than those by radial flow impellers in comparable conditions. This can be 
ascribed to the improved liquid flow patterns in the reactor. In up-pumping systems, 
the rising gas is driven up through the impellers to the uppermost impeller. The gas 
flow and agitation action induces a strong recirculation in the vessel. The velocity of 
the recirculating flow pattern is so great that the liquid flows rapidly back down the 
sidewall to the bottom of the tank. The lower impeller reverses the flow and pumps 
the tank contents upward so that considerable top to bottom circulation is created in 
this system. This flow pattern, shown in Fig.5-23, has been confirmed by CFD 
modelling techniques and laser velocimetry analysis (Kaufman et al. 1998). It follows 
that the liquid mixing rate is substantially accelerated by the improved flow patterns.
CD<U
B
bxie
Boiling, heat input 10.78kW  
Cool gassed Q^=356 1/min 
Cool gassed Q^=213 1/min 
Hot sparged Q^^=240 1/min 
Cool gassed Q^=100 1/min 
Cool ungassed System
20
16
12
8 ^
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Specific shaft power dissipation s (W/kg)
Fig.5-24 Liquid mixing times at different conditions by the mixed flow agitator
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Mixed flow agitators (BT6 + MFu + MFu)
The liquid mixing rates obtained by the composite agitator are shown in Fig.5-24. The 
agitator has a similar liquid mixing behaviour as the triple A340 impellers. However, 
at similar operational conditions, the former has longer mixing times. There seem to 
be two important factors accounting for the slower mixing rates; (I) the bottom BT6  
impeller produces a radial flow and the axial turbulent exchange flow is weaker than 
the axial flow A340; (II) the smaller diameter of the BT6  leads to longer mixing 
times. It should be noted that although liquid mixing achieved by the mixed flow 
agitator is slower than that by the triple A340 impellers, it is much faster than that 
achieved by the triple radial flow agitator.
5.2,2.3 Boiling systems
The comparison of the measured mixing times in boiling and ungassed systems with 
the three agitators are shown in Fig.5-25. The effect of boiling on liquid mixing rates 
depends on the combination of impellers used in agitators. Boiling considerably 
accelerates the liquid mixing rates obtained by the radial flow impellers while it slows
Open symbols: cool ungassed 
Closed symbols: boilingBT6+BT6+CD6
BT6+MF„+MF,
2 0CD4)
E
WD
§
Triple A340
0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2
Shaft power dissipation e (W/kg)
Fig.5-25 The comparison of liquid mixing times in ungassed and boiling systems
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down the faster mixing rates achieved by the axial and mixed flow agitators in 
ungassed systems. One possible reason for this phenomenon should be credited to the 
strong incipient convective flows caused by the heaters (Fig.5-26).
Fig.5-26 The incipient flows caused by one heater
Each heater is located near the wall of the vessel immediately behind a baffle. The 
strong convective flows caused by the four heaters may have a considerable influence 
on the liquid circulation near the wall, especially in the region between the bottom and 
middle impellers. With the radial flow agitator, these convective flows increase the 
axial exchange and lead to fast mixing. When the triple A340 up-pumping agitator is 
operated in boiling conditions, the convective flows conflict with the top to bottom 
circulation near the wall and may decrease the liquid mixing rate. The effect on the 
mixed flow agitator is a similar story, but the influence of boiling on mixing times 
with this agitator is the least of the three agitators.
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5.3 Conclusions
Power draw characteristics and liquid mixing rates have been investigated with single 
and multiple impellers operated in ungassed, gassed and boiling systems. Based on 
experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn.
Single impeller systems
The up-pumping wide blade Chemineer Maxflo and Lightnin A340 hydrofoil 
impellers can keep relatively high RPD even at high gas loadings (Fig up to 0.6) and 
high impeller speed (Fr more than 0.5). In hot sparged systems, the dependence of 
RPD on Fig is basically similar to that in cool gassed conditions when the 
contribution of vapour to gas phase volume is concluded. This is not the case for the 
radial flow impellers. It has been found that the power demand of Chemineer CD- 6  
and BT- 6  impellers operated in hot sparged systems is always higher (around 10 to 
15%) than in cool gassed systems. For both up-pumping hydrofoil impellers, no RPD 
‘overshoot’ is evident in the power curves but this ‘overshoot’ is always observed 
immediately after radial impellers are flooded. In boiling systems, the RPD of the two 
axial impellers can be well correlated by the Smith number.
A conductivity technique developed in this work has been successfully used in the 
measurements of the liquid mixing times in boiling and high gas loading systems 
agitated by a Chemineer CD- 6  impeller. Based on the power draw from the agitator, 
gas sparging accelerates the liquid mixing. This can be attributed to the contribution 
of the potential energy from aeration. It has been shown that the mixing times in both 
cool and hot sparged systems can be well correlated with ungassed data on the basis 
of the specific total power dissipation as long as the contribution to the potential 
energy from gas sparging is included. The contradictions in the literature concerning 
the effects of aeration on mixing times in agitated vessels can also be resolved by 
considering both the reduced power draw of most aerated impellers and the positive 
potential energy contribution from the gas. In boiling systems the measured liquid 
mixing times can be fitted by the specific total power dissipation provided that the 
work done by the expansion of vapour bubbles is considered.
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Multiple impeller systems
Three composite agitators have been investigated: (I) radial flow agitator Chemineer 
impellers BT6 +BT6 +CD6 ; (II) triple up-pumping Lightnin A340 and (III) mixed flow 
agitator BT6 +MFu+MFu. The axial flow impeller combination has a greater power 
decrease upon gas sparging than radial and mixed flow impeller systems whether 
under cool gassed or hot sparged conditions. The dependence of the power reduction 
on total gas flow number in hot sparged conditions is similar to that in cool gassed 
systems. The effect of boiling on RPD is significant only when multiple agitators are 
operated at the extremes of low and high impeller speeds.
In ungassed systems, the multiple radial flow agitator has the longest liquid mixing 
times with the same shaft power input. The time required for the mixed flow and the 
axial agitators to complete the same liquid mixing is only around 40% and 25% of 
that needed by the radial flow agitator, respectively. Gas sparging has little influence 
on the liquid mixing times achieved by the radial flow agitator but reduces the rate of 
liquid mixing in both cool gassed or hot sparged systems agitated by the axial and 
mixed flow agitators. The compartment model has been used to explain this 
phenomenon. The effect of boiling on the liquid mixing time depends on the 
combination of impellers used in the agitator.
From the point of view of power draw and liquid blending, a composite mixed flow 
agitator would be a good choice for gas-liquid operation.
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Part B: Liquid Micromixing in Sparged and Boiling STRs
Chapter 6: Micromixing and fast reactions — a review
6.1 Introduction
In Part A, investigations of liquid phase blending in sparged and boiling reactors 
where liquid is homogenized at a macroscale have been reported. Good macromixing, 
however, cannot guarantee that chemical reaction occurs successfully because 
chemical reaction is a molecular event requiring reagents to be mixed at microscales. 
This process is attained by micromixing.
When the time required for the micromixing is longer than the time required for the 
chemical reaction (the reaction is said to be fast), reagent concentration gradients are 
present and the reaction proceeds in an inhomogeneous solution. The rate of reaction 
is reduced due to this inhomogeneity. For complex reaction systems where a number 
of side, parallel or consecutive reactions take place simultaneously with the main 
desired reaction, if one or more fast reactions are involved the product selectivity and 
process profits can be seriously affected by the local inhomogeneity. In large-scale 
operation this can lead to a considerable increase in raw material requirements and a 
dramatic rise in the subsequent separation and purification costs.
The importance of micromixing for fast reactions has been recognised since the 1960s 
by workers such as Herb Toor (Carnegie-Mellon University), Jacques Villermaux, 
John Bourne (ETH Zurich) and Jerzy Baldyga (Warsaw University of Technology). 
Typical fast reactions include combustion, polymerization, and precipitation.
In this chapter, after a brief introduction of mixing scales and their time constants, the 
effect of micromixing on fast reactions is discussed. Then, the test reactions used in 
the literature to measure the effect of micromixing on fast reactions in turbulent 
stirred systems are reviewed. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
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6.2 Mixing scales
When a reactant is mixed into a bulk phase, the turbulent mixing process involves 
many different scales, starting with the spatial distribution of feed lumps through the 
bulk phase (macromixing), followed by reduction of the scale of the unmixed lumps 
by breaking, stretching or folding with no influence on molecular mixing 
(mesomixing). The smaller fluid elements are subjected to laminar strain and 
molecular diffusion becomes more and more important as the characteristic length 
scales decrease (micromixing). Finally, homogeneity at the molecular scale is rapidly 
attained through molecular diffusions.
E(k)
G(k)
Inertial subrange
E(k)
G(k)
Inertial-
convective
subrange
Viscous-
diffusive
subrange
Viscous-
convective
subrange
Fig.6-1 Kinetic energy spectrum E(K) and concentration spectrum G(K) for 
liquid mixture with S c » l ,  log-log scale (after Baldyga and Pohorecki, 1995)
Baldyga and Pohorecki (1995) characterised mesomixing and micromixing processes 
by the spectral density functions E(k) of turbulent kinetic energy and G(k) of 
concentration fluctuations in the bulk liquid phase. The spectral densities are 
illustrated in Fig.6-1 as functions of wave number k, which is proportional to the 
reciprocal of the eddy size X (A-ccl/k). Here the Kolmogorov microscale Àk is
defined as 1 , the Batchelor microscale as X^ = —  =
® k„
and
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the integral scale for concentration fluctuations = l/k^^ = k^ ^^  / s . For liquids, the
spectral density of the concentration fluctuation G(k) can be divided into three 
subranges; the inertial-convective, the viscous-convective and the viscous-diffusive 
subranges. In the inertial-convective subrange (A,k<l<Lc, koc<k<kK), large blobs of 
fluid are deformed and broken up by the fluid motion, so their scales are reduced 
without any effect of molecular mixing. The process can be identified with inertial- 
convective mesomixing. In the viscous-convective subrange (Xb<1<A.k, kK<k<kB), 
eddies are subject to laminar strain, which depends upon the viscosity, so their scales 
are further reduced by viscous deformation, while molecular diffusion becomes 
slowly active. The viscous-diffusion subrange (ÀB>1, k>kB) begins when laminar 
strain and molecular diffusion become of equal importance; for even smaller eddies, 
molecular diffusion rapidly dissipates the concentration variance. The spectral density 
of kinetic energy becomes negligible for eddies smaller than the Kolmogorov scale 
and molecular diffusion becomes affected by viscous deformation only.
Macromixing determines the environment concentrations for mesomixing and 
micromixing, and conveys the fluid elements undergoing meso- and micro-mixing 
through regions of varying turbulence properties. Mesomixing reflects the coarse- 
scale turbulent dispersion between the fresh feed and its surroundings. A fast chemical 
reaction is usually localized near the feed point, around a plume of fresh feed. This 
plume is large relative to the micromixing scales but smaller than the scale of the 
system. Another aspect of mesomixing is related to the inertial-convective process of 
disintegration of large eddies. Mixing by the inertial-convective disintegration of large 
eddies proceeds without any direct effect on molecular mixing. However it is the 
erosive diminution of the blobs of fresh feed, i.e., the large eddies of the inertial- 
convective subrange, that determines the environment for micro mixing. Micromixing, 
the last stage of turbulent mixing, consists of the viscous-convective deformation of 
fluid elements, followed by molecular diffusion. The acceleration of the molecular 
diffusion by the viscous-convective process is considered to be the important feature 
of micromixing.
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6.3 Characteristic mixing-time constants and fast reactions
It is very important for reaction modelling to identify which mixing scale is the 
controlling step in a turbulent reactive mixing system. This can be achieved by 
comparing the characteristic time constants for mixing and reaction.
The characteristic macromixing time constant can be defined by a nominal circulation 
time,
There are two characteristic time constants for mesomixing corresponding to different 
mesomixing mechanisms. The time constant for mesomixing resulting from the 
turbulent dispersion between fresh feed and its surroundings is given by (Baldyga and 
Bourne, 1989),
where Qf is the flow rate of feed solution (m^/s); np is the number of feed tubes; Dt is 
turbulent diffusivity in the turbine discharge (mVs) and u is the bulk fluid velocity at 
the feed point (m/s).
Another mesomixing time constant for the disintegration of larger feed eddies in the 
inertial-convective process is introduced by Baldyga et al. (1997).
X. = A(A.)./3 = [6-3]
S TTUSUp
where A lies between land 2 , Ac is the integral concentration scale and s is the 
turbulent energy dissipation rate near the feed point.
The characteristic micromixing time constant can be expressed as
[6-4]
m2 s £
The characteristic time constant for an nth order chemical reaction is given by the
equation,
^ R = [k .( c A o r 'r ' [6-5]
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Reactions can be classified from the point of view of a competition between reaction 
and mixing by comparing these characteristic time constants for mixing and reaction. 
If the characteristic mixing time constant, which can be equal to Tc, Ts, td or Te, is 
denoted by Xm, the reaction is regard as instantaneous if Xm »  xr; fast if Xm ~ Xr and 
slow if Xm « X r .
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Fig. 6-2 Mixing regimes (after Samant and Ng, 1999)
The effect of mixing has been observed in the first two cases. It should be noted that 
the reaction could be slow when compared with micromixing, but fast or 
instantaneous when compared with mesomixing and macromixing. Thus the 
relationships between the time constants of different mixing sub-processes are very 
important. Different operating regimes (Fig.6-2) which were originally identified by 
Baldyga and Bourne (1992) have been developed by Samant and Ng (1999) using the 
relative rates of the mixing processes at various length scales and chemical reactions.
In this figure, the Damkohler numbers for micromixing (Das) and mesomixing (Das) 
compare the characteristic time constants for micromixing and mesomixing, 
respectively, to the characteristic time for reaction. The mixing index (Q) compares 
the characteristic time scales of micro- and mesomixing.
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Da^ -  —  [6 -6 ]
TR
D a , [6-7]
Q — [6 -8 ]
It is shown in Fig.6-2 that the perfect mixing region is bounded by Q>1, DaE <0.01 
and Q<I, Das ^ 0 .0 1 . The micromixing controlled regime corresponds to Q>1 and the 
meso- and macromixing controlled regime corresponds to Q<1.
Only when the macromixing time constant becomes comparable to the time scale of 
feed addition, is macromixing the controlling step; mesomixing is not very important 
provided the feed addition rates are not high; micromixing, however, has considerable 
effects on the selectivity and conversion of fast reaction(s).
Physical methods cannot be used to quantify micromixing because they do not usually 
have sufficient resolution or sensitivity. Therefore chemical methods are preferred. 
Usually micromixing is investigated by measuring the selectivity of a known fast 
reaction (test reaction) which embodies a record of the micromixing process.
6.4 Test reactions for micromixing measurements
Test reactions can be employed to quantify the influence of the mixing process on 
reaction. The criteria for test reactions have been outlined by Bourne et al. (1977b) 
and Baldyga and Bourne (1999).
I. Reactions should be fast relative to mixing so that the product distribution
strongly depends on mixing.
II. Reactions should be irreversible so that the product distribution responds to
the state of mixing in the reaction zones, but does not change during the rest of 
the residence time in the reactor and during the period of chemical analysis.
III. Unequivocal knowledge of reaction kinetics is essential. The dependence of
the reaction rates on all concentrations, ionic strength, pH, solvent,
temperature and homogeneous catalysts should be clear.
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IV. All the reactants should be miscible because mass transfer between different 
phases could have a slower rate than mixing, which would make it difficult or 
impossible to characterize mixing.
V. A simple, fast and accurate quantitative analysis method must be available to 
determine the product distribution.
VI. For general convenience and safety as well as ease of application at industrial 
scale, the reagents and products should be inexpensive and non-toxic.
It is difficult for test reactions to satisfy all the above requirements rigorously. The 
test reactions used in the literature are of three main stoichiometric types: (I) single 
reaction A + B R (2) consecutive competing reactions A + B -^ R , R + B ^ S  (3) 
parallel competing reactions A + B -> R , C + B ^ S .
6.4.1 Single reaction systems
The rate of mixing reactants has a very important influence on the course of reaction. 
Insufficient mixing can limit the reaction rate. Thus the dependence of reaction rate 
on mixing can be used to evaluate the competition between turbulent mixing and 
reaction.
A single test reaction system is suitable for a turbulent tubular reactor when its 
conversion as a function of distance and hence also of time can be followed. 
However, in a stirred tank reactor the local conversion in the moving fluid cannot 
usually be followed as a function of time. Single reaction systems ( A + B —> R ) used 
in the literature for measurement of micromixing have been reviewed by Fournier et 
id. (1996).
6.4.2 Consecutive competing reactions
The influence of incomplete mixing on reaction can be characterized by the product 
distribution of complex systems for example consecutive competing reactions and 
parallel competing reactions.
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The most widely used consecutive competing reaction system is diazo coupling 
between 1-naphthol and diazotized sulphanilic acid. The application of this system to 
micromixing measurement can be dated back to 1977 (Bourne et al., 1977a).
6.4.2.1 Diazo coupling between 1-naphthol and diazotized sulphanilic acid 
— two-reaction scheme
This system is usually described by the following second-order reaction schemes 
(Bourne et al., 1981),
A + B — [6-9]
R + B - ^ S  [6 -1 0 ]
where A is 1-naphthol; B is diazotized sulfanilic acid; R(monoazo dyestuff) is 4 (4'- 
sulphophenylazo)-1-naphthol; S is 2,4-bis(4’-sulphophenylazo)-1-naphthol. The 
intermediate R is the desired product; S is the undesired by-product.
At 298K and pH=10, kj = 7.3xIG^m^moR^s”  ^ and k  ^ = 3.5m^mol“^s"\ Therefore, 
reaction [6-9] is essentially instantaneous, so that when B is limited, product R should 
predominate. Deviation from perfect mixing causes newly formed R molecules to
remain in contact with a high concentration of B molecules, so that the product S is
formed before more A molecules can mix with the B molecules. Imperfect mixing 
therefore leads to a relatively high concentration of S in the bulk solution.
The effect of incomplete mixing on reactions can be detected by the distribution of the 
undesired product S. The selectivity of the reaction is given by
X s = - 2 ^  [6 -1 1 ]
Xs depends on the mixing intensity of reagents. In complete mixing conditions, Xs is 
determined by the reaction kinetics; in completely segregated systems, Xs is 
controlled by molecular diffusion and the final value of 1 is expected; for partial 
segregation, Xs will fall between the two limits.
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6.4.2.2 Diazo coupling between 1-naphthol and diazotized sulphanilic acid 
— four-reaction scheme
Bourne et al. (1990) reported that the representation of this coupling process by the 
two-reaction scheme ignores a primary coupling in the ortho or 2  position followed by 
secondary coupling in the para or 4 position of 1- naphthol. The reaction scheme must 
be modified to the series parallel scheme:
A + B —^ i ^ p - R  [6-12]
A + B — —— > 0  —R [6-13]
p - R  + B >S [6-14]
o - R  + B -  >S [6-15]
At 298K, ionic strength I = 444.4mol • m~^  and pH=9.9, the rate constants are 
kj^  = 920m^mor^s"\ kjp = 12240m^mor^s“' , kj^  = 1.84m^mor^s"\
k^ p = 22m^moR^s"^ (Bourne and Maire, 1991).
The product distribution (X s) is given by
The applicability of this system for the investigation of the effect of mixing on 
reaction has been confirmed in many publications (Middleton et al., 1986; Bourne and 
Dell’ava, 1987; Bourne and Hilber, 1990; Baldyga and Bourne, 1988, 1989 and 1992, 
etc.). This system, however, has some disadvantages: there is some evidence that 
other side reactions may occur leading to unidentified by-products (Bourne et al., 
1990). The preparation of reactants is also not straightforward.
6.4.3 Parallel competing reactions
Parallel competing test reactions usually consist of two irreversible, second-order 
reactions with the following forms,
A + B - ^ ^ P  [6-17]
A + C - ^ Q  [6-18]
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The first is usually an instantaneous reaction, for example an acid-base neutralization 
or precipitation (ki~1 0 ^m^mor^s'^); the second is a second-order slower but still fast 
reaction (k i» k 2), e.g. hydrolysis of ester.
The process is carried out by adding a small quantity of A to a pre-mixture of B and C 
(having a known composition, e.g., equimolar) and the limited A means that the two 
reactions in competition. The selectivity of product Q is defined by
( 6 - l » l
For a perfectly mixed system, X is determined by the chemical kinetics 
k c
(X^ =  --------------- ~ 0 ), therefore very little Q is produced. On the other hand, if the
k^Cc + kjCg
reagents are completely segregated, X is controlled by molecular diffusion 
(X 3 = ------------   >0.5); when partial segregation on the molecular scale exists,
X depends on chemical factors (reagent concentrations, catalysis, etc.) and physical 
conditions (viscosity of solution, feed location, mixing intensity, etc.), Xi<X<Xi
Several parallel competing test reactions have been developed by Bourne, Fournier, 
Nienow, and their co-workers (Baldyga and Bourne, 1990; Bourne and Yu, 1991; 
Fournier et al., 1996; Nienow et al., 1992).
6.4.3.1 Competition between neutralization and alkaline hydrolysis of ester
The system consists of the two parallel reactions like those given by Eqs.6-20 and 6 - 
21. This is one of the most widely used test reactions in micromixing research. It was 
first proposed by Bourne and Yu (1991) and has been intensively investigated by 
Bourne and Yu (1994).
NaOH + HCl —^ N a C l  + H^O [6-20]
NaOH + CH.CICOOC.H, ^ ^ C H ^ C lC O O N a  + C^H.OH [6-21]
The neutralization and the alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl-chloroacetate (EGA), 
competing for the NaOH added to the system, are both second-order reactions. The 
first one is much faster, having a kinetic constant kj = 1.3xlO^m^moR^s”  ^ at 25°C,
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while the second one is a fast reaction (Nolan and Amis, 1961) with a reaction rate 
constant
k /=  2.0x10" exp(-3.891x10''/RT) [6-22]
At 25°C, k  ^ = O.OSOm ’moR's"' which is about nine orders of magnitude smaller than
ki. Therefore, the first reaction can be considered as being instantaneous with respect 
to the second.
Although the validity of this test system has been proven by much research work 
(Baldyga et al., 1997; Bourne, 1995; Barresi, 1997 and 2000), the test reactions have 
some limitations. The low solubility of ethyl chloroacetate limits its initial reaction 
concentration. As a result, the reaction rate is not fast enough relative to the 
micromixing rate attainable in intensive mixers and too little alcohol is then formed 
for accurate GC analysis. This can be resolved to some degree by using the methyl 
ester for the hydrolysis reaction of Eq.6-21 instead of the ethyl ester because the 
former has higher solubility and reaction rate constants but is also more toxic than the 
latter. At 25°C, the solubility of methyl chloroacetate is about 2.5 times that of ethyl
ester and the reaction rate constant is 0.051 m^moR's"' (Baldyga and Bourne 1999). 
Another limitation is the analysis method. The mixing degree is quantified through 
measuring the concentration of a product (now methanol). Methanol is volatile and to 
avoid losses the solution has to be analysed as quickly as possible.
6.4.3.2 Competition between precipitation and alkaline hydrolysis of ester
The neutralization reactions can be replaced by precipitation reactions (Baldyga and 
Bourne, 1990; Brucato et al., 2000), for example, the reaction in Eq.6-20 can be 
superseded by Eqs.6-23 or 6-24,
R e '*  + OH- —!ü_^Re(OH), [6-23]
R u '*  -F OR- —! ^ R u ( O H ) ,  [6-24]
k, % lO^m^moR's"’ . The precipitation of cupric hydroxide is superior to that of ferric 
hydroxide in that the reaction between Fe^  ^ and OH’ may be stoichiometrically 
complex due to the stability of over-hydroxylated ionic species (Cotton & Wilkinson,
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1988). The reaction with Cu^  ^ is stoichiometrically simpler and the strong coloration 
of cupric ions in water makes it possible to measure their concentration by simple 
colorimetry technique.
6.4.3.3 Coupling acid-base neutralization with the Dushman reaction
This system was reported by Villermaux and co-workers (Fournier et al., 1996) and 
involves the following reactions,
H 2BO3 +H^ <=> H 3BO3 [6-25]
5F + 10 : + 6H^ o  3 I2 -f 3H 2O [6-26]
Iodine may further react with iodide ions to form triiodide,
I2 + 1 o  I3 [6-27]
The first reaction is a neutralization and may be considered instantaneous while the 
rate of the second is as fast as the mixing process. Both compete for the supply of 
hydrogen ions. The degree of segregation is reflected by the triiodide concentration in 
solution which can be measured by a spectrophotometric technique developed by 
Fournier et al. (1996).
This test system has been validated by Guichardon et al. (1997), Lin and Lee (1997), 
and Liu and Lee (1999). This system, however, has several drawbacks. The kinetics of 
the Dushman reaction is quite complex and the reaction rate is uncertain. The reaction 
products have to be analysed rapidly in order to avoid disproportionation and iodine 
losses. In addition, the reagents consumed are relatively expensive.
6.4.3.4 A first-order decay accompanied by a second-order coupling
This reaction scheme was developed by Nienow et al. (1992 and 1997) with the 
following reactions:
A — [6-28]
A + B - ^ Q  [6-29]
where A is diazotized 2-chloro-4-nitroaniline; B is 4-sulphophenyl-3-carboxypyrazol-
6 -one; Q, the product, a dyestuff. At pH=3.5 and 25°C, kj«10"^s"' and
k^  % 7m^moL's“' .
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B is added to A, but while B is being mixed in, A is decaying. The slower the rate of 
mixing, the more A decomposes and the less Q is formed. The relative yields of P and 
Q thus serve as a measure of imperfect mixing. Because the half-life time of the
decomposition reaction is long (t /^  ^ = -  700s), this system was intended for
quantitative characterization of imperfect macromixing processes.
6.5 Conclusions
The importance of mixing on reaction has been recognised for many years. Turbulent 
mixing in a stirred tank reactor involves different scales starting with bulk scale 
blending — macromixing, then the mixing at an intermediate scale termed 
‘mesomixing’, finally homogeneity at the molecular scale named ‘micromixing’.
Micromixing has a direct influence on fast reactions. Inadequate mixing reduces the 
rate of reaction. Micro mixing can qualitatively or even quantitatively alter the 
dynamics of a complex system where one or more fast reactions are involved. For 
rapid multiple reaction systems, the yield and selectivity of desired products may be 
significantly decreased by insufficient micromixing. Substantial benefits for 
separation and purification processes can be obtained by improving micromixing in 
reactors.
Test reactions can be used to quantify the effect of micromixing on fast reactions. 
Because test reactions have to satisfy many rigorous requirements, very limited test 
systems have been developed in the literature.
Almost all the published research on micromixing has concerned ungassed systems at 
ambient temperature. There are a few publications available (Lin and Lee, 1997; 
Brilman et al., 1999) addressing aerated conditions. The present test reactions cannot 
be used in boiling systems because their reactants are too volatile and many have low 
boiling points. Therefore, a new test system must be developed in order to study the 
micromixing in hot sparged and boiling conditions.
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Chapter?: 
Micromixing in semi-batch sparged and boiling reactors 
— Experimental results and modelling
7.1 Introduction
It has been stated in previous chapters that almost all research Avork on micromixing 
has been carried out in ungassed systems at ambient temperature. Very few 
publications address micromixing effects in cool aerated conditions. No investigations 
of micromixing in hot sparged and boiling agitated systems have been reported. The 
importance of micro mixing in these systems has been neglected despite the 
knowledge that macromixing performance in these systems is very different from that 
in ambient conditions.
The test reactions reviewed in the previous chapter cannot be used in hot sparged and 
agitated systems because of the low boiling points and temperature sensitivity or 
volatility of reactants and products. The reagents for a reaction chosen for hot sparged 
and agitated systems must have much lower vapour pressure than water in order to 
minimise losses from the liquid phase at or near liquid boiling point.
In this chapter, a new test system for micromixing measurements is proposed. The 
reaction kinetics of the system are examined and the validity of this system as a 
micromixing probe is established by preliminary experiments. The effects of aeration 
and boiling on micromixing characteristics in a semi-batch stirred tank reactor are 
investigated experimentally. The hot ungassed experimental data are compared with 
modelling results.
7.2 New parallel competing reaction pair
The test system consists of two parallel reactions competing for limited hydroxyl ions: 
the precipitation of cupric hydroxide coupling with the alkaline hydrolysis of y- 
butyrolactone.
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NaOH(A) + 0.5CuSO.,(B)—! ^ 0 .5 Cu(OH), J-(P) + 0.5NajSO^ [7-1]
NaOH(A) + Y - Butyrolactone(C) —^  HO(CH, ), COONa(Q) [7-2]
The distribution of undesired product (Q) is defined by Eq.[7-3],
7.2.1 Precipitation of cupric hydroxide
7.2.1.1 Reaction mechanism
The reaction is a second-order, instantaneous reaction (kj % lO^m^moR's"' ). When 
hydroxyl ions are in excess compared with copper (II) ions, or the reaction is carried 
out at high temperature, the following reaction takes place.
Cu(0 H)2 CuO + H^O [7-4]
On the other hand, when the hydroxyl ion concentration is insufficient, Cu^  ^
complexes with OH' (Perrin, 1960),
2Cu"++20H- -^ [C u 2 (0 H )2 f [7-5]
and the following reaction occurs,
[Cu,(OH),]'* 4- s o ;-  ^ [C u ,(O H ),]S O , 4- [7-6]
The amount of copper (II) ions left in the solution depends on the balance of these
reactions.
7.2.1.2 Measurements of copper ion concentration
The strong coloration of cupric ions in water makes it possible to measure their 
concentration by a simple spectrophotometric method (Furman, 1962; Upor et al., 
1985). In this work, a Perkin Elmer UV/VIS spectrometer Lambda2 was employed to 
measure the concentration of cupric ions in solution. The volume of plastic cuvettes 
used in measurements is 4.5 ml. The wavelength used is 800 nm. At this wavelength 
the absorbance of cupric ions has a maximum, while the absorbance of all the other 
species presented is zero, so that there is no interference with the cupric ion detection.
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7.2.2 Alkaline hydrolysis of y-butyrolactone
7.2.2.1 Physical properties of y-butyrolactone ^
y-butyrolactone (C4H6O2) is an unstrained five- < ^ 0
membered ring, shown in Fig.7-1. At room \— /
temperature, it is a colourless liquid and miscible Fig.7-1 Molecular structure
with water. It has a high boiling point (204-205 
°C at 760 mmHg).
1.22.2 Alkaline hydrolysis mechanism
The hydrolysis of the y-lactone can be catalyzed by acidic or basic solutions but there 
is no detectable reaction in water (Frost and Pearson, 1961). The reaction mechanism 
and kinetics of alkaline hydrolysis of the lactone were investigated by Hegen and 
Wolfenden (1939) and Long and Friedman (1950). The acyl oxygen scission occurs 
in both the acid- and base- catalyzed reactions.
NaOH(A) + y -  Butyrolactone(C) ^ ^ H 0 ( C H 2 ) ^  COONa(Q)
The base-catalyzed hydrolysis of the lactone is a second-order, irreversible fast 
reaction. The rate constant of the reaction can be expressed by equation [7-7].
k  ^ =2.2x10^ exp (-^'^^^^^^ ) (L-moL's"') [7-7]
According to Eq.[7-7], the corresponding rate constant at 25 °C, 50°C, 100°C can be 
calculated to be 1.15, 5.0, 53.0 L-moL' -s”' , respectively. Compared with the widely 
used test reaction — the alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl-chloroacetate (At 25°C, 
k  ^ = 30 [L • mol"' • s"' ]), this fast reaction has a reasonable reaction rate and could be 
suitable for micromixing measurements.
7.2.3 Operating mode and limits of product distribution
The test reaction pair [7-1] and [7-2] was carried out in a semi-batch stirred tank 
reactor. Concentrated A was gradually added into the diluted premixed B and C. The 
distribution of undesired product (Q) depends on the initial concentrations of reactants 
Cbo and Cco, reaction rate constants ki and k2, and mixing intensity. In a perfect
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mixing regime, reactions are controlled by reaction kinetics, therefore,
_______ki»k;x  = -> 0. In a complete segregation regime, reaction rates are
proportional to concentrations but independent of reaction rates so that
C,X = 'CO
C^O B^G
Cr'n=Cr ->0.5. With partial segregation, 0<X<0.5.
7.3 Preliminary experiments
7.3.1 Calibration experiments
To measure copper ion concentration, a calibration curve is needed. The linear 
dependence of absorbance on cupric ion concentration in CUSO4 aqueous solution is 
shown in Fig.7-2. The curve was prepared by carrying out aliquots of a standard 
solution. It can be seen that in the range of 0.001-0.04 M, copper ion concentration 
can be accurately measured (some points are not shown in Fig.7-2).
0.6
0.5§
3
0 0.4
O
C
C5
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
Concentration of copper ions (M)
Fig.7-2 Calibration curve (wavelength 800nm)
The validity of the linear relation in the presence of the lactone and/or product (Q) in 
copper sulphate solution has also been checked. Experimental results (not shown) 
have confirmed that the linear dependence of solution absorbance on cupric ion 
concentration is still followed and no significant variation is detected. Therefore, the 
interference from the reactant and product of the hydrolysis reaction on the copper ion 
measurements is excluded.
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7.3.2 Copper ion loss due to complex side reactions
Many preliminary experiments were done in a baffled beaker to quantify the influence 
of reaction [7-6] on the copper ion concentration in solution. The experiments were 
carried out according to the following procedure; The limited concentrated sodium 
hydroxide solution (the solution volume ratio of sodium hydroxide to copper sulphate 
is 1:50) was slowly fed into turbulent copper sulphate solution agitated by a magnetic 
or a mechanical stirrer. The concentrations of reagents are shown in Tab. 7-1. After the 
reaction has been complete, a sample of the reacted mixture is withdrawn. The sample 
is first centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 minutes in order to remove the precipitate. 
Then it is measured by a spectrophotometer to determine the copper ion concentration 
in the sample solution.
The amount of copper ions precipitated as [Cu2(0 H)2]S0 4  can be calculated by the 
following equation:
^2 = Bq - B i [7-8]
where B2 is the amount of copper ions precipitated as [Cu2(0 H)2]S0 4 , (mole); Bo are 
the total copper ions in the feed, (mole); Bi are the copper ions precipitated as 
Cu(0H)2, (mole); and Bs are the copper ions left in the final solution, (mole). Bi and 
Bs can be obtained from Eqs.7-9 and 7-10, respectively.
B, = —  [7-9]
B. = C . V ^  [7-10]
where Cs is the copper ion concentration in the final solution, (M); Vt is the volume of 
the final solution, (L).
A large number of experiments (some experimental results are listed in Tab.7-1) have 
confirmed that when limited concentrated sodium hydroxide solution is slowly added 
to copper sulphate solution, the influence of reaction [7-6] on the copper ion 
concentration in the final solution cannot be neglected.
In Tab.7-1, a term f  defined by Eq.[7-11] is employed to describe the influence of side 
reactions on the copper ion concentration in solution.
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B„
[7-11]
In the experimental range of interest (Cu^^ overdosed from 25 to 94%), about 20% of 
the fed copper ions are precipitated as product of the side reaction [7-6].
Tab. 7-1 The effect of side reaction on the final concentration of copper ions
B o*10"
(mol)
Ao*10"
(mol)
Vt
(L)
Bi *10"
(mol)
(Bo - Bi )/ Bi
%
c,*10"
(M)
Bz*10"
(mol)
f
%
3.1910 4.4288 1.590 2.2144 44.10 1.7355 0.7007 21.96
3.1929 4.4444 1.590 2.2222 43.70 1.5289 0.7273 22.78
1.4700 1.7988 0.800 0.8994 63.45 3.4050 0.2983 20.29
1.3321 1.7420 0.800 0.8710 52.94 2.5950 0.2535 19.03
1.0554 1.6505 0.780 0.8253 27.89 0.1900 0.2153 20.40
1.7575 2.7988 0.785 1.3994 25.59 0.2810 0.3360 19.12
4.1255 5.0583 1.490 2.5292 63.12 4.9752 0.8556 20.74
4.2039 4.5585 1.495 2.2793 84.44 7.7850 0.7617 18.12
0.6866 0.7088 0.195 0.3544 93.75 9.8430 0.1403 20.43
Brucato et al. (2000), however, did not consider this side reaction when they chose the 
precipitation reaction as one of the two parallel competing reactions to investigate the 
effect of mixing on fast reactions. This is probably because in their case, the limited 
concentrated sodium hydroxide is rapidly rather than slowly fed into the vessel. The 
fast injection may reduce the chance of the formation of [Cu2(0 H)2]S0 4 . It should be 
pointed out that in the rapid feed case, it is macro- and meso-mixing not micromixing 
that determines the distribution of product for complex reactions.
7.3.3 Blank test
In the new test reaction system, the copper ions are always overfed; thus a certain 
amount of copper ions will be left in solution after the reaction is complete. This 
amount can be determined by means of ‘blank reaction’ runs, which are performed 
exactly as the usual runs, except that only the precipitation reaction is involved.
If the absorbance of the solution at the end of the blank experiment is Absb, and the 
absorbances before and after the introduction of NaOH in a normal experiment are
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Absi, and Abs], respectively, the selectivity X of the process towards reaction [7-2] 
can be simply expressed as
X  =  - 9 _  =  — A b s , - A b S i , —
P + Q A b s ,( l-f)-A b S t 
where f  is the factor of copper ion loss due to side reactions. In this case, f  = 0.2.
7.4 Micromixing measurements
7.4.1 Experimental procedure
Micromixing experiments have been carried out in the standard stirred tank reactor 
shown in Fig.4-la in Chapter 4. The reactor is fully baffled and agitated by a 
Chemineer CD- 6  impeller with a diameter of 0.176m (Fig.4-2). The water in the tank 
was heated, if required, by three finger electrical heaters located at the tank bottom. 
The weighed amount of CUSO4 * 5 H2O was dissolved in a beaker and then the aqueous 
solution was transferred into the stirred tank. The next step was to add dilute aqueous 
lactone solution to the vessel and the tank content mixed. The vessel content was then 
brought to the desired final volume by adding water. The amounts of reagents were 
such that concentrations of cupric ions and lactone in solution were 0.015M and 
0.02M respectively. Once the contents were completely mixed, a sample (20ml) was 
withdrawn and the absorbance of the solution, Absl, was measured after the 
completion of reactions. 1.5L IM NaOH solution was slowly added near impeller 
discharge flow or just below the liquid free surface. The feed time was carefully 
chosen in order to preclude the effects of macro- and meso-mixing on the product 
distribution as is discussed in the next section. Then 70ml water was used to flush the 
funnel. After the reaction was complete, a sample of the solution was centrifuged at 
5000 rpm for 20 minutes. Then the absorbance of the solution, Abs2, was measured. 
Finally, enough NaOH solution was added to the tank to convert the lactone into the 
less physiologically harmful sodium salt.
7.4.2 Determination of injection times
In order to determine the effect of micromixing on the selectivity of a complex 
mixing-sensitive reaction system, the experiments must be operated in only the 
micromixing-controlled regime and the effects of macro- and mesomixing have to be
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excluded. If the injection rate of the concentrated reagent solution is high, the plume 
of feed is not well dispersed so that the macro- and meso-scale concentration 
gradients can be formed. This increased segregation leads to the production of more 
by-products. On the other hand, when the injection rate is infinitely slow, macro- and 
meso-mixing effects are eliminated and the selectivity of the by-product of fast 
reactions is only micromixing relevant.
The dependence of the selectivity of the by-product of fast reactions on the injection 
times is schematically shown in Fig.7-3. When the injection time is longer than a 
critical injection time tc, the selectivity X reaches a constant value. This means that 
macro- and mesomixing do not play a role during injection. The critical injection time 
depends on local power dissipation, reagent concentrations and other operating 
conditions, thus each experimental run may have a different tc. We can find the 
longest tc under the condition where the weakest micromixing is performed, for 
example, when the concentrated reagent is injected at the free surface of the liquid and 
the concentrations of the reagents in the fast reaction are high. Micromixing 
experiments should be carried out with an injection time longer than the longest tc.
Macromixins
Mesomixing
Macromixing
and
Micromixing3"O
2
CL
(U
rs
Micromixing
t.
Feed time
Fig.7-3 Effect of injection time on selectivity X
In this work, when the impeller was operated at the lowest speed and the NaOH 
solution was injected just below the liquid free surface, the selectivities obtained with 
the injection time of 30 and 45 minutes are within the difference of 3%. We chose an 
injection time of 45 minutes for safety.
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7.5 Micromixing modelling
Reliable models are needed to predict the effect of micromixing on the yield and 
selectivity of mixing sensitive reactions. Micromixing models can also give guidance 
on the determination of operating conditions ensuring the same product quality upon 
scale-up from laboratory to industrial conditions. In principle, the mixing of fluids can 
be completely described by the partial differential equations of the momentum, mass 
and species balances. However, turbulent flows involve a wide range of time and 
length scales and, therefore, even with the nowadays available computational 
resources, the complete exact solution of these equations is still not possible. 
Therefore, simplified models such as Random Coalescence Dispersion model by Curl 
(1963) and Spielman and Levenspiel (1965), Interaction by Exchange with the Mean 
(lEM) model by Costa and Trevissoi (1972), and Engulfment, Deformation and 
Diffusion (EDD) model by Baldyga and Bourne (1984) have been proposed during 
the last 30 years. A detailed review is given by Baldyga and Bourne (1999).
The EDD model characterises micromixing mechanism as engulfment, deformation 
and diffusion. Once fresh reagents are added into reaction systems the large blobs of 
fluid are deformed and broken into eddies by the fluid macromixing. These eddies are 
deformed into long, thin slabs by elongation, stretching and folding. The slabs are 
further twisted and convoluted as a result of turbulent vorticity. This process is 
accompanied by the incorporation of the fluid from the environment, which is termed 
“engulfment” by Baldyga and Bourne (1984). Molecular diffusion proceeds in the 
lamellar structures and the reagent molecules, initially present in separate feed
streams, can encounter each other. When the Schmidt number Sc (Sc = - ^ )  is much
p D '
less than 4000, micromixing is not limited by diffusion and fluid deformation, but 
only by the rate of formation of laminated structures by engulfment. Under these 
conditions, the EDD model can be simplified to the widely accepted Engulfment 
model — E model (Baldyga and Bourne, 1989a) which is discussed in detail below.
All these models are limited to miscible fluid systems. Micromixing models for gas- 
liquid systems are almost non-existent. In this work, the E model is used to simulate
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the experimental data obtained in hot ungassed systems in order to examine the 
suitability of the proposed test reaction pair for the measurements of the effect of 
micromixing on fast reactions.
7.5.1 E model
The basic model is represented by 
dc
- ^  = E [(C ;)-cJ  + q (7-13)
where Ci is the concentration of substance i in a spatially uniform reaction zone 
embeded in surroundings where the local concentration of i is < C i> . n  is the rate of 
production of i within the zone. The reaction zone is growing by engulfment from the 
surroundings at a rate of E. The dependence of E on the turbulent energy dissipation 
rate e and kinematic viscosity v is given by
E = 0.058(e/ v)‘'- (7-14)
Equation (7-13) refers to a semi-batch reactor in which the volume fraction of the 
added materials is extremely small, so that this material undergoes essentially no self- 
engulfment but mixes with its environment. This implies that the feed time is much 
longer than the time for micromixing and subsequent reaction. The feed time also 
greatly exceeds the bulk mixing time, so that, apart from intense concentration 
gradients in the localised reaction zone, the reactor contents are homogeneous.
Taking into account the slowing down of the growth of the reaction zone by self- 
engulfment, Baldyga et al. (1997) gave the general E-model equations.
[(C i>-cJ + r. (7-15)
Here, Xa is volume fraction of liquid A in large eddies and Xu is volume fraction of 
fluid containing A.
The micromixing parameter E determines the intensity of mass exchange between the 
relevant fluid element of concentration Ci and its surroundings of concentration < C i> .  
Mesomixing controls the process when a fluid element is surrounded by fluid 
elements of the same composition ( X a / X b  ~ 1 , Ci =  < C i> ) .  Micromixing is most
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important when the fluid element is surrounded by fluid elements of different 
composition (Xa/Xb -  0, c; # < C i> ) .  Both mechanisms affect the process when these 
conditions are not fulfilled.
Xa and Xu are given by the following equations according to Baldyga et al. (1997). 
dX^ _ X ^ ( 1 - X J
dt
dX,
dt
= EX V C
V X uy
Here, is is given in Equation (6-3) in Chapter 6: 
8
T, =
TTUSn,
For the two parallel reactions (7-1) and (7-2),
A + uB 
A + C - ->Q
Equation (7-15) becomes
dcA
dt
dcs
dt
dCç
dt
= E
= E
1 - ^
X u y
X
1 - ^
V y
u y
[ < C A > - C A ] - K c ^ C B - k 2 C ^ C c  
[ ( c B ) - C B ] - u k , c ^ C B
[(^c) ~ ^c] ~
(7-16)
(7-17)
(6-3)
(7-1)
(7-2)
(7-18)
(7-19)
(7-20)
Since k i» k 2, the first reaction (7-1) can be treated as instantaneous, so that A and B 
cannot coexist at a given point. A new composition variable w = uc^ -  Cg may be
|w| + w |w| -  w
introduced so that c, = — -----  and Cg-= — ------ . Eqs.(7-18) to (7-20), therefore,
2u
can be simplified as 
dw
dt
= E
V X
[<w>-w]-k2Cc
w + w
(7-21)
u y
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dcc
dt V J
, s w + w
[<Cc>-Cc]-k2Cc——— (7-22)
The solution of the two coupled ordinary differential equations defines the product 
distribution of the two parallel competing reactions (7-1) and (7-2) with the 
assumption that reaction (7-1) is instantaneous.
Eqs.(7-21) and (7-22) can be changed into dimensionless Eqs.(7-23) and (7-24) in the 
following way:
, W = V  , and T = tE,,
/  '-'AO /  '"AO
dW
dT = <t>
0.5 X A1 - |w|+w[<W> -  W] -  Da J—J-------Cc (7-23)
dCC A 0.5
dT
X A1
y y
|w|+w[ ( C c > - C J - D a L l _ c ,  (7_24)
where, ^ = ^  = 0.058(s„ / v)°", Da =
The initial conditions for the growing reaction zone are: W(0) = o and C^(0) = 0.
The initial composition of the B and C solution in the surroundings of the reaction 
zone is given by < C^ >= F = c^o / c^o and < W >= - F .
<Cc> and <W> change as A is gradually added to the reactor. They can be updated by 
an updated mass balance. The volume of A added to the semibatch reactor is 
discretized into c  equal parts, each of volume Va/g and concentration cao- The part 
of the feed (1< j < g) reacts in a time T = 0 j , which is found by integrating Eqs.(7-23)
and (7-24) until A has been fully consumed. The other concentrations are then 
Cj(0j).  The volume of the reaction zone started at Va/c7 and will have grown to
(V^o / g)o®^ when T = 0 j. The surroundings therefore have a volume
Vg + j(V^o /g )  -  (V^o / G)e®-’ and a concentration <C,, j . i > .  The concentration <Ci, j>
refers to the surroundings during the next part of the feed. A mass balance to update 
the concentrations in the surroundings represents the mixing of the former reaction 
zone with its surroundings and is therefore
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C ,.,)(aa  + j-e^O +C ,(e>°^ (7-25)
' ac + J
where, a = / VR ' ' 'A O  '
From Eqs.(7-23) and (7-24) we know that the product distribution of mixing-sensitive 
reactions is affected by the local energy dissipation rate. Therefore, the energy 
dissipation field has to be known to quantify the influence of molecular segregation 
on the selectivity of a complex reaction system.
7.5.2 Local energy dissipation rate (e)
Information about the power dissipation field is required for the application of the 
micromixing model. Although the estimation of local energy dissipation rates could 
be obtained thanks to the development of CFD technique, the demand on computer 
power to solve the micromixing model coupled with the s field is extremely high. It 
has been found, however, that in many cases, s does not vary very much from one 
finite volume element of the grid to the next. Therefore, the finite volumes from CFD 
grids may be merged into larger zones in which s does not differ significantly. Bourne 
and Yu (1994) simplified the s field in a stirred tank reactor into six zones and 
successful results were obtained. The energy balance must be satisfied in using the
zone model, i.e. -^J(|)dV  = 1. Otherwise, serious mistakes may be resulted (Zhao 
and Smith, 2001, to be submitted to AIChE J, see Appendix F).
In this study, a similar zone model to Verschuren et al. (2001) is used for the 
estimation of local energy dissipation rates. The reactor configuration and impeller 
dimensions have been described in §7.4.1. The tank diameter is 0.45m and the height 
of filled liquid is one tank diameter. The tank is equipped with a Chemineer CD-6 
impeller with a diameter of 0.176m. The impeller is positioned at mid height 
(C = H /2). The tank is divided into three regions shown in Fig.7-4: bulk region, 
stirrer region and wall region. Each region has different volume ratio (cpi) and energy 
dissipation rate.
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The power dissipation in each region is described by the average power dissipation
Sav.
Bulk region; (j), = —  = 0.13
(p, — —— — 0.385 
V.
Wall region: (j>2 = —  = 0.63
Sav
<p, = ^  = 0.573 
V.
Stirrer region: = —  = 14
cp, = ^  = 0.042 
V.
0.05m
Feed point I
Bulk region
Feed point II
Stirrer region 
Wall region;
0.65T
O.IT
Feed point
(7-26)
(7-27)
(7-28)
(7-29)
(7-30)
(7-31)
T
Fig.7-4 Three zones with different power dissipations in a tank reactor
In Verschuren et al. (2001), the stirrer region has the same diameter of 0.65T but a 
height of 0.2T. ([>3 was given as 7.3. Compared with that work, this work set the height 
of stirrer region to be 0. IT and (j)3 14.
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As stated earlier, the concentrated and limited reactant A was gradually fed into the 
tank through a 1 mm diameter tube at either of two locations — near the impeller into 
the discharge flow and just below the liquid free surface. The local velocity at the feed 
tube is assumed to be 0.5ND at the impeller and O.OIND near the liquid surface (User 
manual for PCReaction version 1.0).
The model is solved on a PC. The software used is PCReaction provided by 
Performance Fluid Dynamics (PFD) Limited.
7.6 Experimental results and discussion
7.6.1 Hot ungassed systems
Because the rate constant of the alkaline hydrolysis reaction is relatively small at 
25°C, the reaction is not fast enough compared with the micromixing process in 
ambient temperature systems. The test reaction pair can thus only be used in hot 
systems. The measured by-product selectivity with the change of the average shaft 
power dissipation in hot ungassed systems (89°C) is shown in Fig.7-5.
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System condition: hot ungassed, t=89°C
Feed location: impeller discharge flow
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Fig.7-5 Comparison o f  experimental and modelling data in hot ungassed systems
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Very good agreement is obtained between the experimental and modelling data. The 
E-model has been shown to be valid for modelling the effect of micromixing on the 
selectivity of mixing-sensitive reactions, the good agreement in Fig.7-5 is evidence of 
the validity of the reaction pair as a test probe for the micromixing measurements.
7.6.2 Boiling systems
The micromixing in a boiling liquid has been investigated experimentally. The heat 
input to the system is 5.39 kW. The boil-off from the tank was condensed through a 
coil condenser and the condensate returned to the vessel. The concentrated sodium 
hydroxide was gradually fed near impeller discharge flow. The boiling data is shown 
in Fig.7-6.
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Fig.7-6 Micromixing in a boiling liquid
Compared with the data in hot ungassed systems, the by-product selectivity in boiling 
systems is much lower at the same mechanical energy input. With the increase of 
temperature, liquid viscosity decreases. As a result, the engulfment rate E increases 
and this can increase the intensity of mass exchange between the reaction zone and its 
surroundings. The segregation between reactants is reduced and fewer by-products are 
produced. The reduction of liquid viscosity between 89°C and 100 °C is 11.4%; only 
this ought to result in a 5.7% increase of the engulfment rate according to Eq.(7-14).
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As predicted by the E-model, the increase can lead to a 4% decrease of the selectivity 
of by-product at the average energy dissipation rate 0.07W/kg. Therefore, the change 
in liquid viscosity is not sufficient to fully account for the considerable improvement 
of micromixing in boiling conditions.
In seeking the reason for the improvement of micromixing in a boiling liquid, the 
dynamics of vapour bubbles should be considered. It has been shown in previous 
chapters that the rapid growth of vapour bubbles can input considerable kinetic energy 
to the liquid. The violent expansion and collapse of these vapour bubbles can generate 
local turbulence which may help in decreasing the segregation of reactants in solution 
and lead to the reduction of the formation of undesired by-products. The mechanism 
involved in this phenomenon is very complicated and much more work needs to be 
done before a general conclusion can be drawn.
7.6.3 Hot sparged systems
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Fig.7-7 Micromixing in hot sparged systems
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Quite scattered data shown in Fig.7-7 were obtained when air was sparged into the 
reactive system, especially when the average power dissipation is low. The suspicion 
that the small amount of CO2 present in the sparged gas might have affected the by­
product selectivity can be excluded since there was little improvement in the data 
scatter when N2 was used instead of air. A similar situation was found by Lin and Lee 
(1997) with the scatter of data for the by-product selectivity in gas-liquid systems 
greater than that in single phase systems. In their work, the test reaction scheme of 
acid-base neutralization coupled with the Dushman reaction proposed by Villermaux 
and co-workers (Fournier et al., 1996) was used. The micromixing index was 
determined by the measurement of the amount of by-product I2 . The loss of I2 due to 
gas stripping could be one of the key factors resulting in the scatter of their data. In 
this work, however, it is not the case. Both the reactants and products of the fast 
reaction have high boiling points and are not easily evaporated. The effect of the loss 
of products, therefore, should be negligible. The scattering of data in the aerated tank 
could be related to the stochastic nature of the gas motion.
Generally speaking, the effect of aeration on micromixing is not significant, especially 
at high power dissipation conditions (Fig.7-7). Although the bulk motion induced by 
gas bubbles can increase the rate of macromixing, it has little effect on liquid 
micromixing. This is probably due to the turbulent length scales generated by the 
motion of gas bubbles being larger than the micromixing length scale in the reactor. 
The turbulent length scale caused by bubbles depends on bubble size. In general the 
bubble size is usually too big to affect micromixing. Lin and Lee (1997) found that 
aeration could improve or retard liquid micromixing depending on impeller speed, gas 
flow rate and feed location. They assumed the tiny bubbles generated in the region 
near the impeller tip could influence micromixing.
Here it is worthwhile stating again that the situation in a hot sparged system is 
different from that in a boiling system. In boiling system, the rapid expansion from 
nuclei to small vapour bubbles may well contribute to liquid micromixing. The small 
vapour bubbles are easily collapsed by temperature inhomogeneity and the collapse of 
bubbles may give rise to local turbulence and increase micromixing. In a hot sparged
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system, the bubble sizes are basically constant and in any case do not collapse 
completely. The contribution of these bubbles to micromixing is very limited.
7.6.4 Feed locations
It is well known that the feed location of the limiting reactant in a complex competing 
reaction system has a large effect on product distribution. The results shown in Fig.7- 
8 confirm this. The solid symbols represent the data obtained when the concentrated 
NaOH solution was added just below the liquid surface while the open symbols stand 
for the results with the feed location in the impeller discharge flow. Compared with 
feed into the impeller discharge, surface feed apparently gives much higher by­
product selectivity, whether in hot ungassed systems or in boiling conditions. This can 
be explained by the widely varying energy dissipation rates throughout a stirred tank 
reactor. The local energy dissipation rates near the liquid surface are much smaller
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Fig.7-8 The effect of feed location on micromixing
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than those near the impeller discharge flow. Therefore the segregation between 
reactants is larger and there are more chances for the side reaction to proceed. The 
difference of selectivity between hot ungassed systems and boiling conditions 
becomes smaller when fluid was fed just below the liquid surface. Compared with the 
much improved macromixing in boiling systems when a tracer was injected on the 
liquid free surface, the improvement in liquid micromixing is less significant.
7.7 Conclusions
This chapter primarily focuses on looking at the effect of boiling and the presence of 
inert gas bubbles on liquid micromixing in a stirred tank vessel. A new test reaction 
system, suitable for micromixing investigation in boiling and hot sparged systems, has 
been developed. The system consists of two parallel competing reactions — the 
precipitation of cupric hydroxide and the alkaline hydrolysis of y-butyrolactone. The 
reaction mechanisms of the two reactions are discussed. Experimental results have 
demonstrated that this reaction pair is easy to use and its product distribution is 
sensitive to liquid micromixing.
The widely accepted E-model has been used to model hot ungassed micromixing data. 
The energy dissipation rate field in a standard stirred tank reactor is simplified into 
three regions. Good agreement is obtained between modelling and experimental data 
for one feed location.
Micromixing is apparently improved in boiling reactors. This could in part be 
attributed to the decrease of liquid viscosity and the contribution of rapid expansion 
and violent collapse of vapour bubbles, but much work still needs to be done before a 
general conclusion could be drawn.
Gas sparging into a hot liquid has little effect on the rate of micromixing. The reason 
for that has been discussed.
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Feed location has a significant effect on the product distribution whether in hot 
ungassed or boiling systems. This is consistent with the results in ambient temperature 
systems in the literature.
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Conclusions and suggestions for future work
8.1 Conclusions
Boiling and hot sparged stirred tank reactors where a large volume of vapour is 
usually present in the gas phase are widely operated in many important industrial 
processes. The presence of the large volume of vapour may have considerable effects 
on liquid mixing and mass transfer performance. The aim of the present work has 
been the investigation of the liquid macro- and micro-mixing characteristics in these 
reactors. This objective is achieved through the examination of the differences in 
power draw characteristics, liquid mixing times and undesired by-product 
distributions of mixing-sensitive reactions between hot sparged and boiling reactors, 
and ambient temperature systems. The design and operation of hot sparged and 
boiling reactors could be improved based on the better understanding of these 
differences.
Experimental work in this thesis was performed in a standard vessel and a tall tank 
reactor (H = 2T) under ungassed, gassed and boiling conditions. The power draw of 
up-pumping Lightnin A3 40 and Chemineer Maxflo (MFu) impellers and the liquid 
mixing times and micromixing achieved by a Chemineer CD-6 radial flow impeller 
were investigated in the standard vessel. The power draw characteristics and liquid 
macro mixing rates obtained by three composite impellers (BT6+BT6+CD6, 
BT6+MFu+MFu and triple A340 impellers) were studied in the tall tank reactor. The 
main conclusions from the experimental results are as follows.
Pow er draw
When used in single impeller systems, both the MFu and the A340 impellers in up- 
pumping mode maintain a relatively high RPD even at high gas loadings (Fig up to 
0.6) and high impeller speeds (Fr more than 0.5). The dependence of RPD on Fig in 
hot sparged systems is basically similar to that in cool gassed conditions when the 
contribution of vapour to the gas phase volume is included. This is not the case for the 
radial flow impellers. It has been found in the literature that the power demand of 
Chemineer CD-6 and BT-6 impellers operating in hot sparged systems is always
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higher (around 10 to 15%) than in cool gassed systems. For both up-pumping 
hydrofoil impellers, no RPD ‘overshoot’ is evident in the power curves but this 
‘overshoot’ is always observed immediately after radial impellers are flooded. In 
boiling systems, the RPD of the two axial impellers can be well correlated by the 
Smith number.
Multiple impellers are often used in industry. The power draw behaviour of three 
composite agitators has been investigated. The triple A340 impeller combination has a 
greater power decrease upon gas sparging than the radial flow composite agitator 
(BT6+BT6+CD6) and the mixed flow impeller system (BT6+MFu+MFu) whether 
under cool gassed or hot sparged conditions. The dependence of the power reduction 
on total gas flow number (vapour is included in the calculation of Fig) in hot sparged 
conditions is similar to that in cool gassed systems. The effect of boiling on RPD is 
significant only when multiple agitators are operated at the extremes of low and high 
impeller speeds.
Liquid mixing times
A conductivity technique developed in this work has been successfully used in the 
measurements of the liquid mixing times in boiling and high gas loading systems. The 
effects of aeration and boiling on liquid macromixing in the standard vessel agitated 
by the CD-6 impeller have been explored. Based on the power draw from the agitator, 
gas sparging accelerates the liquid mixing. This can be attributed to the contribution 
of aeration to the potential energy. It has been shown that the mixing times in both 
cool and hot sparged systems can be well correlated with ungassed data on the basis 
of the specific total power dissipation, as long as the contribution to the potential 
energy from gas sparging is included. The contradictions in the literature concerning 
the effects of aeration on mixing times in agitated vessels can also be resolved by 
considering both the reduced power draw of most aerated impellers and the positive 
potential energy contribution from the gas. In boiling systems the measured liquid 
mixing times can be correlated with the specific total power dissipation provided that 
the work done by the expansion of vapour bubbles is considered.
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Unlike in single impeller systems, the impeller geometry of composite impeller 
agitators has a significant effect on liquid mixing rates. In ungassed systems, the 
multiple radial flow agitator has the longest liquid mixing times with the same shaft 
power input. The time required for the mixed flow and the axial agitators to complete 
the same liquid mixing is respectively only around 40% and 25% of that needed by 
the radial flow agitator. Gas sparging has little influence on the liquid mixing times 
achieved by the radial flow agitator but reduces the rate of liquid mixing in both cool 
gassed or hot sparged systems agitated by the axial and mixed flow agitators. The 
compartment model has been used to explain this phenomenon. The effect of boiling 
on the liquid mixing time depends on the combination of impellers used in the 
agitator.
From the point of view of power draw and liquid blending, a composite mixed flow 
agitator (BT6+ wide blade up-pumping hydrofoil impellers) would be a good choice 
for gas-liquid dispersion. These impeller combinations can keep a relatively high RPD 
and at the same time can provide good liquid macromixing.
Liquid micromixing
No investigations of micromixing in hot sparged and boiling agitated systems have 
been reported in the literature. Micromixing behaviour is usually characterised by the 
undesired by-product distribution of mixing-sensitive reactions. The fast reactions are 
usually termed as test reactions. Those test reactions reported in the literature cannot 
be used in hot sparged and agitated systems because of the low boiling points and 
temperature sensitivity or volatility of their reactants and products.
A new test reaction system, suitable for the investigation of micromixing in boiling 
and hot sparged systems, has been developed. The system consists of two parallel 
competing reactions — the precipitation of cupric hydroxide and the alkaline 
hydrolysis of y-butyrolactone. The reaction mechanisms of the two reactions are 
discussed in detail and the experimental procedure is described in the thesis. 
Experimental results have demonstrated that this reaction pair is easy to use and its 
product distribution is sensitive to liquid micro mixing.
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The widely accepted E-model has been used to model hot ungassed micromixing data. 
The energy dissipation rate field in the standard stirred tank reactor is simplified into 
three regions. Good agreement is obtained between modelling and experimental data.
Micromixing is apparently improved in boiling reactors. This could in part be 
attributed to the decrease of liquid viscosity and the contribution of rapid expansion 
and violent collapse of vapour bubbles, but much work still needs to be done before a 
general conclusion could be drawn. Gas sparging into a hot liquid has little effect on 
the rate of micro mixing, the reasons for which have been discussed. Feed location has 
a significant effect on the product distribution whether in hot ungassed or boiling 
systems. This is consistent with the results in ambient temperature systems found in 
the literature.
8.2 Suggestions for future work
• To determine the effects of impeller size and impeller position on liquid macro- 
and micromixing in hot sparged and boiling reactors agitated by multiple 
impellers
D/T ratio and impeller spacing affects the strength of the liquid up- or down flow near 
wall and this may influence liquid macro- and micromixing significantly. The present 
work limits to only one D/T ratio of each of the three composite agitators, impeller 
spacing being one impeller diameter, and the clearance between the lowest impeller 
(C) to reactor bottom being one third of the impeller diameter. Further investigations 
with two or three D/T ratios and different impeller spacings need to be done in order 
to give reliable guidance for agitator optimization.
• To measure the power draw of the individual impellers in composite agitators and 
to determine the sensitivity of power draw to impeller geometry, in particular 
impeller spacing
In this work only total power draw is evaluated. It has been reported in the literature 
that the power draw of each individual impeller is not the same. The power 
contribution from each impeller depends on impeller spacing and the clearance C. 
Benefits from right impeller selections and arrangements can be gained through better
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understanding this dependence. Therefore, the power draw of individual impellers in 
composite agitator is worthy to be measured.
• To quantify the impacts of gas properties, liquid viscosity and coalescence on 
liquid mixing in hot sparged and boiling systems
It has been found in this work that the presence of gas has considerable effect on 
liquid mixing. Smith and Gao (1999) reported that the vertical gas void fraction in hot 
sparged systems is only half of that at ambient temperature. All these influences can 
be attributed to the different bubble behaviour. Bubble saturation rates in hot sparged 
systems and vapour bubble dynamics in boiling conditions depend, amongst other 
things, on heat input, gas properties, liquid viscosity and coalescence. The 
contribution of gas/vapour bubbles to liquid mixing in air-water systems has been 
examined using simple models in this work. Much work such as the effects of gas 
properties, liquid viscosity and coalescence on liquid mixing needs to be done so that 
more confident guidance can be given to industry.
• To examine the effect of micromixing on fast reactions in large-scale reactors and 
to improve the simplified power dissipation field
The effect of micromixing on fast reactions has been investigated in a standard tank 
reactor. Experimental results in hot ungassed reactors can be modelled reasonably 
when the power dissipation field is simplified into three zones. The approach will not 
be successful when it is used in large-scale reactor. The possible solutions to this are 
either to increase the number of zones in order to decrease the difference of local 
power dissipation in the same zone or to couple the E-model with the local s field 
obtained from CED. Micromixing experiments in large-scale reactors (multiple 
impeller tall-tanks), of course, are needed to valid micromixing modelling.
• To investigate the effect of impeller geometry on the selectivity and productivity 
of gas-liquid reactions
The local gas void fraction and gas residence time distribution can be considerably 
affected by impeller geometry and position. When the gas is one of reactants, the 
extreme inhomogeneity of gas distribution may result in side reactions. The cost from 
the waste of reactants, especially when the gas is expensive, and the subsequent
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purification process may be very high. Benefits can be gained by correct impeller 
selections.
• The influence of particles on liquid mixing in hot sparged and boiling reactors 
This work only focuses on gas-liquid systems without the presence of particles. 
Particles, however, are often present in industrial reactors as catalysts in production. It 
has been reported in the literature that particles can have considerable effects on 
power draw and liquid mixing in both aerated and unaerated systems. It can be 
expected that the presence of solid phase may also influence liquid mixing and 
impeller performance in hot sparged and boiling reactors. Therefore, some work in 
this aspect is recommended to be done in future.
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Appendix A: Vapour bubble growth rate
Appendix A: Vapour bubble growth rate*
In the early stage of vapour bubble expansion, the vapour bubble expansion rate is 
controlled by the inertia of the liquid. The growth rate can be approximated by the 
Rayleigh solution:
and hence.
de
R  cc 0
^(pv ~Poo) 
3pT
1/2
(A-1)
(A-2)
The inertia-controlled vapour bubble growth mechanism is relevant at short times 
after the bubble is formed. With the increase of R, the growth rate of the bubble is 
limited by the heat diffusion from the superheated liquid to the vapour. The latent heat 
required for the evaporation must be supplied from the hot liquid layer around the 
growing bubble. The temperature at the bubble wall decreases steadily as R increases, 
(but it cannot fall below tb) so that the rate of the vapour bubble growth decreases.
To model the thermal diffusion controlled growth rate several assumptions were 
made. The vapour bubble is spherical throughout its growth in moderately 
superheated water. The bubble has uniform temperature and pressure. The 
temperature of the vapour is that of the liquid at the bubble wall, and the pressure is 
the equilibrium vapour pressure for that temperature. The effects of viscosity and 
compressibility are neglected both in the vapour and in the liquid. The vapour bubble 
growth can be described by the following equation:
ôt R^ dr ^  _ Dj Ô 
cQ r “ de dr dr
dt'r —
The initial and boundary conditions for Eq.(A-3) are: 
t(EO) = t^ 
t(r,0 )------>t^
- 4 7 t R " k A  = L —
dr deV
at R(0)
(A-3)
(A-4a)
(A-4b)
(A-4c)
Plesset and Zwick (1952 and 1954)
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Appendix A; Vapour bubble growth rate
where L is the latent heat of evaporation, J - kg % p® (t) is the equilibrium vapour 
density at the liquid temperature t; ki is the liquid thermal conductivity, Wm“’K”’ ; Di
is the liquid thermal diffusivity ( = — — ), m^s“' ; ci is the liquid specific heat at
PlCi
constant pressure, J - kg~^K"’. The numerical values for water at atmospheric boiling 
point are listed below.
Tab.3-1 Parameter values for water at the atmospheric boiling point
L = 2.256 xlO 'jkg-' c, = 4.216 xloU kg-'K "'
Pl = 958.4kg-m“’ k, = 0.6825Wm''K-'
p„ = 0.598kg m"' D| = 1.69xl0“’ m^s“'
A general solution to Equations (A-3) and (A-4) can be obtained under the 
assumption that appreciable temperature gradients are established only in a thin layer 
surrounding the bubble radius. The result for the bubble surface temperature ts(0) is
L(8) = L - D.\  n J I R ^ (9 )f  (R,9) dr 1/2 <10 (A-5)
where is an arbitrarily specified temperature gradient at r = R(9).
From Eq.A-4c, 
a  - L
Sr 3k,R" d9 (p:r 9 (A-6)
The pressure difference can be related to the corresponding temperature difference 
with the Clausius-Clayeyron equation.
P v - P . PyL (A-7)
Neglecting the temperature dependence of L, pv and ki and substituting Eqs.A-6 and 
3-7 into Eq. A-5, the following formulation of the problem is obtained:
du 6
4 / 3 ^d\|/^
vdUy
= 3 1 - p J \l/'(v)dv 2a0 ( u - v ) ’^ ^ 1/3 (A-8)
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where \\f = ^  is the normalised volume and u is defined as u(t) = f R^(0)d0 .R4 11% Jo
R() is the radius of the nucleus from which the vapour bubble grew up in a liquid at 
uniform temperature tœ. Ro = ------—------
P : o ^ ) - P .
The constants a  and f,i are defined by 
1 (  P v (C )-P .a  =
R, '1 y
p = pXtb) 2aD,
. 1/ 2
K
- 1 / 4
(A-9)
(A-10)
From Eq.A-8 various asymptotic extensions for the radius-time dependence can be 
obtained. The leading term in the asymptotic solution for large times is given by the 
following equation:
dR
d0 \%J
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Appendix B: Power curve data
B1 Chemineer Maxflo up-pumping impeller (MFu)
D=0.218m, T=0.45m, H=0.51, C=0.21m, S=0.30m 
Bl-1 Cool ungassed data
N Liquid temp Power Po
(rps) t(°C) (W) (-)
2.0 18 3.80 0.96
2.5 18 T52 0.98
3.0 18 12.96 0.98
3.5 18 20.67 0.98
4.0 18 30.80 0.98
4.5 18 43.84 0.98
Bl-2 Cool gassed data
N Liquid temp Qm Pressure Q g Power Fig RPD
(rps) t(°C ) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
3 21.23 50 0.0 50 15.18 0.0268 1.1723
3 21.21 100 0.0 100 14.90 0.0536 1.1511
3 21.15 150 1.0 155 14.48 0.0831 1.1182
3 21.11 200 1.8 212 14.05 0.1136 1.0847
3 21.04 250 3.0 274 13.73 0.1471 1.0603
3 20.93 300 4.7 345 13.34 0.1848 1.0301
3 20.83 350 7.0 425 12.98 0.2280 1.0020
3 20.65 400 9.5 513 1233 0.2752 0.9525
3 20.51 450 13.0 618 12.07 0J312 0.9320
3 20J5 500 17.0 734 11.58 0J937 0.8945
4 20.31 50 0.0 50 34.06 0.0201 1.1096
4 20.31 100 0.0 100 33.53 0.0402 1.0923
4 20.29 150 1.0 155 32J2 0.0623 1.0527
4 20.24 200 1.8 212 31.17 (X0852 1.0154
4 2018 250 3.0 274 30.13 0.1103 0.9815
4 20.13 300 4.7 345 2R22 &1386 (19518
4 20.04 350 7.0 425 2R63 0.1710 0.9325
4 19.92 400 9.5 513 28.14 0.2064 (19168
4 19.79 450 13.0 618 27.46 0.2484 0.8943
4 19^8 500 17.0 734 26.77 0.2953 0.8719
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Bl-2 Cool gassed data—Continue
N Liquid temp Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
(rps) t(°C ) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
5 19.67 50 0.0 50 63.70 0.0161 1.0623
5 19.68 100 0.0 100 61.25 0.0322 1.0215
5 19.68 150 1.0 155 5R02 0.0499 0.9675
5 19.67 200 1.8 212 54.05 0.0682 0.9014
5 19.63 250 3.0 274 52.07 0.0883 0.8684
5 19.58 300 4.7 345 50.90 0.1109 0.8489
5 1R5 350 7.0 425 49.28 0.1368 0.8217
5 19.42 400 9.5 513 48.57 0.1651 0.8100
5 19J2 450 13.0 618 47.67 0.1987 0.7949
5 19.18 500 17.0 734 4C30 0.2362 0.7720
6 19.23 50 0.0 50 105.48 0.0134 1.0179
6 19.29 100 0.0 100 96.91 0.0268 0.9352
6 19.31 150 1.0 155 89.11 0.0416 0.8600
6 19.31 200 1.8 212 84.54 0.0568 0.8158
6 19.29 250 3.0 274 80 88 0.0736 0.7805
6 19.26 300 4.7 345 78.84 0.0924 0.7608
6 19T9 350 7.0 425 77.54 0.1140 0.7483
6 19.11 400 9.5 513 75.71 0.1376 0.7306
6 19.03 450 13.0 618 73.85 0.1656 (F7126
6 19.86 500 17.0 734 72.21 0.1969 0.6967
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Bl-3 Hot sparged data (4 heaters, 2.695kW each, overall 10.78kW)
N t to Qm Pressure Qgv Power Fig RPD
(rps) (°C) (°C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
3 95 6 17.6 50 0.0 430 12.67 0.2305 1.0152
3 91.7 17.6 100 0.0 481 12.20 0.2581 0:9756
3 88 3 18.0 150 1.0 548 11.84 0.2937 0.9444
3 85^ 122 200 1.8 606 11.51 0.3250 0.9159
3 816 123 250 3.0 666 11.25 0.3570 02932
3 7&5 123 300 4.7 742 10.96 0.3979 02686
3 75A 123 350 7.0 829 10.74 0.4446 02493
3 725 182 400 9.5 923 10.59 0.4949 02361
3 69A 18.4 450 13.0 1036 10.38 0.5554 0.8180
3 66 4 18.4 500 17.0 1157 9.95 0.6207 0.7830
4 95.6 18.4 50 0.0 427 2922 0.1717 0.9914
4 91.7 18.4 100 0.0 480 2821 0.1932 0.9547
4 88 3 124 150 1.0 546 27.77 0.2197 0.9345
4 85B 125 200 1.8 606 27.01 0.2439 0.9069
4 8L6 125 250 3.0 666 26.70 0.2679 0.8943
4 725 122 300 4.7 742 2&03 0.2984 0.8702
4 75.5 124 350 7.0 830 25.55 0.3338 02526
4 725 18.5 400 9.5 922 25.10 0.3710 02359
4 69 6 18.5 450 13.0 1038 2425 0.4175 0.8230
4 66A 126 500 17.0 1158 24.20 0.4658 0.8031
5 95A 124 50 0.0 409 52.43 0.1315 0.9077
5 91.7 126 100 0.0 478 5026 0.1536 0.8695
5 822 128 150 1.0 543 49.61 0.1747 0.8546
5 84.9 129 200 1.8 603 48.24 0.1939 02291
5 815 19.0 250 3.0 662 4T68 0.2130 0.8176
5 724 19.1 300 4.7 737 46.60 0.2371 0.7976
5 724 19 2 350 7.0 826 4520 0.2658 0.7842
5 72A 19 3 400 9.5 918 4425 0.2952 0.7665
5 69 4 19 3 450 13.0 1031 43.81 0.3319 0.7456
5 66 2 192 500 17.0 1151 4225 0.3704 0.7297
6 924 19.7 50 0.0 409 81.80 0.1095 0.8195
6 91.7 19.7 100 0.0 476 7926 0.1276 0.7930
6 822 19.7 150 1.0 541 7825 0.1452 0.7810
6 8A9 19.7 200 1.8 600 7626 0.1608 0.7615
6 815 19.7 250 3.0 659 7522 0.1768 0.7504
6 724 19.7 300 4.7 736 73.87 0.1972 0.7316
6 75.4 128 350 7.0 824 72.44 0.2209 0.7161
. 6 723 128 400 9.5 916 70.02 02455 0.6909
6 624 128 450 13.0 1030 69 15 0.2761 0.6812
6 623 19.7 500 17.0 1150 67.81 0.3084 0.6667
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Bl-4 Boiling data
N t Nueater Power Sm RPD
(rps) (C) (W) (-) (-)
2.0 10026 4 4.67 3.1363 L2685
2.5 100.58 4 828 2.0072 1.2208
3.0 100.61 4 14.87 1 3939 1.1960
3.5 100.63 4 22.98 1.0241 1.1638
4.0 100.62 4 33.63 0.7841 1.1411
4.5 100.61 4 46.05 0.6195 1.0973
5.0 100.61 4 61.40 0.5018 1.0666
5.5 100.59 4 7925 0.4147 1.0382
6.0 100.57 4 9922 0.3485 0.9964
6.5 100.55 4 120.49 0.2969 0.9527
7.0 100.53 4 143.40 0.2560 0.9078
7.5 10022 4 165.96 0.2230 0.8542
8.0 10.50 4 192.80 0.1960 0.8177
2.0 100.57 2 4.11 3.1363 1.1168
2.5 10029 2 7.91 2.0072 1.0998
3.0 100.60 2 1328 12939 1.0919
3.5 100.61 2 2L24 1.0241 1.0758
4.0 100.61 2 31.44 0.7841 1.0669
4.5 100.60 2 4426 0.6195 1.0642
5.0 100.58 2 60 80 0.5018 1.0562
5.5 100.56 2 80.26 0.4147 1.0475
6.0 100.53 2 101.72 0.3485 1.0226
6.5 10020 2 125.69 0.2969 0.9938
7.0 100.48 2 150.35 0.2560 0.9518
7.5 100.45 2 176.02 0.2230 0.9060
8.0 100.43 2 204.23 0.1960 0.8661
2.0 100.23 3.81 3.1363 1.0347
2.5 100.33 1 722 2.0072 1.0210
3.0 10026 1 13.12 12939 1.0551
3.5 100.44 1 2020 1.0241 1.0433
4.0 100.45 1 3028 0.7841 1.0512
4.5 100.46 1 43.07 0.6195 1.0264
5.0 100.43 1 5828 02018 1.0245
5.5 10029 1 7828 0.4147 1.0242
6.0 100.31 1 101.70 0.3485 1.0223
6.5 100.24 1 129.19 0.2969 1.0214
7.0 100.18 1 158.57 0.2560 1.0038
7.5 100.13 1 192.71 0.2230 0.9919
8.0 100.10 1 22828 0.1960 0.9694
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B2 Lightnin A340 up-pumping impeller (A340u)
D==0.202m, T=0.45m, H=0.51, C=0.21m, S=0.30m 
B2-1 Cool ungassed data
N Liquid temp Power Po
(rps) t(°C ) (W) (-)
2.0 18.73 225 0.8384
2.5 18.75 4 43 0.8435
3.0 18.77 7 69 0.8484
3.5 1828 12.18 0.8462
4.0 18.81 18 20 0.8469
4.5 18.84 2642 0.8535
B2-2 Cool gassed data
N Liquid temp Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
(rps) t ( °C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
3 20:28 50 0.0 50 7.93 0.0337 1.0335
3 20.26 100 0.0 100 746 0.0674 0.9861
3 20.23 150 1.0 155 7.16 0.1045 0.9338
3 20 18 200 1.8 212 6.95 0.1428 0.9063
3 20.11 250 3.0 274 6.74 0.1849 0.8793
3 20.02 300 4.7 345 6 56 0.2323 0.8551
3 19.92 350 7.0 425 641 0.2866 0.8232
3 19.77 400 9.5 513 6.11 04459 0.7973
3 19.61 450 13.0 618 544 0.4164 0.7612
3 19.43 500 17.0 734 543 0.4949 0.7210
4 19A2 50 0.0 50 18.66 0.0253 1.0262
4 19.41 100 0.0 100 17.49 0.0506 0.9621
4 19 38 150 1.0 155 16.73 0.0784 0.9202
4 1944 200 1.8 212 16.22 0.1071 0.8924
4 1940 250 3.0 274 15.84 0.1387 0.8712
4 19.22 300 4.7 345 1542 0.1742 (F8536
4 19.13 350 7.0 425 15.27 0.2150 0.8399
4 19.02 400 9.5 513 14.99 0.2594 0.8247
4 18 88 450 13.0 618 14.66 0.3123 0.8062
4 18.73 500 17.0 734 14.19 0.3712 0.7802
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B2-2 Cool gassed data—Continue
N Liquid temp Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
^ p ^ t(°C ) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
5 18.72 50 0.0 50 3543 0.0202 0.9949
5 18.73 100 0.0 100 3241 0.0404 0.9098
5 18.72 150 1.0 155 31.17 0.0627 0.8778
5 18.70 200 1.8 212 3046 0.0857 (X8550
5 18.66 250 3.0 274 29 61 0.1109 0.8338
5 18.61 300 4.7 345 2845 0.1394 0.8097
5 18.54 350 7.0 425 28.11 0.1720 0.7916
5 18.45 400 9.5 513 27.27 0.2076 0.7680
5 18 34 450 13.0 618 2646 0.2498 0.7591
5 18.20 500 17.0 734 2640 0.2969 0.7405
6 1842 50 0.0 50 5843 0.0169 0.9456
6 1844 100 0.0 100 5342 0.0337 0.8721
6 1844 150 1.0 155 5040 0.0522 0.8293
6 18.24 200 1.8 212 4847 0.0714 (17833
6 18.21 250 3.0 274 46.04 0.0925 0.7502
6 18.14 300 4.7 345 44.53 0.1161 0.7256
6 18.08 350 7.0 425 43.24 0.1433 0.7045
6 18.00 400 9.5 513 4245 0.1730 0.6950
6 17.9.0 450 13.0 618 4247 0.2082 0.6887
6 17.78 500 17.0 734 41.80 0.2474 (16810
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B2-3 Hot sparged data (4 heaters, 2.695kW each, overall 10.78kW)
N t to Qm Pressure Qgv Power Fig RPD
(rps) (°C) (°C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
3 95.64 17.6 50 0.0 435 5.24 0.2934 0.7093
3 91.84 17.7 100 0.0 487 4.84 0.3286 0.6537
3 88.27 17.9 150 1.0 548 4.41 0.3691 0.5935
3 84.92 18 0 200 1.8 605 4.22 0.4076 &5665
3 816 174 250 3.0 667 3.91 0.4495 R5239
3 78.58 174 300 4.7 745 L57 0.5020 0.4784
3 75.59 17.6 350 7.0 835 4.52 0.5628 0.6036
3 72.66 17.7 400 9.5 930 A35 0.6267 0.5805
3 69.76 17.9 450 13.0 1045 3.99 0.7042 0.5315
3 66.71 184 500 17.0 1167 4.16 0.7865 &5522
4 95.74 18.1 50 0.0 444 14.79 0.2246 0.8446
4 92.06 18.4 100 0.0 498 14.15 0.2520 0.8064
4 88.67 184 150 1.0 564 13.71 0.2849 0.7791
4 85.45 184 200 1.8 622 13.61 0.3146 0.7717
4 8244 18.4 250 3.0 684 13.19 0.3460 0.7465
4 7942 184 300 4.7 758 12.94 0J834 0.7311
4 76.22 184 350 7.0 849 12.67 0.4293 0.7142
4 73.04 184 400 9.5 937 12.57 0.4738 0.7076
4 70.06 17.9 450 13.0 1052 12.20 0.5316 0.6851
4 66 89 17.3 500 17.0 1174 11.91 0.5933 0.6675
5 954 16.4 50 0.0 433 27.60 0.1753 0.8072
5 91.78 164 100 0.0 486 26.55 0.1966 0.7744
5 8847 16.7 150 1.0 550 25.82 0.2224 0.7513
5 84.93 16.6 200 1.8 608 25.50 0.2459 0.7402
5 81.61 16.7 250 3.0 670 2A93 0.2708 0.7221
5 78.53 16.7 300 4.7 746 24.50 0.3018 0.7082
5 75.45 164 350 7.0 834 24.21 0.3374 0.6986
5 7249 164 400 9.5 927 23.83 0.3749 0.6863
5 6948 16.5 450 13.0 1041 23.49 0.4211 0.6752
5 6646 164 500 17.0 1165 22.83 0.4713 0.6550
6 95.51 164 50 0.0 426 43.96 0.1434 0.7438
6 91.74 16.2 100 0.0 485 42.40 0.1633 0.7155
6 8844 16.4 150 1.0 549 4L25 0.1851 0.6946
6 84.93 16.4 200 1.8 608 40.85 0.2050 0.6862
6 8144 164 250 3.0 672 40.08 0.2264 0.6718
6 78A7 164 300 4.7 746 39.55 0.2514 0.6615
6 75.41 164 350 7.0 835 3&03 0.2813 0.6517
6 7Z45 164 400 9.5 930 38.59 (X3133 0.6431
6 69.41 164 450 13.0 1043 38.11 0.3515 0.6339
6 6645 16.2 500 17.0 1166 37.71 0.3931 0^262
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B2-4 Boiling data
N t Nneater Power Sm RPD
(rps) (°C) (W) (-) (-)
2.0 100 56 4 2.59 3.6528 1.1869
2.5 100.56 4 4.95 2.3378 1.1629
3.0 100.57 4 8.30 1 6235 1.1274
3.5 100.57 4 12.89 1.1927 1.1023
4.0 100.58 4 18.89 0.9132 1.0823
4.5 100.58 4 2619 0.7215 1.0541
5.0 100.58 4 34.19 0.5844 1.0032
5.5 100.57 4 4L50 0.4830 0.9587
6.0 100.56 4 54.99 0.4059 0.9336
6.5 100.53 4 68.44 0.3458 0.9139
7.0 100.52 4 8L27 0.2982 0.8903
7.5 100.50 4 99 29 0.2598 0.8631
8.0 100.49 4 116.26 0.2283 0.8327
2.0 100.55 3 2T# 3.6528 1.2139
2.5 100.56 3 5^9 2.3378 1.1938
3.0 100.56 3 R50 1.6235 1.1547
3.5 100.56 3 13.10 1.1927 1.1207
4.0 100.56 3 19.07 0.9132 1.0929
4.5 100 56 3 2C57 0.7215 1.0691
5.0 100.55 3 35A9 0.5844 1.0413
5.5 100.55 3 4A69 0.4830 0.9851
6.0 100.53 3 55.85 0.4059 0.9482
6.5 100.52 3 6R28 03458 0.9251
7.0 100.50 3 85J7 0.2982 0.9127
7.5 100.49 3 102.11 0.2598 0.8877
8.0 100.47 3 120.82 0.2283 0.8654
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B2-4 Boiling data—Continue
N t ^Heater Power Sm RPD
(rps) (°C) (W) (-) (-)
2.0 100.52 2 2.40 3.6528 L0996
2.5 100.54 2 4.63 2.3378 1.0874
3.0 100.55 2 8.01 1.6235 1.0884
3.5 • 100.56 2 12.46 1.1927 1.0660
4.0 100.56 2 18.40 0.9132 1.0541
4.5 100.56 2 2L93 0.7215 1.0436
5.0 100.55 2 3436 0.5844 1.0227
5.5 100.55 2 4532 0.4830 0.9923
6.0 100.53 2 5531 0.4059 0.9492
6.5 10032 2 69A7 03438 0.9277
7.0 10030 2 8538 0.2982 0.9108
7.5 100.48 2 102.45 0.2598 0.8905
8.0 100.44 2 121.85 0.2283 0.8728
2.0 100.45 1 1.97 3.6528 0.9047
2.5 100.42 1 4.17 23378 0.9786
3.0 100.41 7.43 1.6235 1.0093
3.5 100.42 1 12.13 1.1927 1.0373
4.0 100.43 1 17.97 0.9132 1.0296
4.5 100.42 1 25A2 0.7215 1.0232
5.0 100.42 1 3531 0.5844 1.0329
5.5 100.40 1 4532 0.4830 1.0123
6.0 100.33 1 58A9 0.4059 0.9930
6.5 100.30 72.10 0.3458 0.9628
7.0 100.31 1 87.23 0.2982 0.9326
7.5 100.21 1 104.83 0.2598 0.9112
8.0 100.13 1 126.14 0.2283 0.9035
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B3 Triple Lightnin A340 impellers (up-pumping)
D=0.202m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, C2=0.21m, C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m
B3-1 Cool ungassed data
N t Power Po
(rps) (°C) (W)
2.0 19.91 6 43 :L3932
2.5 19 92 12.58 2.3976
3.0 1R95 21.81 2.4056
3.5 19 99 34.54 2.3999
4.0 20B4 51.56 2.3998
4.5 2&07 73.58 2.4053
B3-2 Cool gassed data
N t Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
(rps) (°(:) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
4 19.74 0 0.0 0 51.56 0.0000 1.0000
4 19.74 50 0.0 50 48.00 0.0253 03307
4 19.75 100 0.0 100 44.23 0.0506 0.8577
4 19.74 150 1.0 155 41.83 0.0784 0.8110
4 19.72 200 1.8 212 40.18 0.1071 03792
4 19.71 250 3.0 274 3830 0.1387 0.7407
4 19 67 300 4.7 345 3T08 0.1742 0.7190
4 19 59 350 7.0 425 3538 0.2150 03956
4 19.53 400 9.5 513 34.43 0.2594 03677
5 1939 0 0.0 0 0.0000 1.0000
5 1939 50 0.0 50 92.17 0.0202 0.9151
5 19.41 100 0.0 100 8536 0.0404 0.8445
5 19A2 150 1.0 155 7835 0.0627 0.7809
5 19A2 200 1.8 212 74.00 0.0857 03346
5 19.40 250 3.0 274 71.58 0.1109 0.7106
5 19.38 300 4.7 345 6735 0.1394 03736
5 19.35 350 7.0 425 6349 0.1720 03502
5 19.30 400 9.5 513 63 10 0.2076 0.6264
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B3-3 Hot sparged data
N t to Nheater Qm Pressure Qgv Power Fig RPD
(rpm) (°(:) (°C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
240 84.97 183 1 50 0.0 142 43.12 0.0718 (18363
240 7839 183 1 100 0.0 216 39.96 0.1092 0.7750
240 7L32 183 1 150 1.0 270 38.67 0.1363 0.7501
240 6434 183 1 200 1.8 320 37.85 0.1618 0.7341
240 5835 18.3 1 250 3.0 382 36.46 0.1933 0.7071
300 84.97 183 1 50 0.0 142 82.89 0.0575 0.8108
300 78 39 183 1 100 0.0 216 76.58 0.0874 0.7491
300 7L32 183 1 150 1.0 270 73.70 0.1091 0.7208
300 64.24 183 1 200 1.8 320 72.14 0.1294 (17056
300 5835 18.3 1 250 3.0 382 70.25 0.1547 0.6871
240 91.47 183 2 50 0.0 232 39.46 0.1175 (17653
240 8532 183 2 100 0.0 300 38J9 0.1517 0.7445
240 7936 183 2 150 1.0 350 37.75 0.1769 (17321
240 75.51 183 2 200 1.8 412 3610 0.2081 0.7001
240 71.35 18.3 2 250 3.0 478 35.43 0.2414 0.6871
300 91.47 183 2 50 0.0 232 76.98 0.0940 0.7530
300 85 32 183 2 100 0.0 300 72.07 0.1214 0.7049
300 7936 183 2 150 1.0 350 71.02 0.1415 (16946
300 75.51 183 2 200 1.8 412 69.26 0.1665 0.6774
300 71.35 18.3 2 250 3.0 478 66.62 0.1931 0.6516
240 94.45 183 3 50 0.0 345 38 36 0.1742 0.7439
240 89 38 183 3 100 0.0 382 37.14 0.1933 0.7203
240 8535 183 3 150 1.0 448 36A4 0.2262 0.7067
240 8L43 183 3 200 1.8 508 34.86 0.2566 0.6761
240 7338 18.3 3 250 3.0 565 3157 (12856 0.6511
300 94.45 183 3 50 0.0 345 73.82 0.1393 0.7220
300 89 38 183 3 100 0.0 382 70.91 0.1547 0 6936
300 8535 183 3 150 1.0 448 68 92 0.1810 0.6741
300 8143 183 3 200 1.8 508 66 59 0.2053 0.6513
300 7338 18.3 3 250 3.0 565 6122 0.2284 (16379
240 95 36 18 6 4 50 0.0 466 3T02 0.2357 0.7179
240 9230 18.6 4 100 0.0 506 35 38 0.2559 (16862
240 8830 18.7 4 150 1.0 564 34.48 0.2851 (16688
240 8341 18 6 4 200 1.8 620 33.49 0.3136 0.6495
240 8314 18 6 4 250 3.0 681 3Z38 0.3442 (16280
300 95 35 19.3 4 50 0.0 464 70.41 0.1876 0.6887
300 92 13 193 4 100 0.0 501 67.24 0.2026 0.6577
300 8830 19 3 4 150 1.0 563 6615 0.2276 0.6470
300 8341 19.4 4 200 1.8 619 64.96 0.2502 0.6354
300 82 14 19 5 4 250 3.0 679 63.16 0.2745 0.6177
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B3-4 Boiling data
. N t ^Heater Power Sm RPD
(rps) (°C) (-) (W) (-) (-)
2.0 100.40 4 C62 3.6528 1.0694
2.5 100.39 4 12.49 2.3378 1.0332
3.0 100.41 4 21.12 1.6235 1.0113
3.5 100.40 4 32.93 1.1927 0.9927
4.0 100.37 4 49 30 0.9132 0.9958
4.5 100.34 4 69.70 0.7215 0.9888
5.0 100 30 4 95J2 0.5844 0.9857
5.5 100.26 4 125 65 0.4830 0.9762
6.0 100.20 4 160.09 0.4059 0.9581
B4 Multiple radial flow impellers (BT6+BT6+CD6) 
D=0.176m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, C2=C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m 
B4-1 Cool gassed data
N t Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
(rpm) (°C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
210 21.83 0 0.0 0 52.08 0.0000 1.0000
210 21.85 50 0.0 50 51.60 0.0289 0.9908
210 2185 100 0.0 100 50.54 0.0578 0.9704
210 21.84 150 1.0 155 48.91 0.0896 0.9391
210 21.81 200 1.8 212 45^3 0.1224 0.8819
210 21.77 250 3.0 274 4L56 0.1585 0.8364
210 21.72 300 4.7 345 42.59 0.1991 0.8178
210 21.63 350 7.0 425 4268 0.2457 0.8195
210 21.54 400 9.5 513 43.94 0.2965 0.8437
263 21.59 0 0.0 0 101.30 0.0000 1.0000
263 21.63 50 0.0 50 101.50 0.0231 1.0020
263 21.65 100 0.0 100 97.90 0.0461 0.9664
263 21.66 150 1.0 155 9294 0.0715 0T%73
263 21.67 200 1.8 212 87.99 0.0977 0.8686
263 21.80 250 3.0 274 83.73 0.1265 0.8266
263 21.78 300 4.7 345 81.12 0.1590 0.8008
263 21.71 350 7.0 425 7R08 0.1962 0.7807
263 21.66 400 9.5 513 7T22 0.2368 0.7623
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B4-2 Hot sparged data
N t to Nheater Qm Pressure Qgv Power Fig RPD
(rpm) (°(:) (°C) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
210 8062 18 2 1 50 0.0 116 49.51 0.0669 0.9506
210 7A38 102 1 100 0.0 188 47.52 0.1087 0.9124
210 69 00 102 1 150 1.0 256 45.82 0.1480 0.8798
210 6094 102 1 200 1.8 318 43.97 0.1840 0.8443
210 58 91 103 1 250 3.0 382 44.05 0.2208 0.8459
263 8051 102 1 50 0.0 115 98.12 0.0532 0.9686
263 7A37 102 1 100 0.0 188 96.53 0.0868 0.9529
263 69 09 102 1 150 1.0 257 93.48 0.1184 0.9228
263 63 88 102 1 200 1.8 318 9&12 0.1467 0.8897
263 58.85 182 1 250 3.0 382 86.98 0.1762 0.8587
210 9L42 18.2 2 50 0.0 231 47.13 0.1335 0.9049
210 8097 102 2 100 0.0 301 4A98 0.1739 0.8638
210 8000 102 2 150 1.0 350 44.44 0.2024 0.8532
210 75 30 102 2 200 1.8 409 43A3 0.2364 0.8339
210 7L63 103 2 250 3.0 481 45.43 0.2777 0.8723
263 9L42 102 2 50 0.0 231 9A67 0.1066 0.9346
263 8097 102 2 100 0.0 301 90.70 0.1389 0.8953
263 80.00 102 2 150 1.0 350 8&56 0.1617 0.8841
263 7030 102 2 200 1.8 409 86.91 0.1887 0.8580
263 71.63 18 3 2 250 3.0 481 84.00 0.2218 0.8292
210 94.77 102 3 50 0.0 364 44.02 0.2104 0.8453
210 8048 102 3 100 0.0 386 43.16 0.2228 0.8287
210 85.52 102 3 150 1.0 454 44.15 0.2626 0.8476
210 81.47 102 3 200 1.8 508 44.85 0.2937 0.8613
210 7T26 103 3 250 3.0 563 45.25 0.3251 0.8688
263 94.75 102 3 50 0.0 363 89 38 0.1674 0.8823
263 8045 102 3 100 0.0 385 87.28 0.1774 0.8616
263 8049 102 3 150 1.0 454 83.93 0.2093 0.8285
263 8L44 102 3 200 1.8 508 82.99 0.2342 0.8192
263 77.31 182 3 250 3.0 564 80.99 0.2600 0.7995
210 9096 102 4 50 0.0 464 4269 0.2680 0.8197
210 9213 102 4 100 0.0 500 4266 0.2887 0.8384
210 88 60 102 4 150 1.0 557 44.58 0.3219 0.8559
210 85 13 102 4 200 1.8 608 4228 0.3511 0.8695
210 82.02 182 4 250 3.0 674 45.59 0.3894 0.8753
263 96 02 102 4 50 0.0 471 86J4 0.2171 0.8514
263 9204 102 4 100 0.0 495 83.86 0.2282 0.8279
263 88 65 102 4 150 1.0 559 81.58 0.2581 0.8053
263 8020 102 4 200 1.8 610 8245 0.2814 0.7942
263 82.01 18.3 4 250 3.0 674 79.28 0.3108 0.7826
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B5 Multiple mixed-flow impdllers (BT6+MFu+MFu)
DBT6=0.176m, DMF=0-218m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, 
C2=C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m 
B5-1 Cool ungassed data
N t Power Po
(rps) (°C) (W) (-)
2.0 2L03 11.41 2.90
2.5 2L05 22.23 2.89
3.0 21.09 38J8 2.89
3.5 21.12 60 96 2.89
4.0 21.15 91.31 2.90
4.5 21.21 129.59 2.89
B5-2 Cool gassed data
N t Qm Pressure Qg Power Fig RPD
(rpm) (°(:) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
199 19 39 0 0.0 0 5255 0.0000 1.0000
199 19.41 50 0.0 50 49J6 0.0305 0.9394
199 19 42 100 0.0 100 4T26 0.0610 0.8994
199 19A2 150 1.0 155 46.10 0.0945 0.8772
199 19.40 200 1.8 212 4A69 0.1292 0.8504
199 19J8 250 3.0 274 4279 0.1672 0.8333
199 19J5 300 4.7 345 41.98 0.2101 0.7988
199 19.30 350 7.0 425 40.13 0.2593 0.7636
199 1R22 400 9.5 513 3277 0.3129 0.7379
249 19 39 0 0.0 0 101.33 0.0000 1.0000
249 19.41 50 0.0 50 95.84 0.0244 02458
249 19A2 100 0.0 100 9237 0.0487 0.9116
249 19.42 150 1.0 155 88 88 0.0755 0.8771
249 19.40 200 1.8 212 8256 02032 0.8444
249 19 38 250 3.0 274 82.76 0.1337 0.8167
249 19.35 300 4.7 345 80.16 0.1679 0.7911
249 19 30 350 7.0 425 77.97 0.2072 0.7694
249 19 22 400 9.5 513 7622 0.2501 (17532
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B5-3 Hot sparged data
N t to Nheater Qm Pressure Qgv Power Fig RPD
(rpm) (°C) (*(:) (1/min) (psi) (1/min) (W)
199 80 80 122 1 50 0.0 117 4&29 0.0711 0.8809
199 7A20 122 1 100 0.0 187 44.74 0.1141 0.8514
199 69 12 18.2 1 150 1.0 257 43.70 0 1565 0.8316
199 63 88 18.2 1 200 1.8 318 42.95 0.1939 0.8173
199 5272 182 1 250 3.0 381 41.35 0.2324 0.7869
249 8289 122 1 50 0.0 117 90.44 0.0571 0.8926
249 7424 122 100 0.0 187 86.69 0.0913 CX8556
249 69 04 122 1 150 1.0 256 84.08 0.1249 0.8298
249 63.99 122 1 200 1.8 319 81.87 0.1553 0.8079
249 5269 182 1 250 3.0 381 79.68 0.1857 0.7864
199 9L48 122 ■ 2 50 0.0 233 44.17 0.1418 0.8406
199 8280 122 2 100 0.0 298 4L25 0.1817 0.8231
199 8022 18.2 2 150 1.0 352 4263 0.2146 0.8112
199 7248 122 2 200 1.8 411 42.49 0.2508 0.8086
199 71.41 182 2 250 3.0 478 40.30 0.2916 0.7669
249 9L48 122 2 5.0 0.0 233 &L26 0.1133 0.8414
249 85.80 122 2 100 0.0 298 82.05 0.1452 0.8097
249 8022 122 2 150 1.0 352 80.60 0.1715 0.7954
249 7248 122 2 200 1.8 411 78.72 0.2004 0.7768
249 71.41 182 2 250 3.0 478 77.24 0.2330 0.7622
199 94.06 18.2 3 50 0.0 323 4230 0.1972 0.8239
199 8921 122 3 100 0.0 383 42.17 0.2337 0.8025
199 8223 122 3 150 1.0 447 41.76 0.2725 0.7946
199 8138 122 3 200 1.8 506 39.46 23088 0.7509
199 77.24 182 3 250 3.0 562 3252 23428 0.7330
249 9425 122 3 50 0.0 328 81.00 0.1598 0.7993
249 8924 122 3 100 0.0 381 79.72 0.1857 0.7868
249 8232 122 3 150 1.0 449 78.07 0.2189 0.7705
249 8127 122 3 200 1.8 504 7272 0.2456 0.7572
249 77 30 182 3 250 3.0 563 75.25 0.2745 0.7427
199 9293 122 4 50 0.0 461 41.84 0.2809 0.7962
199 9223 122 4 100 0.0 500 41.07 0.3047 0.7816
199 8258 18.2 4 150 1.0 556 3R02 23392 0.7425
199 8528 122 4 200 1.8 609 3222 0.3715 0.7272
199 8190 182 4 250 3.0 671 37.07 0.4088 0.7054
249 9292 122 4 50 0.0 460 79.66 0.2240 0.7861
249 922 3 122 4 100 0.0 500 77.11 0JW35 0.7610
249 8260 122 4 150 1.0 557 7269 0.2715 0.7469
249 8227 18.2 4 200 1.8 612 75.20 0.2984 0.7421
249 8196 182 4 250 3.0 672 73.76 23276 0.7280
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B5-4 Boiling data
N t Nneater Power Sm RPD
(rps) (*(:) (-) (W) (-) (-)
3.0 100.22 4 3230 1.3943 0.9834
3.5 100.21 4 57.66 1.0244 0.9838
4.0 100.17 4 8298 0.7843 0.9827
4.5 100.14 4 121.32 0.6197 0.9739
5.0 100.10 4 166.23 0.5020 0.9728
5.5 100.07 4 21248 0.4148 0.9474
6.0 100.05 4 272.87 23486 0.9241
3.0 100.23 3 36 38 1.3943 0.9855
3.5 100.21 3 2275 1.0244 0.9854
4.0 100.16 3 86 50 0.7843 0.9886
4.5 100.13 3 122.63 0.6197 0.9844
5.0 100.07 3 166.70 0.5020 0.9756
5.5 100.05 3 218.71 0.4148 0.9616
6.0 100.02 3 27R26 0.3486 0.9457
3.0 100.24 2 3246 1.3943 0.9878
3.5 100.20 2 5216 1.0244 0.9923
4.0 100.12 2 86.96 0.7843 0.9939
4.5 100.09 2 122.95 0.6197 0.9870
5.0 100.04 2 168.35 0.5020 0.9852
5.5 100.00 2 223.26 0.4148 0.9816
6.0 99 97 2 284.18 0.3486 0.9624
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Appendix C: Mixing time data
Cl single impeller system (Chemineer CD-6 impeller)
D=0.176m, T=0.45m, H=0.51, C=0.21m, S=0.30m 
Cl-1 Cool and hot ungassed systems
N t Ps £s Pe Pt St 0m
rpm (°C) W W/kg W w W/kg S
180 20 1222 0.1673 0 12.52 0.1673 13.66
210 20 1289 0.2658 0 1289 0.2658 11.06
240 20 29 68 0 3966 0 2268 0 3966 10.26
300 20 57 98 0.7747 0 57.98 0.7747 7.88
180 95 1222 0.1739 0.000 1222 0.1739 12.93
210 95 1289 0.2763 0.000 1289 0.2763 11.48
240 95 2268 0.4123 0.000 2268 0.4123 274
300 95 5298 0.8054 0.000 57.98 0.8054 7.68
Cl-2 Cool gassed systems
N Qm Qg t Ps £s Pe Pt St 0m
rpm L/min L/min (°C) W W/kg W W W/kg S
180 50 50 2&0 12.98 0.1734 235 16.33 22182 11.65
240 50 50 2&0 3L76 0.4244 235 35.11 24692 8 65
300 50 50 2&0 6256 0.8359 235 65.91 0.8807 7.06
180 100 100 2L7 11.40 02523 6.70 18.10 0.2419 11.08
210 100 100 21.7 18.21 0.2433 6.70 24.91 23329 9.61
240 100 100 21.7 27.82 0.3717 6.70 3A52 0.4613 225
300 100 100 21.7 55.44 0.7408 6.70 62.14 0.8304 6.85
180 150 155 210 10.84 0.1448 1239 21.23 (12837 12.41
210 150 155 21.0 16.74 0.2237 10.39 27.13 02625 9.53
240 150 155 21.0 24.86 23322 10.39 35.25 0.4710 8 65
300 150 155 2L0 4208 0.6558 10.39 59.47 (17946 728
180 200 213 21.7 10.71 0.1431 14.29 25.00 0.3341 9.48
210 200 213 21.7 1C22 0.2167 14.29 30.51 0.4077 8.73
240 200 213 21.7 23.69 0.3165 14.29 37.98 0.5075 7.21
300 200 213 21.7 4205 0.6020 14.29 5924 (17929 622
180 250 279 223 13 87 0.1853 18.70 3227 (14352 8.93
210 250 279 223 15.89 0.2123 18.70 3429 24622 228
240 250 279 223 22.92 02063 18.70 41.62 0.5561 7.18
300 250 279 223 43.16 25767 18.70 6L86 28265 5.61
180 300 356 220 1233 0.1781 2286 37.19 0.4970 9.01
240 300 356 20 0 2263 23024 2286 46.49 0.6213 7.75
300 300 356 220 41.87 25595 2286 65.73 (18783 220
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Cl-3 Hot sparged systems
N Qm Q g t to I'llleater Q g v Ps Ss Pe Pt St 8m
rpm L/min L/min r c ) (°C) (-) L/min W W/kg W W W/kg S
180 10 10 98 8 20 0 3 319 12.48 0.1738 2252 33.00 0.4596 6.82
210 10 10 98 8 20 0 3 319 18.10 0.2521 2252 3262 25379 289
240 10 10 98 8 20 0 3 319 25^7 23618 2252 46.49 0.6475 7.14
300 10 10 98 8 220 3 319 4820 0.6798 2252 6232 0.9656 264
180 50 50 94A 220 3 341 14.63 0.2031 22.02 36.65 25089 238
210 50 50 942 220 3 335 16.91 22348 21.61 38.52 25349 259
240 50 50 94.4 220 3 341 24.01 23334 22.02 4203 26392 295
300 50 50 94A 220 3 339 44.44 26171 21.86 6230 0.9206 6 13
180 100 100 89 2 220 3 379 14.49 0.2006 24.50 38 99 25399 7.84
210 100 100 892 220 3 374 16.76 0.2321 24.22 40.98 25675 208
240 100 100 892 220 3 381 2326 23304 24.62 48.48 0.6712 7.18
300 100 100 892 220 3 376 43.68 0.6048 2A35 6203 0.9420 5.85
Cl-4 Boiling systems
N t to l^ Heater Qv Ps Ss Pvapor Pt St 0m
rpm 2C) rc) (-) L/min W W/kg w W W/kg S
180 100.33 220 3 365 5 13.32 21858 11.94 2226 23523 7.28
210 10233 220 3 3625 2230 0.3110 11.94 34.24 0.4776 6.3
240 10233 220 3 3625 34.08 0.4753 11.94 46.02 0.6419 5.31
300 10233 220 3 3625 63.07 28797 11.94 75.01 1.0462 4.74
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C2 Triple Lightnin A340 impellers (up-pumping)
D=0.202m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, C2=0.21m, C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m 
C2-1 Cool ungassed systems
N Ps Ss Om
rpm W W /kg S
210 34.54 0.2613 1238
240 5L56 0.3901 227
270 7L58 0.5567 7.89
300 100.70 0.7618 6.71
C2-2 Cool gassed systems
N Qg Ps Ss 0m
rpm L/min W W/kg S
210 100 3296 0.2342 11.33
240 100 4A23 23346 9.83
270 100 63.52 0.4806 275
300 100 85 06 0.6435 7.89
240 213 4218 23040 12.48
270 213 5228 24258 10.75
300 213 74.00 (X5598 9.53
330 213 97 16 0.7315 268
C2-3 Hot sparged systems
N t ^Heater Qg Qgv Ps Ss 0m
rpm (°C) (-) L/min L/min W W/kg S
210 8245 2 70 250 2T38 0.2144 11.50
240 8245 2 70 250 39 63 0.3102 10.23
270 8245 2 70 250 55.87 0.4374 8.58
300 8245 2 70 250 7225 0.5891 7.95
C2-4 Boiling systems
N Nneater Ps Ss 0m
rpm (-) W W/kg S
180 4 21.12 (X1668 15.42
210 4 32.93 0.2601 13 88
240 4 4930 0.3893 11.53
300 4 9232 0.7528 9.93
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C3 Multiple radial flow impellers (BT6+BT6+CD6) 
D=0.176m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, C2=C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m 
C3-1 Cool and hot ungassed data
N t Ps Ss 0m
rpm (°C) W W/kg S
210 20 51.47 0.4048 32.63
240 20 76 83 0.6042 27.24
270 20 109 39 0.8603 2438
300 20 150.06 1.1801 2203
210 95 4R62 03902 3L43
240 95 74 52 0.5860 2T03
270 95 105.74 0.8316 24.44
300 95 145.59 1.1450 21.75
C3-2 Cool gassed systems
N Qg Ps Ss 0m
rpm L/min W W/kg S
240 100 7537 0.5717 30 08
270 100 10633 0.8044 2634
300 100 145.12 L0979 2238
330 100 1923 9 1.4555 2030
240 213 67 92 0.5138 2R98
270 213 95A5 0.7221 27.68
300 213 12932 0.9784 2L43
330 213 170.05 1.2865 21.48
240 356 63 10 0.4774 3L88
270 356 86 98 0.6580 2638
300 356 118.64 0.8976 2339
330 356 156:23 1.1819 21.44
C3-3 Hot sparged systems
N t H^eater Qg Q gv Ps Ss 0m
rpm (°C) (-) L/min L/min W W/kg S
240 87 6 2 70 235 6935 0.5403 27.65
270 87.6 2 70 235 100.03 0.7568 2533
300 87.6 2 70 235 138.07 1.0446 22.54
330 87.6 2 70 235 185.08 1.4002 20.28
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C3-4 Boiling systems
N ^Heater Ps Ss 8m
rpm (-) W W/kg S
210 4 5L94 0.4102 2538
240 4 78 01 0.6161 23.09
270 4 109.95 0.8683 20.69
300 4 148.31 1.1712 18.91
C4 Multiple radial flow impellers (BT6+BT6+CD6) 
D=0.176m, T=0.45m, Cl=0.15m, C2=C3=0.21m, S=0.3m, H=0.87m 
C4-1 Cool ungassed systems
N Ps S,s 8m
rpm W W/kg S
180 3835 0.2917 14.74
210 6L22 0.4631 13.01
240 9138 0.6913 11.85
300 178.48 ]L3503 835
C4-2 Cool gassed systems
N Qg Ps Ss 8m
rpm L/min W W/kg S
210 100 53 98 0.4084 13.98
240 100 78 46 [).5936 12.81
270 100 109.73 0.8302 11.69
300 100 150.43 1.1381 9.98
210 213 5168 0.3910 16 38
240 213 7A28 0.5620 13.58
270 213 102.06 0.7721 12.78
300 213 136.69 1.0341 11.42
270 356 95 70 0.7240 13.53
300 356 12637 0.9576 12.34
C4-3 Hot sparged systems
N t ^Heater Qg Qgv Ps Ss 8m
rpm (°C) (-) L/min L/min W W/kg S
210 87.8 2 70 239 51.05 03995 14.47
240 8T8 2 70 239 74.24 0.581 1233
270 87.8 2 70 239 103.69 0.8115 11.43
300 87.8 2 70 239 138.44 1.0834 10.28
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C4-4 Boiling systems
N ^Heater Ps Ss 8m
rpm (-) W W/kg S
180 4 36 87 0.2912 17.85
210 4 5732 0.4566 15.08
240 4 8T05 0.6874 14.21
300 4 166.48 1.3147 10.79
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Appendix D: Micro mixing data
D1 Apparatus for copper ion measurements 
Spectrophotometer: Perkin Elmer UV/VIS Spectrometer Lambda2 
Cuvette: 4.5ml
Centrifuge: Heraeus Sepatech Omnifuge 2.0RS
D2 Data for copper ion calibration
Cu^  ^(M) 
0.002866 
0.005735 
0.011470 
0.022930 
0.041700
Absorbance
0.0341
0.0690
0.1369
0.2781
0.5036
D3 Micromixing data
D3-1 Hot ungassed systems with 2 heaters, Feed location: impeller discharge
CUS0 4 5 H2 0 NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs] X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°(:) (■■) (■■) %
280.96 60.01 0 300 89 0.1980 0.0340 blank test
280.95 60 00 120 150 89 0.2030 0.0574 18.20
280.95 6030 120 180 89 0.2030 0.0520 14.03
280.95 6030 120 180 89 (12030 0.0529 14.72
280.95 6030 120 210 89 (12030 0.0493 11.92
280 94 6039 120 300 89 0.2109 0.0442 7.57
280.95 6030 120 300 89 (10203 0.0430 7.01
D3-2 Hot ungassed systems with 2 heaters, Feed location: liquid surface
CUSO45H2O NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs2 X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°(:) ("■) ( - ) %
280 96 60.01 0 300 89 0.1980 0.0340 blank test
280.95 60 120 120 89 (12042 0.0773 33.47
280.95 60 120 180 89 (12025 0.0674 26.09
280.95 60 120 240 89 0.2016 0.0606 20.87
280.95 60 120 300 89 0.2012 (10563 17.60
280.95 60 120 300 89 (12025 0.0577 18.52
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D3-3 Boiling systems with 2 heaters, Feed location: impeller discharge
CUS0 4 5 H2 0 NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs2 X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°C) (--) (--) %
280.95 6030 0 240 100.3 0.1926 0.0340 blank test
280.95 6033 120 120 100.2 0.2091 0.0549 15.68
280.95 6030 120 180 100.3 0.2106 0.0434 7.05
280.95 60.00 120 240 100.3 0.1982 0.0441 5.48
280.95 6032 120 300 100.3 0.2085 0.0390 3.77
D3-4 Boiling systems with 2 heaters. Feed location: liquid surface
CUSO45H2O NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs2 X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°C) (■") (■") %
280.95 6030 0 240 100.3 0.1926 0.0340 blank test
280.95 60 120 120 100.2 0.1994 0.0687 27.68
280.95 60 120 180 100.2 (12193 0.0620 19.77
280.95 60 120 240 100.3 0.2090 0.0543 1532
280.95 60 120 300 100.3 0.2062 0.0479 10.59
D3-5 Hot sparged systems with 2 heaters. Feed location: impeller discharge
Air sparged rate 50L/min
CUSO45H2O NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs2 X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°(:) (--) (--) %
280.96 60.01 0 300 89 0.198 0.034 blank test
280.95 60 120 210 89 0.1948 0.0529 15.51
280.95 60 120 210 89 0.2025 0.0562 17.34
280.95 60 120 240 89 0.2045 0.0465 9 65
280.95 60 120 240 89 0.2007 03458 932
280.95 60 120 300 89 03092 0.0447 832
D3-6 Hot sparged systems with 2 heaters. Feed location: impeller discharge
N2 sparged rate 50L/min
CUSO45H2O NaOH Lactone N t Absi Abs2 X
(g) (g) (ml) (RPM) (°C) (--) (--) %
280.95 6030 120 210 89 0.2074 03565 17.06
280.95 6034 120 210 89 03002 0.0479 11.02
280.95 6030 120 240 89 0.1979 0.0494 1239
280.95 6030 120 300 89 03025 0.0435 7.42
280.95 6030 120 300 89 0.1884 0.0438 8A0
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Appendix E: Safety data for y-Butyrolactone*
Section 1 Chemical Product and Company Identification
MSDS Name; gamma-Butyrolactone, 99+%
Catalogue Numbers:
AC108130000, AC108130010, AC108130025, AC108130250, AC108135000 
Synonyms:
4-Hydroxybutyric acid, -lactone; BLO 
Company Identification:
Fisher Scientific UK
Bishop Meadow Road, Loughborough
LeicsLEllSR G
For information, call: 01509 231166 
For emergencies, call: 01509 231166
Section 2 Composition, Information on Ingredients
CAS# Chemical Name % EINECS#
96-48-0 y-Butyrolactone 99.0+ 202-509-5
Section 3 Hazards Identification
Emergency Overview
Hygroscopic:
The toxicological properties of this material have not been fully investigated. 
Potential Health Effects
given by Fisher Scientific
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Eye:
No information regarding eye irritation and other potential effects was found.
Skin:
No information regarding skin irritation and other potential effects was found. 
Ingestion:
The toxicological properties of this substance have not been fully investigated. 
Inhalation:
The toxicological properties of this substance have not been fully investigated. 
Chronic:
No information found.
Section 4 First Aid Measures
Eyes:
Flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes, occasionally lifting the upper 
and lower lids. Get medical aid immediately.
Skin:
Flush skin with plenty of soap and water for at least 15 minutes while 
removing contaminated clothing and shoes. Get medical aid if irritation 
develops or persists.
Ingestion:
If victim is conscious and alert, give 2-4 cupfuls of milk or water. Get medical 
aid immediately.
Inhalation:
Get medical aid immediately. Remove from exposure to fresh air immediately. 
If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If breathing is difficult, give 
oxygen.
Notes to Physician:
Treat symptomatically.
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Section 5 Fire Fighting Measures
General Information:
As in any fire, wear a self-contained breathing apparatus in pressure-demand, 
MSHA/NIOSH (approved or equivalent), and full protective gear. During a 
fire, irritating and highly toxic gases may be generated by thermal 
decomposition or combustion.
Extinguishing Media:
In case of fire, use water, dry chemical, chemical foam, or alcohol-resistant 
foam.
Autoignition Temperature: 455 deg C ( 851.00 deg F)
Flash Point: 98 deg C ( 208.40 deg F)
NFPA Rating: health-0; flammability-1; reactivity-0 
Explosion Limits: Lower: 3.60 vol % Upper: 16.00 vol %
Section 6 Accidental Release Measures
General Information:
Use proper personal protective equipment as indicated in Section 8. 
Spills/Leaks:
Absorb spill with inert material, (e.g., dry sand or earth), then place into a 
chemical waste container. Clean up spills immediately, observing precautions 
in the Protective Equipment section.
Section 7 Handling and Storage
Handling:
Wash thoroughly after handling. Remove contaminated clothing and wash 
before reuse. Use with adequate ventilation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin, 
and clothing. Avoid ingestion and inhalation.
Storage:
Store in a cool, dry place. Keep container closed when not in use.
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Section 8 Exposure Controls, Personal Protection
Engineering Controls;
Use process enclosure, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls 
to control airborne levels.
Personal Protective Equipment
Eyes;
Wear appropriate protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles as 
described by OSHA's eye and face protection regulations in 29 CFR 1910.133.
Skin:
Wear appropriate protective gloves and clothing to prevent skin exposure.
Clothing:
Wear appropriate protective clothing to minimize contact with skin. 
Respirators:
Follow the OSHA respirator regulations found in 29CFR 1910.134. Always 
use an NlOSH-approved respirator when necessary.
Section 9 Physical and Chemical Properties
Physical State: Liquid 
Appearance: colourless 
Odor: Mild caramel odor 
pH: Not available.
Vapor Pressure: 1.5 hPa @ 20 C 
Vapor Density: 3.0 
Evaporation Rate: Not available.
Viscosity: Not available.
Boiling Point: 204 - 205 deg C @ 760.00mm Hg 
Freezing/Melting Point: -45 deg C 
Decomposition Temperature: Not available.
Solubility: Miscible.
Specific Gravity/Density: 1.1200g/cm3
Molecular Formula: C4H602 Molecular Weight: 86.09
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Section 10 Stability and Reactivity
Chemical Stability: Stable under normal temperatures and pressures.
Conditions to Avoid: Incompatible materials, strong oxidants.
Incompatibilities with Other Materials:
Strong oxidizing agents, strong acids, strong bases, strong reducing agents. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products:
Carbon monoxide, irritating and toxic fumes and gases, carbondioxide. 
Hazardous Polymerization: Has not been reported.
Section 11 Toxicological Information
RTECS#: CAS# 96-48-0: LU3500000 
LD50/LC50:
CAS# 96-48-0: Oral, mouse: LD50 = 1720 mg/kg; Oral, rat: LD50 = 
1540mg/kg.
Carcinogenicity: Butyrolactone
lARC: Group 3 carcinogen See actual entry in RTECS for complete information.
Section 12 Ecological Information
For further information, contact Fisher Scientific.
Section 13 Disposal Considerations
Dispose of in a manner consistent with federal, state, and local regulations.
SECTION 14 - TRANSPORT INFORMATION
CDG/CPL
IMO: Not regulated as a hazardous material. 
lATA: Not regulated as a hazardous material.
RID/ADR: Not regulated as a hazardous material.
Canadian TDG: No information available.
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Section 15 Regulatory Information
European/International Regulations 
European Labeling in Accordance with EC Directives 
Hazard Symbols: Not available.
Risk Phrases:
Safety Phrases:
S 26 In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and 
seek medical advice.
S 39 Wear eye/face protection.
WGK (Water Danger/Protection)
CAS# 96-48-0: 1 
Canada
CAS# 96-48-0 is listed on Canada's DSL/NDSL List.
This product has a WHMIS classification of D2B.
CAS# 96-48-0 is not listed on Canada's Ingredient Disclosure List.
Exposure Limits 
US FEDERAL TSCA
CAS# 96-48-0 is listed on the TSCA inventory.
Section 16 Additional Information
MSDS Creation Date: 5/11/1990 
Revision #3 Date: 9/30/1997
The information above is believed to be accurate and represents the best information 
currently available to us. However, we make no warranty of merchantability or any 
other warranty, express or implied, with respect to such information, and we assume 
no liability resulting from its use. Users should make their own investigations to 
determine the suitability of the information for their particular purposes. In no way 
shall Fisher be liable for any claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for lost 
profits or any special, indirect, incidental, consequential or exemplary damages, 
howsoever arising, even if Fisher has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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Comments on the paper “Effect of Mixing on Product Quality in Semibatch 
Stirred Tank Reactors” published on AIChE J., 47, 8, 1731-1739, 2001
To the editor:
The recent paper (Verschuren et al., AIChE J., 47, 8 , 1731-1739, 2001) presents a 
model to predict the effect of micromixing on the selectivity of complex mixing 
sensitive reactions. The power dissipation field in a standard stirred tank reactor is 
simplified into three regions with different profiles of the power dissipation.
Bulk region: a , = —  = 0.13 [1]
S a v
Wall region: 0^ 2 = = 0.63 [2 ]
Stirrer region: a . = r0 .4 1 4 -3 .4 6 2 -+  8.233
T IT. y
r
<■
[3]
Very good agreement was obtained between their modelling and experimental data.
Here we do not want to argue the rationality of the division of the power dissipation 
field. However, after examining their model, we find serious mistakes exist in their 
work.
The total power dissipated in the tank should be the summation of the power in the 
three regions,
p = = e.vVr [4]
i=l i=l
Therefore,
= l [5]
1=1
Equation [5] must be satisfied under any conditions. Otherwise serious mistakes could 
be made.
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Now we check the model proposed in Verschuren et al (2001).
For the stirrer region;
1 r 1 r0 .6 5 T /2
  cCgdv = ---------— 0C3 • 2Tcrdr • 0.2T
V J 71/4-T"-'»
>1.6f'
JC
'0,325
.  Jo 
xdx
0 0.414-3.462x + 8.233x^
= 1.054
and
fa-dv = 1.462 > 1
[6]
[7]
This means more than 46% power is input in modelling than that in experiments. It 
seems likely that the volume contributed by the stirrer region is too big. According to 
the given profile of as, taking a height of the stirrer region O.IT would be sufficient to 
correct the energy balance.
Bulk region
7 -
Stirrer region 
Wall region
0.2T
0.65T
Fig. Three zones with different power dissipations in a tank reactor
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